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PREFACE
\ The P. W. D. Hand~Book was last revised in 1949 as 9th edition
, 'which has been in vogue so far. As most of the material in this Hand-
\ Book has become outmoded and considerable technological develop-
\ ments have taken place since then, it was decided to bring the matter
up-to-date and publish in the form of a new Hand-Book. The work
which was originally being dealt with by a separate unit headed by

t. a .Special Officer was subsequently entrusted to the Maharashtra
, Engineering Research Institute, Nashik, for co-ordination and.l publication. The accompanying list shows chapters of the revised
r edition assigned for writing to different officers in the Irrigation,

. t Public Works and Housing, Urban Development and Public Health
, Departments. " " .

~. The Chapter No. 25 is split up into following parts:-
~ (1j Irrigation". t (2) Irrigation Management.

~ \ In the present booklet the procedure of Rules and Regulations of
. Irrigation Management as in vogue in the three Regions viz., Western
l\'i:aharashtra, Vidarbha and Marathwada is explained in detail and

t. " systematically. For the economic and maximum utilisation of irriga-,
tt', tion water in the com,mand area with a definite AIIDC the procedure,:r'"
~ .Iaid down, explained in the booklet is very useful for day to day j

~ . irrigation management and canal field officers. ' t '

\

Previously the recovery of water charges including Irrigation cess
, and, Local cess was entrusted to ,the Revenue Authorities. Now from
July 1976 the recovery of Water Rates (inclusive of Irrigation cess)

.) and Local Fund cess is entrusted to Irrigation Department. Thus,

..' lue to one line authority the recovery of water charges will be more
ffective. The procedure therefore laid down by Irrigation Depart-
iertt....for effecting the recovery is also explained in this booklet.

'.'0,

Of- The"ltrigation system on volumetric basis in Western Maharashtra

i and on villa~e or chulk Agreements as in Vidarbha Region is more
, beneficial to gr.0up of irrigators instead of the individuals, is also

t.da~~,;~,!n this booklet.

1.r
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Second ClassIrrigation Works, are also explained in tills booklet.
Special reference is invited to " Phad System" of Irrigation which is
considered to be ideal- as a " Co-operative Irrigation Management"
of the oldest pattern of irrigation .

. All -the latest Government orders regarding the management,
specifically on -Lift Irrigation Schemes, Water Rates, etc., are en-
lightened in this booklet.

Efforts are made to incorporate metric units and equivalents
brought in force by Government. However, since application of
metric units is yet in transition in the field, full conversion to metric
has not been possible./

-;'\
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IRRIGATION

GLOSSARY OF IRRIGATION TERMS APPLICABLE TO THE
IRRIGATION SYSTEM IN MAHARASlITllA

.--.~-

1. A Canal is the main channel of irrigation scheme from which as a rule, no
direct irrigation takes place.
2. A Branch Canal is a channel taking off from the main canal, which has the

same function as the main canal, viz., carrying water to distributaries.

3. Distributary.-{a) A Major Distributary is a channel jaking off from the main
canal or a branch canal and its main function is to supply water to minor distribu-
taries and outlets.
(b) A Minor Distributary is a channel taking off from a major distributary and

supplying water to outlets. .
4. An Outlet is a regulating device through which water is supplied to water

courses. They are numbered serially from head to tail of the distributary or minor
and where two outlets face each other. the one on the right bank has the lower number.

5. A Minor is a branch of a distributary and has the same function as a distribu-
tary. A minor is given the name of the village mainly served by it.

6. A Water Course is a channel taking off from a Government channel and irri-
gates fields.
7. A Ghat-fed Canal is a canal fed from a storage which derives its supply from

unfailing monsoon rain in the Ghats. .
8. A Tank fed canal is a canal fed from a storage which obtains an unreliable

supply from a non-ghat catchment.
9. A perennial Canal is a canal that receives a supply of water throughout the

year.
10. A Non-Perennial Canal is a canal that normally does not receive a supply

of water throughout the year.
11. A Balance or Balancing Tank is a subsidiary reservoir for storing excess

river-water which is utilised during periods of short supply.
12. A Tail Tank is a reservoir supplied with water from a canal whenever in

excess of canal requirements, having its own command and usually situated near
the tail of canal.

13. A Pick-up Weir is a masonry weir constructed across a river at the head of
works of a canal to raise the level of water sufficiently high for it to flow into the
canal.

14. A Bandhara or Dharan or Nalla Pick-up Weir is a weir across a nalla to divert
water into a channel for irrigation.'
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15. Rotation is defined as an interval at which water is supplied to the sanctioned
crops.

16. A module is a device for ensuring a constant discharge of water passing from
one channel into another, irrespective of the water level in each, within certain speci-
fied limits.

17. A Semi-module is a device, the discharge through which varies according to
the head of water in the parent channel, but is unaffected by the downstream fluctua-
tion.

Note.-The term' rateable' may be applied either to modules or semi-modules
and means' that can be rated or set ', A semi-module is said to be pro-
portional when it draws off a supply directly proportional to the dis-
charge flowing in the parent channel.

18. A meter is a device for measuring quantities of water passed or rate offlow,

19. Base is the period on which a ' Duty" is calculated. There were three bases
in common use in the Deccan.

Old Base Periods
(a) Rabi 15th October to 14th

February.
1 cusec for 123 days.
10.627 Mcft.
246 acre-feet.
1 cusec for 120 days.
10.308 Mcft.
240 acre-feet.
1 cusec for 122 days.
10.541 Mcft.
244 acre-feet.

(b) Hot weather 15th February to 14th
June.

(c) Monsoon 15th June to 14th
October.

New Base Periods
(a) Rabi 15th October to 28th 0.0283 cumec for 137 days.

February. 334981.44 M3
(11.8368 Mcft.)

1st March to 30th June 0.0283 cumec. for 122 days.'
298304.64 M3
(10. 38528 Mcft.)

1st July to 14th October 0.0283 cumec.Tor 106 days.
259182.72 M3
(9.1584 Mcn.)

20. Daily Discharge (in cumecs/in cusecs) is the total flow (in cubic metre/cubic
feet) in a day divided by number of seconds in 24 hours (86,400).

(b) Hot weather

(c) Monsoon

21. Discharge at any section, normal to flow is the quantity of water passing
that section in unit time.·

22. Supply is water which enters a canal head less water escaped into nallas or
tail tanks.

--_
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"._-_,.- 23. Mean Supply is the sum of the' daily discharge' utilised (i.e., less escapage)
divided by the number of days of ' base' period.

24. Mean Discharge is the sum of the daily discharges of any 'base'perioddivided
by the number of days. " '

Note.-If the whole discharge is utilised mean supply and mean discharge are
the same.

25. Open Discharge is the number of' day cusecs ' passed into a channel divided
by the number of days the channel was open or in other words the' mean discharge'
for days in flow.

26. Day Cusec is a unit of quantity of water equal to 86,400 cubic feet and equiva-
lent to 1 cusec flowing for 24 hours.

·,26(a). Day Cumec is a unit of quantity of water equal to 86,400 cubic meter and
is equivalant to 1 cumec flowing for 24 hours.

26(b). A cusec is the unit of discharge and means a discharge of one cubic ft.
per secon ..'

26(c). ' A cumec is the unit discharge- and means a discharge of one cubic m:eter
per second. '

27. Acre foot is quantity of water equivalent to one, foot depth on one acre.

28. Capacity is the full supply ~ischarge of a channel.

29. Capacity Factor is the ratio of mean supply to capacity.

30. Rabi Capacity factor is the ratio of mean supply of rabi season to ' capacity ~
(50 per centto 60 per cent for Deccan Canals.)

3t. Full Supply Co-efficient. The number of HafAcres irrigable per cumecs/
.cusec of capacity of a channel at its head.

Note.-The controlling factor in the design of a channel is the rabi • full supply
co-efficient '. This varies in: the Deccan according to types of crops to
be grown being as low as 50 for cane, and as high as 120 for rabi crops
only. The record year on the Nira gave 92 and 80 is a fair figure for
ordinary proportions of crops on perennial canals.

32. Time factor of: channel is (he ratio of the number of days the channel is
in flow to the • base'. The most convenient ' ·base ' for this calculation is the normal
ten day rotation period. If in a ten day period the channel flows for 4 days and
nights and 6 days only and not at night, the time factors is 7/10 th,

33. Gross area is the ~J area included within. the farthest limits upto which
the canal water is proposed to be supplied.

I

34. ~ Command Area is the area arrived at after deducting from the ' gross
area' such areas within irrigation limits as are not commanded by the Project.

35. _1~tual cq!!].!!landis the area on whic~ '\Vater.will :flowfrom complete canal
system as constructed or likely to be constructed.
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36. Culturable Commanded Area is the portion of 'gross commanded area'
which-is culturable. -

37. Actual Irrigable Command is the portion of the' actual command' which
is suitable for irrigatIOn.

38. .Area Irrigated is the area to which water is actually supplied.

39. Area assessed is the area on which assessment is charged.

40. Intensity is the percentage of the' area irrigated • bears to the' actual irrigable
command.'

41. Block means the whole area of certain specified land to which the block system
IS applied. '

42. Block conditions means the special conditions prescribing, regulating or
restricting the irrigated cultivation which may be carried on within a Block.

43. j Block Period means a period for which a supply .of water is sanctioned under
the block system.

44. Block rate means a fixed uniform, annual rate levied for the supply of water
to a block.

45. Block System meansa system under which a supply of water is provided for
carrying on irrigated cultivation under certain conditions throughout a block for
a period of years.

46. Plot means one of two or more portions into which block land is divided
for the purpose of irrigation, each of such portion being provided with a separate
inlet for irrigation water. ~

47. Unit means one of two or more plots, each of a standard area, into which
a piece of land is divided, such sub-division being maintained for a number of years
and unitization means dividing into units.

48. Catchment is the area which drains into a drainage.

49. Drainage means the natural lines of depression in the area through which
storm water escapes to the river.

50. Drainage channel is a natural drainage when improved by clearance or by
excavation.

r·

51. Exchange of blocks means a change of portion of part or whole of sanctioned
block area to a new area with the approval of the competent authority.

52. Transfer of block means change in the block holders in the middle of a block
period due to (i) Owner after obtaining block sanctions in his name, leasing his
land to a tenant, (ii) land reverting from tenant to owner, (iii) Change in ownership
of land caused by sale, mortgage or death of blockholder etc.

53. Overlap Occurs when new perennial crop is planted in, a block before the
old crop has been removed so as to exceed the basic area of perennial crop, in a
block, "
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54. Khodawa is.the first ratoon of the plant cane.

55. Nidwa is the second ratoon of the plant cane.

56. Rodawa is the third ratoon of the plant cane.

57. Chidawa is the fourth ratoon of the plant cane,

58. Ceiling of Block means a limit of maximum area of a block allowable in the
name of an individual as per rules.

59. §h_f!:!.enQldermeans a blockholder who is a certified member of the Co-opera-
tive Sugar Factory.

60. Black-listed Irrigator is an irrigator who has committed two or more offences
of un~horised irrigation of perennial crops within a stipulated period and who is
debarred from being a blockholder for a certain period.

61. Demarcation is a fixing the boundary of block.

62. 'x' .Limits is the maximum area of cane permissible in each catchment or
sub-catchment of a channel.

63. 'R-limits ' is a maximum area of cane allowable in the damaged area reclaimed
by construction of lhe land drainage of any other method. .

64. Adsali Sugarcane.- It is a variety of sugarcane which matures during a period
of 16 to 18 months. Plantation for this variety of cane is done between 15th July
to 15th September. This is a very common variety practised by cultivators on
Deccan Canals.

65.. Suru or Sali Sugarcane.- It is a variety of sugarcane which matures during
a period of 12 to 14 months. Plantation of this variety is done between the period
of 15th November to 15th January on Deccan Canals.

i~,
f

..
66. Overlapped Cane. From the definitions of Adsali and Suru Sugarcane it will

be observed that cultivators of a sugarcane crop cannot get yield of his crop within
12 months. In order to provide yearly income to the cultivator, additional plantations
are granted to the irrigator towards their basic sanctions. Old sugarcane that is
standing in the field over and above the basic sanction is. called '.' Overlap". '

67. Tank chart,- Itis a graph showing how the reservoir has been filled. during
the inonsoon and how its water has been consumed during the fair seasons. These
are maintained for very large storages under a Management Division.

68. Duty is defined as acreagefhectarage of land that is irrigated per cusecJ
cumec of wa'tEr:"'---.!L~!,, ..

i

69. AI/DC: _ ~I_ = area irrigated
DC day cusecs

This is ganeraIly 4 for Rabi season and 3 to 3.5 for hot weather season for mixed
irrigation, at the. distributory head.

70. Pre-seasonal.- It is a crop, plantation of which is done in advance of starting
of the season.

TB 4650-2
1
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71. Irrigation Pass. It is a permission in a standard form, issued to an irrigator
for supPlying water to his sanctioned crops.

72. Demand Statement is a form in which assessment is preferred for the water
consumed by the irrigator to his sanctioned crops. .

73. Pali-Patrak is a statement showing the turn of rotation of every irrigator.,
to his sanctioned crops on a particular distributory.

74. Sheja-pali. It is a method of supplying water to the sanctioned crops from
the irrigation system according to a fixed order in each rotation. This is in operation
on the Deccan Canals for over fifty years and has not only stood the test of time but
has also acquired acceptance of the irrigators. .

2.0. What is Irrigation ?
The process of supplying water to the crops by artificial means is called irrigation.

This is also understood by a different terminology called " Irrigated Agriculture or
Irriculture". Irrigation is as important to the crops as blood supply to the human
body. The water supply to the crops is a primary need for the healthy growth of the
crop as the blood in the human body. The need for the regulated timely supplies of
water and manure in requisite doses goes a long way in realising increased producti-
vity of the crop. The productivity of a crop depends upon the type of soil, adequate
supply of water and employment of labour and proper application of insecticides
and pesticides. The Irrigation Engineer has, therefore, a most important role to play
in the day-to-day management of Irrigation works.

2.1. Development of Irrigation.-Prac.tice of irrigation has been in existence since
times immemorial. Large and small surface tanks have been used for irrigation
since ancient times. Lifting of water or divertiqg the same from small streams and
rivers was also pursued in the olden age. In the Western Maharashtra, the first large-
scale irrigation work was constructed in the year 1870, on the Krishna river near
Karad known as Khodshi Weir and Krishna Canal system. The first storage work
was completed on the Mutha river in the year 1875 known as Khadakwasla Storage
Reservoir, Thereafter, the storage works at Bhatghar, Chankapur, Darna, Bhandar-
dara were constructed in the British regime. In the Vidarbha area small tanks were
taken up near Ramtek, Ghorajhari, Asola-Mendha and Naleshwar. In the Marath-
wada area no such tanks worth mentioning were constructed. However, since 1954
good impetus for the construction of irrigation works was given and quite a number
of schemes got completed.

2.2. Irrigation Acts.-The State of Maharashtra consists of the following three
regions:-

(i) Western Maharashtra.
(ii) Vidarbha Region.
(iii) Marathwada Region.

The regions of Vidarbha and Marathwada have merged into the then Bombay
State in the year 1956. There was not much irrigation practised in. the region of
Marathwada before the merger of the State. Even then, Hyderabad IrrigationAct
was prevalent in that region till the Maharashtra Irrigation Act, 1976 was passed'

Admin
Callout
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and made uniformly applicable to all the State from 1st January 1977. In the case of
Vidarbha Region, quite an appreciable irrigation was being practised on the old
tanks like Ramtek, Ghorazari etc. Generally crop pattern followed was of Paddy
~nd there used to be long term sanctions for Paddy besides sanctions on demand
by the irrigators. In this region C. P. Irrigation Act was prevalent till the Maharashtra
Irrigation Act, 1976 was passed and made uniformly applicable to all the State
from 1st January 1977. In the case of Western Maharashtra, Irrigation has been in
existence for over 100 years. Old Bombay Irrigation Act of 1879 and the rules framed
thereunder namely' Bombay Canal Rules of 1934' continued to operate till the
new Act was passed. Provisions in the Bombay Irrigation Act and Hyderabad Irri-
gation Act are broadly comparable and only. diffe!; in the matters of details. Rules
framed under the Bombay Irrigation Act are very detailed and generally deal with
procedure of sanction of water applications, water rates, irrigation cess, assessment,
remission and refunds, various forms of different types of sanctions, powers of
various officers under the Irrigation Department, .notification of rivers, nallas,
tributaries, sub-tributaries, etc.

As the Vidarbha Region and Marathwada Region have been merged into the
present Maharashtra State, in order to have a uniformity in the Irrigation Rules,
all over the State, it was necessary to have a uniform Irrigation Acrfor all the three
regions of the State. Different provisions in the three different Acts have been consi-
dered in detail and new unified Irrigation Act styled, "Maharashtra Irrigation Act
1976" has been enacted and is operative from 1st January 1977. . .

2.3. Types of Irrigation Works.-Main types of irrigation works are as unden=-
(1) Large storage reservoir and pick-upweirs.
(2) Medium and Minor Irrigation and Small Pazar Tanks.
(3) Diversion Bandharas.
(4) Lift Irrigation and Tube Wells.
(5) Wells.

2.4. Introduction of new crops and new varieties of existing crops.-Irrigation
makes possible the introduction of varieties of crops which cannot be ordinarily
grown onrains, Sugarcane and :most of the fruit trees cannot be grown without
irrigation. Similarly, the high yielding varieties of the crops can be introduced where
irrigation supply is assured as these varieties of crops, cannot depend or wait for
the unforeseen vagaries of the monsoon. _

2.5. ~fmL-From th~ foregoing ~eneral d_iscussionit ~ould ~ s~en
that the croppmg pattern on the different Major, Medium and Minor Irrigation
schemes has to be very well thought out, as it has a direct bearing upon the agro-
climatic environments and the timely and adequate supplies of irrigation water.
The Director of Agriculture on this consideration and the trend of cultivation of
rain-fed crops and crops grown' on wells in the locality certifies the appropriate
cropping pattern for the different irrigation schemes before the schemes are approved
and taken up for construction. '.

The cropping patterns are very much helpful to the Management Engineers while
assessing quantum of water required to be stored for the fulfilment of the irrigation
commitments. The cropping pattern however, as originally prescribed by Agriculture
Department, is to be taken as a guide line for the development of a cropping pattern

TB 4650-2a • . .

~----------~----------~~------------~--------~--------------~------~
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on the Project, because the cultivators may find some other varieties as most profitable
and economical. During the process of irrigation development, the cropping pattern
has, therefore, to be adjusted to the day-to-day new varieties of crops which may
prove more suitable and profitable as a result of continuing process of research
activities. The cropping pattern may also fluctuate according to trend of market
conditions and may warrant sudden changes in the cropping pattern and supply of
irrigation water. In nut-shell, there should be enough flexibility for the cultivator
to adopt new varieties of crops which will give yields and adequate profits. .

2.6. Water requirements.- The Engineer-in-charge of a management work has
to be quite conversant with the water requirement of the different crops in the
different seasons. The interval between each rotation and the total number ofwaterings
required by crops, right from its sowing to its maturity has to be regulated depending
upon the availability of water.

. /' There ar,e several factors which influence the requirements of the water by the
V crops. The~ are summarised to serve as guide-lines. ,

2.6. (A) Factors pertaining to Climatology:
(1) Rainfall, its insistance and its distribution during the growth period ;
(2) Atmosphere temperature,
(3) Wind movement; and
(4) Soil evaporation and relative humidity.

2.6. (B) Factors pertaining to Soil and Topography:
(11 Type of soils, its texture and retaintivity ; ,
(2) Soil fertility ;
(3) Slope of the ground ; and
(4) Sub-soil water table.

2.6. (C) Factors pertaining to Cultivation:
(1) System of irrigation adopted;
(2) Drainage conditions ;
(3) Extent of mechanisation in operation ;
(4) Supply of manure;
(5) Land preparations ; and
(6) Extent of irrigation beds.

2.6. (D) Factors pertaining to Water Supply:
(1) Adequate supply of water during the growth period; and
(2) Method of supply of water.

It would be seen from the above that the Management Engineer has a very impor-
tant role to play in the day-to-day supply of irrigation. On the basis of the factors
enumerated above, the Irrigation Engineer has therefore, primarily to control the
supply of irrigation water to each individual according to the rotation of the supply.
of irrigation water fixed in the different seasons for different crops and the quantum
of water available for irrigation. There are two methods by which the irriagation water
is supplied to the cultivator :-

(1) Water supply on area basis.
(2) Water supply on volumetric basis.
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--•. .-I-._.._.. 2.7. Supply on Area Basis.-In this system, the ~ultivator is given water supply to
his field in a fixed rotation, in such a way that the sanctioned area of his crop is
completely irrigated from one end to the other. There is no-restriction on the quantum
of water he receives for the same. The water-supply 011 the area basis being practised
011 a very large scale, all individual cultivators on all the canal systems are getting
water supply on " Area Basis ". The water rate is also charged on area basis for the
season and the type of crop irrigated.

At .present a new method of estimating the water requirement of crop is many
times used. The details of this method are given in Appendix-I. The method is used,
on some Projects of C.A.D.A. Wing. The method is not largely used as large staff
is necessary for collecting the data required. I '

The details of different methods of irrigation used in the. field are also given in
Appendix-I. However, it needs -to be noted that the water requirement for crops
calculated for these different methods, varies substantially.

2.8. Supply on 'VolumetricBasis.-In the case of volumetric system of irrigation
the cultivator receives water supply on "Measurement basis", The water supply is
measured by means of measurement devices either at the distributory head or at the
property head. The responsibility of, distributing this quantum of water further
evenly to the area under irrigation lies with the cultivator: Thus inthis case, the
water supply is very much economically used and the chances of over-irrigating fields
and thereby getting lands damaged due to water logging and soil eftlorescence etc.,
are almost eliminated. This water supply is charged on the basis of Mcft/Mcuin. of
water supplied to crops, irrespective of the season <?rthe irrespective of crop irrigated.

The areas of the joint stock Sugar Factories now taken over by the Maharashtra
State Farming Corpotation for irrigation, large sanctions of individual irrigations
and co-operative societies are given water supply on volumetric basis. This water
supply is measured on S.W.F. or meters or automatic recorders either at the Distribu-
tary Head or at the Property Head. Water is supplied at 315 cm. per hectar of
sugarcane sanctioned to the above consuniers at Distributary head of 284.50 cm. at
the property head as the case may be. '

Theseasonwise break-up or this water supply is as under :~

.Il".

-,
-----"""",--

Distributary
Head

Property
Head '

(I) Kh~;if} .-7to 14.1-0-(tJ~ .•. '".04.) ..
(2)' Rabi 15.10 to 28.2 (Irod.:" :ltPC;>.

Say

66.00 cm. 58.8 cm.
(26") (23")
114.00 cm. 104.00 cm.
(45,") (41") ,
~50.00 cm. 122.00 cm.
(53") (48")

315.00 cm. 284.05 cm.
(124") (112")--~-----------------
315.00 cm. 284.05 cm.
(124") (112"~

(3) Hot Weather
(. 2~ feb ~ ao:r~,

Total
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The Maharashtra State Farming Corporation which has taken over the farms of
the joint stock sugar factories is allowed water supply on volumetric basis. The
Corporation as a special case is allowed additional water supply during monsoon to
the extent of 10 acre inches (1028.00 cm.) of the sugarcane crop. This additional
water supply is allowed during the overflow period. Water supply should be allowed
as quickly as possible so that the advantage of the short period of overflow could
be fully availed of.

2.9.. Volumetric Supply to other Crops.-The water supply on the volumetric
. basis for crops other than sugarcane crop is also permitted on volumetric basis. The
quantum of water supply for each individual crop is to be calculated according to the
Hectare .cm. (acre-inches) allowed for such crops from sowing to maturity. The
following table gives the hectare cm. (acre-inches) allowed for such crops :--"

Hectare CID. (Acre-inches) Hectare CID. (Acre-inches)
at Distributory at property

Head Head
Category of Crop

1. Monsoon Rice .... 84.00 cm. (33")

2. Monson rice, extending in Rabi
3. Monsoon seasonals
4. Rabi seasonals

28.00 cm. (11")
28.00 cm. (11")

33.00 to 46.00 cm.
(13" to 18")
73.50 cm. (29")

167.50 cm. (66")
5. Hot Weather seasonals
6. Vegetables

76.20 cm.
(30"-monsoon
season only).
25.04 cm. (10")
25.04 cm. (10")

30.50 to 40.64 cm.
(12" to 16")
66.00 cm. (20")

152.40 cm. (601f
)

.
On the basis of the above hectare cm. (acre-inches) the seasonal water quota is

calculated and the water supply is regulated accordingly.

Note.-The units for water supply in F.P. system are in acre-inches and corres-
ponding in M. K. S. are ha-cm.

3:0' Supply of irrigation water terminology nsed by Irrigation Engineer :

3.1. Duty.-Duty is defined as an area in acres of a crop which 0.0283 cum.sec.
(1 cusec) of water flowing continuously throughout the season is able to irrigate.
This duty is different for different crops and the same is detailed below for the main
crops :-

Duty in ha. (acres)

1. Sugarcane/Banana 16.20 (40)
2. Other Perennial crops 18.20 . (45)
3. Rice 18-.20 . (45)
4. Jawar 48.60 (120)
5. Cotton 32.40 (80)
6. Two seasonal crops 32.40 (80)
7. Wheat 32.40 (80)
8. Hot weather crops 20.20 (50)
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3.2. Delta.-" Delta" means total depth of the water in cm. (inches) on the
field-:requ!foo15S'-acrop from sowing to maturity. Appendix-II gives Delta (Water
requirement in inches) for different crops,
Duty referred to above is the seasonal duty and gives an idea for the overall water

planning on an irrigation scheme. However, Duty as understood by the Irrigation
Management Engineers in day-to-day work is AI/DC i.e., area irrigated in Hectares "
per one Cumec. (per one cusec) of water supplied.

This AI/DC is the key note of irrigation management as the demand and supply of
irrigation water is based on these duty figures. These duty figures are for mixed
cropping patterns on-irrigation schemes.

3.3. Irrigation Programme.-It is already known that the Major and Medium
Irrigation Schemes are designed to store 75 per cent dependable yield, while the
minor irrigation works are designed for 50 to 60 per cent dependable yield. The
cropping pattern as 'envisaged at the time of formulation of the irrigation Project is
such that all the water avilable in the storage is fully utilised before the next replenish-
ment is received. However, if the catchment area is not assured with reliable rainfall
then a certain quantum of water is allowed to be stored as a carry-over and carried to
the next year. This" Carry-over" enables the Irrigation Engineer to tide over the
deficient water storage situation in a badyear.and to supply water at least to perennial
crops and honour the standing commitments.
In case of mediurs irrigation schemes, while deciding the storage capacity, the

irrigation in the Kharif season is allowed water supply to the extent of 20 per. cent
of the total Kharif requirements from storage while remaining Kharif Irrigation is
planned to utilise the water from the overflow or from the run of the river as the
case may be. .

I ..,-

In order to fix up the programme of utilisation it is necessary to know the irrigation
year and the seasons thereunder. The Irrigation Year is reckoned from 1st of July
to 30th June next year. The seasons are as under :-

Kharif Season
Rabi Season

1st of July to 14th of October.
15th October to 28th Feburary of ,the next
year.

1st of March to 30th of June,

..
Hot weather

3.4. Classification of Crops.-These seasons are based on the general trends of"
so~ing-and maturity of the respective crops. i

Following is the c~tion of the crops generally grown on the irrigation tank :-

(a) Perennials:
(1) Sugarcane/Banana,
(2) Pan gardens, .
(3) Fruit trees (Grapes, Oranges) and
(4) Lucern and Blephant ..grass etc.

(b) Two Seasonals : ~~

(1) Turmeric,
(2) Chilly,
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(3) Vegetables,
(4) Cotton and
(5) Tobacco.

(c) .Kharif Seasonals: V
(1) Jawar,
(2) Bajara,
(3) Paddy,
(4) Karad,
(5) Mung,
(6) Udid and
(7) Kharif grOundY-

(d) Rabi Seasonals : .

(1) Wheat,
(2) Gram,
(3) Rabi Jawar.

(e) Hot weather Seasonals :

(l) Hot Weather Groundnut,
(2) Kadawal (Green Fodder)

4.0. Water Planning and Irrigation Programme:

4.1. Yearly Water Planning oh Storage Reservoirs.-In the northern part of India
viz., in Utter Pradesh and Punjab, the canals are fed continuously from the run of the
river and plentiful of water. is available to the irrigations. Similarly, in the southern
States there are no restrictions on the quantity of water drawn in the canal as the
entire area is practically under one crop. However, in the Maharashtra State there
is a positive need for the regulation of the quantity of water to be supplied to the
crops in the command; because all the variety of crops are grown by the cultivators
and the quantum of water available, proportionate to the demand is just adequate,
advance water planning has to be done for the entire Irrigation Year.

As explained earlier, the irrigation in the Kharif season has to be done from the
available monsoon discharges in the river, while in the case of medium tanks, if
necessary, 20 per cent of the Kharif demand is to be fulfilled from the; storage. In
order, therefore, to achieve the best utilisation of water in the Rabi and Hot weather
season, an irrigation programme has to be formulated to maximise the utilisation
of the water in the Rabi season for growing of food grains and other perennial crops
and to minimise utilisation in the summer season to avoid large scale of evaporation
losses in the tank. .

On the established irrigation systems, the " Long term" irrigation commitments
are made with the cultivators. These long term commitments have therefore, to be
given first preference in the above water planning. In the case of established irrigation
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.'

systems, the permanent demands for water supply to crops should be taken as that
of the average of the last three years' demands including those of occassional seasonal
demands. If the permanent commitments, such as blocks or agreements - have not
been fully saturated on_the system, then the surplus' water has to be planned for
supply for additional seasonal demands on the, system.

However, the tempo of the crop-campaigns taken up by the Zilla Parishad
authorities and the trend of irrigators to take up to certain new types of crops
depending upon the market conditions and availability of ancillary inputs has to be
taken into account for reservation of water for occassional demand.

4.2. Preliminary Irrigation' Programme.- The preliminary irrigation programme
therefore, has to be very realistic and based on the probable demands of the
cultivators in -t~e ,~~111D,1~nd.,',T~~ ~'1~).l!1;i~~"has the.i:-ef~re,~.~~,£_~~la·;,,' ": l_,

,.m>~~~~g~~~(':J11'1~~f.Qc~tQb~"~fW~Yi'"I!l.~~~~~~~e
It is also customary to prepare a supplementary' Irrigation programme

annuary every year so as to account for the actual utilisation"of the water during
the past 3 to 3 1/2 months and to revise forecast' of the utilisation of the balance of
water completely during ensuing hot weather season.
A typical preliminary irrigation programme for the Nira Canal system is shown

in Appendix-Ill. From the perusal of this programme it will be seen that for the
Kharif season no detailed programme is chalked out and all irrigation is expected'
to be completed from the floods and the run of the river.

4.3. Rabi Programme.-All the sanctioned crops under the different categories
have been enlisted and these areas are converted on the cane basis. The factors used
for converting seasonal crops into cane basis are based on the water requirement
of each crop. Under the Rabi programme; the item No. 1, i.e., Su,garcane, includes
basic cane area of all cultivators except those on volumetric basis. A new plantation
by way of" Suru " overlap is allowed to the extent of 50 per cent of basic 'area. This
is reflected in item No. 2, This is assumed to be 45 per cent instead of 50%' based
on past averages due to process of harvesting of' old cane and. overlapping of new
cane (Suru or Khodwa) .
In cane block, Rabi crops are permitted. 40 per cent of the area of the cane block

is considered to be under Rabi crops - based, on past average. Other items of crops
are self-explanatory. The introduction of new high yielding, varieties of crops is
a continuing process and the conversion factor will have to be adopted on prorata
basis of water supply compared with that of cane. The total requirement of water
is thus calculated on the basis of fori:nula given below :-

Area reduced to the cane basis x base period of season
Q in Million Cft.= duty x ] I .57

., ... . ._----;,-, . Area. in he.ctare reduced to .the cane basis X base period
! Q 111M~nlOn'--u.Metre= ------ - ----.~. duty hectare/Cu. Metres X 106
. .)..1 ,

~nt he case of new canal systems, this duty for sugarcane will have to be taken as
indicated on page 10 para 3.1 till established duty is available for that canal system.

4.4. Hot Weather Programme.-,--Similarly, quantity of water required for the
Hot weather season is worked out for the sanctioned crol?s. In the hot weather
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.
programme in addition to basic cane, the over lapped cane beyond the Rabiseason
i.e., beyond 1st March is accounted upto 15/4. Due to introduction of Co-operative
Sugar Factories all the cane of the individual irrigators does not get crushed in
time and is allowed to be irrigated upto 15/4 or beyond. "
Pre-seasonal water 8JlPply to long staple .cotton and Rice crop from -lSth A'pril

and 1st of May respectively has been accounted for in the programme. Post-seasonal
water 'supply to Khapla or new high yielding varieties of wheat crops has also
to be accounted fu ' . ,

After calculating the water requirement .for Rabi and Hot weather seasons, the
requirements of, water for non-agricultural purposes i.e.,

(i) Domestic water supply to towns.
(ii) Industrial water supply to factories, Railways etc.,
(fU) Reservation of water for power generation;

is added to arrive at total' Q ' required for the two seasons. Gross water requirements
at the canal head is thereafter arrived at" after adding transit' losses. in the canal
'system. These transit losses are also based on the experience of the running of the
canal for the' past years and are therefore, different for different canal systems.
To the gross requirements of the water atcanal head losses in the lake due to evapora-
tion are added to arrive at the total quaatum of' Q ' requiredin the storage reservior
for supply ofirrigation,

In a bad year, when total requirements of water for the irrigation of average
demand of past years is more than the replenishment in the lake, the usual demand
of water for the Rabi and Hot weather crops has to be suitably curtailed. While
curtailing the demand the water supply to permanent commitments and in particular
to the perennial crops are required to be honoured on priority. Domestic water
supply has the highest priority and hence water is required to be reserved for the
same. After meeting these demands, the following measures need to be taken.
No new Rabi seasonal crops or hot weather seasonal crops need to be sanctioned

water supply. In case, the circumstances demand some further reduction of water
supply to perennial crops then it has to be done 'by curtailing the area of Suru or
Khodwas (Sugarcane) plantation normally permitited from 15th November to
15th January. This new overlap plantation is allowed to the extent of 50 per cent
of the original sanctions. This area therefore, has to be curtailed in such way that
the old and new sugarcane crop is not starved and is given water till maturity.
Similarly, non-Agriculture commitments are to be suitably curtailed. Advance,
notice needs to be given in case above curtailments are to 'be achieved ...•
4.5' Approval to Irrigation Programme.-Yearly irrigation programme is to

be got approved by the Executive Engineer from the Superintending Engineer.
Preliminary Irrigation Programme for Rabi and Hot weather is to be got approved
by about October every year. On approval to the Programme, i~ive..J3ngineer
and the Superintending Engineer can have proper and timely control ;Wer the
withdrawals, of water in every rotation. In order to watch the day-to-day withdrawals
as compared to the planned utilisation a chart is kept in the office of the Executive
Engineer and the Superintending Engineer. This chart is known as "Tank Chart".
This chart gives the very valuable graphical representations of the overall usace
from the storage, . '

"•

. /
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A typical Tank chart completed in all respects at the end Of year is shown in
Drg. Plate No. 1. The chart shows the day-to-day level in the lake while it gets filled
in by from July to September or so. The F.R.L. is predominantly shown to indicate
for how many days the tank is surplussing over the weir. A programme line with-
drawals is ..also marked .. to compare actual usa~e. 'An experIenced 'Management
Engineef wrtliT~iotsei'r6resigti.tcan talte timely prec'iutions in cases of certain overuse
of the irrigation~<Water.The excess withdrawal for the irrigation from the lake may
be due to the original presumptions made in the Preliminary Programme going
wrong or there is an excessive or unauthorised use of water. These need to be
investigated immediately and excess water use has to be compensated by taking
strict measures. '<

In order to have timely and adequate control over the day-to-day withdrawals
.one of the Sub-Divisional Officer is designated as "Controlling Officer". It is
common experience that the tail portion of canal generally suffers from inadequacy
of water. Hence a canal officerof the tail-reach is generally designated as " Controlling
Officer". The Controlling Officer is empowered to check the gauges in the other
Sub-Division in the Upper reaches. This Sub-Divisional Officer has to control the
withdrawals. from the storage under the directions of the Executive Engineer.
Day-to-day withdrawala are noted in the gauge-books and further' maintained in
Form SpLPWD 126-e prescribed by Government. These gauge books are kept
inthe Sectional Offices, Sub-Divisional Offices, Divisional Offices and Circle Offices.
The record of the irrigation water supply is maintained and watched through these
gauge books.
4.6. Supply and Control of Irrigation, Water.-Generally, an irrigation Division

has to control more than one Canal system. In order, therefore, to regulate water
requirement for each of the Canal systems in the respective season, the quantity
of canal water to be supplied .is roughly 'divided according to the number of rotations
fixed in the respective seasons. In a rotation period, the number- of days when the
canal is flowing is known as the" Flow period" and the period for which the canal
is closed is known as the" Closure Period". The flow period in a rotation is therefore,
required to be adjusted in such way that the demand of water on the canal for the
sanctioned crops is met with fully. The closure period is observed in every rotation
to enable the field staff to prepare completion report (Dasawada Patrak) of the
past rotation, to plan out for the next rotation and to carry out certain emergent
repairs of the canal which may be necessary before starting of the next rotation.
After taking into account above requirements of the running of the canal, the follow-
ing rotation system is generally observed on all canals :- --- ..-

Rotationperiod Flowperiod Closuresperiod

_Kharif season 14 days IQ days 4 days.
Rabi season 12 to 14 days 10 days 2 to 4 days
Hot weather 10 days 6-8 days 2 days (Min.)

-------\----
Minimum of 2 days closure is observed during the rotation period except for some
time in Rabi season when canal is continuously run to meet the heavy demand
known as " Rabi Rush". Rabi rush period is the period when sowing of the crops
is done and the first watering after the seeds are germinated is required to be given
within a stipulated time.
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The rotation programme is to be prepared by the Canal officer and got approved
from the Executive Engineer prior to the starting of the season. The rotation pro-
gramme is to be intimated to all the cultivators in the villages by pasting it on the
village Chawdi. The programme has also to be intimated to Canal Advisory Com--
mittee, the Agricultural Department, ZilIa Parishad authorities and Taluka Pancha-
yats. From the perusal of the rotation programme, it would be seen that the date
of opening of the canal at the Head Regulator is indicated, However, date of opening
of the canal will gradually shift according to the traval time of the canal from head
to the tail sections. This shifting in the opening and -the closure of the canal has
therefore, to be taken into account and the cultivators in the respective canal zones
and outlets have to be informed properly ahead of rotation to avoid confusion in
the supply a!ld receipt of irrigation water by the. cultivators.

4.7. Indent of water during rotation.-Indent of water in each rotation _is based
AI AI

on the DC of the irrigation figures. These DC figures very from canal to canal.

.However, figures .generally adopted are given below:-

AI/DC"---------~--------
4 to 4.5
3.5
3

AI/Day Cumecs
Kharif season
Rabi season
Hot weather
-_---- -----------

57.2 to 64.35
50.0
42.9

These AI/DC figures are for the mixed irrigation at the distributory head.
Sectional Officer has therefore, to take into consideration the areas to be irrigated

in his Section in a rotation and compute water requirements on the _basis of AI/DC
figures and put up a "Water Indent" to the Sub-Divisional Officers. The water
indent of the Sectional Officer has to be generally in the following form.

Water indent for rotation area from
15th October 1971 to 29th October 1971

ha Acres
202.40 500
16.20 40
20.20 50

404.70 1000
485.60 1200
24.00 59

1153.00 2849

Name of Crop

Perennials
Other Perennials
Turmeric
Cotton
Wheat
Jawar
Vegetable

Total

Duty: _ 50 (3.50)
1153.00Q Required = -- -- = 25.06 cumecs.50

OR
(2849/3.5) = 814 cusecs.

For 10 days flow period at 2.50 cumecs/day =81.4 = (82 cusecs/day)
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The Sub-Divisional Officer on getting these Indents from the sections, compiles
.them and puts up his Indent of the total requirements to the Executive Engineer:
The Indent of water of the Sub-Divisional Officer is at the Distributary Head. The
Controlling Officer receives the demands of ill the Sub-Divisions and adds up transit
losses in the Canal. The .total quantum of water required for the irrigation is worked
out and released 'for irrigation. Controlling Officer has to watch daily discharge
released in the canal and allowed to the respective Sub-Divisional Officers. Changes
if any in the daily demands required by the Sub-Divisional Officers are intimated
to the Controlling Officer 24 hours in advance to make necessary adjustments in' the
release of discharges in the canal. , ,

r3~7-A)Sh91!.ali system of irrigatiq,!?.-Preparation of irrigation programme for
theconsumption of stOred water alongwith the river gains in the fair season has
already been discussed. Actual system of Irrigation known as 'Shejpali System of
Irrigation' practised widely 011' the old established irrigation systems in the Western
Mliharashtra is described below.
Requirement of water for every rotation Sub-Divisionwise is calculated and

distributed among the Sub-Divisions by the Executive Engineer in-charge of the
management Division. After the quota for each Sub-Division is fixed, it is further
distributed among the various sections considering .the sanctioned demands, duty
normally obtained in each section based on the Karia Registers. (Distributarwise
'duty registers). The Section Officer who is incharge of the section further divides .••
_ the quota of each rotation among the various canal inspectors in-charge of irrigation
distributarwise and outletwise.

Requirement of water at the outlet head is calculated on the basis of the value of
AI/DC as Six. It is considered tijaUQ_1J!..llQlU:s~hQ1!l<1be ad.eQYm.SR~iJk(iD&,oq~
tusec of flow to irri ate one acre of sanctioned cro ., On each outlet, the Canal
nspector in-charge .prepares a list of sanctIOn-polders, their sanctions in terms of
acreage, calculates the total quantum of water in terms of day-cusecs for each outlet;
On the basis of four hour of requirements for one acre, he calculates the total time
for which a particular outlet is required to run. On this basis, he gives the data and
the time to the sanction-holders. At a particular pre-determined place in his beat, he
convenes a meeting of all the sanction-holders and gives them the date and time for _ n
which water will be supplied during the rotation. This time-table is known as Eal!; l1GiS r
Patrak and is prepared for each outlet by the Canal Inspector with the approval ~- -of the Section Officer in-charge of the Section. According to this Pali-Patrak, irriga-
tion water for every sanction-holder is supplied during the rotation. This system. of
.preparation of- Pali-Patrak and supplying water according to pre-determined .date
and time.is known as ~~jpal~~~~t~~r!.~ation .• ' JrJ\"I7J3.t:r .-
, This Shejpali system of irrigation is practised on the old established canals for
years together and has proved to be successful. The irrigators have understood this
system and they take water according to the rotations. In Maharashtra, as yet irri-
gation has not been made compulsory and is optional. It is also the responsibility
of Government of supplying water to the sanctioned crop till 'its maturity. Inn any
particular rotation, per chance, irrigator is not in a position to get water supply
according to the pre-determined time, the Department supplies him water by running
the particular outlet for some more time. -

r
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{4.7-~ Warflbpnpisystem of irrigation in the north.-A brief description of the
wa'i=abandisy~re'iri'of irrigation followed in the North is given below:--:-

Basic principles incorporated in the N()-~l!.!~~la._Canal and Drainage Act, 1873,
which is applicable to the Irrigation Systems in the North are-,---'--"'-- '. ..

(a) Wat~tRlght_goe.s_JY.i.t1Uhe la~d,-_
(b) Irrigation Officers should generally interfere as little as possible in the internal

distribution of water on water-courses. When disputes arise, they should endea-
vour to persuads the parties to settle the matter by mutual agreement or if a Pan-
chayat has been instituted in the village concerned, to refer the matter to that body.
In Warabandi, water .distribution is done as below:-
From the study of contours (at 30 centimeters interval) outIet chaks are proposed

so that (a) Chak should not require discharge in excess of two cusecs or so and (b)
as far as possible, it should be wholly in one village to avoid disputes among the
share-holders which would be the case if an outlet t:hak lies in two villages or more.
Final boundaries of outlet chaks are fixed in consultation with cultivators under
section 20 of the Canal Act and suitable sites of outlets for chaks are fixed from
consideration of command.

As soon as channels attain their regime, pipe cutlets fixed earlier in irrigation
channel are replaced by proper outlets that would ensure delivery of designed dis-
charge, independent of the water level in a water course. Discharge through these
outlets, such as open flumes and adjustable proportionate module and a few other
similarly types, depends only on the water surface level in the irrigation channel
and is independent of water level in water course.

Discharge from an outlet in a certain period is distributed among the holdings
by the cultivators themselves on the understanding that each cultivator will be enti-
tled to a duration of supply in proportion to the area of his entire holding in the
outlet chak. In case there is dispute amongst cultivators regarding distribution of-supply from outlet, Wa._r~h~.!!giQJ:'J!ll11can be fired under section {i8 of the Canal
A.c:! ". - ".. . ".. . . '--. -. -.__.,. _--._. __ ._ _ .

Method of Framinga Warabandi.-The period of rotation of a Warabandi may be
fixed,

(a) As an integralnumberof days.-The numbers most usually used are seven and
ten. With seven days period, the farmer has the advantage that when operation is
continuous a share-holder's turn always occurs at the same time on the same day
of the week. The length should generally conform with that usual. in the District
which will be suitable for use with the periods of the rotational distribution of the
Canal concerned.

(b) An odd number of half days.-A disadvantage of the integral number of days
in that in the continuous operation it affords no relief from turn occurring at night.
This is avoided by this method.

(c) From the size of the Chaks.-In this case, the turns are calculated from a fixed
time allowance per "unit of area, usually 12 hours per square. This system has the
dis-advantage that in the case of very large or small chak the water received during
a turn may be more or less than is suitable for a single watering. .
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Operations.-Operation may be either:-
(Q) Continuous i.e., the turns are considered to be operative whether water is

present or not. In this case, the turns occur at regular intervals ... '
(b) Non-continuous i.e., operative only when water is available. The latter

system is preferable if the share holders are sufficiently united to operate it amicably.
Where· disputes are likely to occur responsibility is more easily fixed under the
forme],' system. .,'

Order ojiTurns.-The order of turns should be definitely laid do~ in accordance
with one of the following systems:- .

(a) Down the water course i.e., in order of distance of the off-take from the
outlet. In this case, the order proceeds down the main water course to tjae head of
the first Branch, down the Branch before continuing down the main water course.
Similarly, as regards sub-branches.

(b) Round the water course i.e., down one bank and up the other, branches
/ being treated as in (a) above.
The latter system has the advantage that it distributes lead and nikal more evenly.

But the former system is generally preferable as holdings usually lie oil both sides of
water course.
Where two or more holdings are served by off-takes close together, and lead or

nikal is of importance the order of turn should alternate between the holdings.

Length of Turns.- The length of turns should be strictly proportional to the area
of the units and should be regulated by the common village clock. Variation should
not be permitted on acc01.w.t..a,[~riation in soil and should only be allowed on
account of the level ~'i~d in e~ptionaTaiciiIDs'faiices.-~--

Plan of Chak.-The sanctioned Warabandi should be accompanied by a copy of
Shejra on which the water course, the established off-take, the nakkas and the boun-
daries of the unit are shown.

10 Form of Warabandi.-The Warabandi should be arranged in tabular form
showing the following columns :-

1. Order of turn,
2. Field numbers comprised in unit.
3. Name of Shareholders.
4. Area of Units.
5. Length of turn in strict proportion to area.
6. Any additions or deductions.
7. Length of turn allowed.
8. Remarks.

In the remarks columns, any additions or deductions as per column 6 and any
orders' of Nikal will be made and ev.ery such entry will be signed and dated by-the
Divisional Canal Officer. The method of operation laid down should be noted on
the forms when the period of seven days and operation is continuous, the day and
time of commencement of turn may be substituted for 7. " ,

.•...

--~

________ -L. .~ ~ ~ _
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4.8. Use of Canal Telephones.-AII the major canal systems are equipped with
the Canal Telephones, On the olden canal systems in addition to the Telephones,
the Canal Telegraph is also provided for quick transmission of messages for the
control of water management. These Telephone messages are entered into a register
known as "Canal Wire Book". The discharges let down into the canal system are
noted in a register known as "Canal Gauge Book".

4.9. Daswada Patraka.-After closure of rotation, the Sectional Officer has to
compile the usage of the Canal water in a form known as "Daswada Patraka".
The Sectional Officer has to give details of water utilised during rotation for every
direct outlet for every minor and distributary separately. This Patraka enables the
Sub-Divisional Officer to check the performance of Irrigation in his Sub-Division.
A specimen of" Daswada Patraka" is given below:__;

(Rotation period 27th October 1979to 7th November 1979-Baramati Section)
~--.~--.----.-._----_ .._-------_.

Name ofDy. Water utilised Crop irrigated

0.35

0.45

2.80

8.50

cusecs ha

(12) 19.4

(16) 24.3

(100) 141.7
,

(300) . 425.0

(428) 610.40
---~-

Acres

Duty

ha. Acres

57.2 (4.0)

52.35 (3.66)

50.0 (3.50)

50.0 (3.50)

Dy.

Dy. No. 27

Dy. No.. 28

Dy. No. 29

Dy. No. 30

cumecs

(48)

(60)

(350)

(1050)

12.10 (1508)
------------------~

4.10. EfficiencyReport (,f eachrotation.-The Sub-Divisional Officer-in-charge of
Irrigation has to submit the" Efficiency Report" (videAppendix IV) to the Control-
ling Officer. The Controlling Officer has to furnish a consolidated report to the
Executive Engineer. This report has to be furnished for each rotation.

4.11. Yearly CompletionReport.-This is a report which is prepared at the end of
Irrigation year, when the water stored in the reservoir is fully consumed. The report
gives a comparative idea between irrigation programme as planned and as fulfilled.

In this completion programme, controlling officers have to give account for all
the areas irrigated cropwise for each Sub-Division during the Rabi and Hot Weather
season. The quantum of water actually supplied and utilised for these crops in the
two respective seasons is indicated. A typical completion report is given in Appendix
V. The completion programme gives following details:-

(1) Duty at Distributary head.
(2) Canal Transit losses.
(3) Duty at Canal head.

The duty thus arrived at the Canal head gives an idea of the performance on canal
systems. .

4.12. Canal.Inspector (Daftar).- The Canal Inspector has a prominent role' in
day-to-day irrigation management: He receives water applications whenever such
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applications are invited. He is concerned with distribution of canal water to the
authorised irrigators. He has to note dowa the dates of receiving Qf water by the
'irrigators on the irrigationlpasses. During the course of irrigatien he has to be ve'(y'
vigilant and has to frame'Panch~a1DI1s O(Jll~JMlalltb~rised use ofirrigaiion:.watcr.
Iu other words he has to perform andto attend !!U!!tifarious duties during the rota-
tion period and during the closure too. The above irriP~~ance has to be
noted down by the CanalInspectors in the different types pf books to be main tamed
by him. These books are detailed below: '"
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4.12.1. Zade Patrak. -This is a register fn which all the details of sanctioned
blocks are given. Each-block holder has been given separate page in this book.
Against each holder, 'dates of waterings, the sanctioned crops, dates of plantation,
the dates on which the overlap sanctions are allowed etc., ate indicated in this,
book.
4.12.1. .Panchanama Pahani Register.-ln this register, the dates on which the

Panehanamas are framed and dates of submission to th~ Sectional Offil;erare given.

4.12.3. , Blank Panchanama Register.-This is.aregister wherein the blank forms
of the PalWIlanamas as received by him from the Sectional Officer are entered and
cross references to its ,disposal are noted.

4.12.4. ,..Begister of WellS.-This is a register"which_gives details of wells in the
beat of the Canal Inspector. The area of the different types of crops grown on the
well,s and whether these crops on w~l are irrigated by the canal system in any rotation
or otherwise is indicated in this register. '

4.12.5. Note Book.- This is a book wherein the instructions from the ,superiors
are noted for compliance. .

4.12.6. Sketch Book.-This Sketch Book gives the sketches of all the sanctioned
blocks.in his beat.
, 4.12.7. Control Chart.-T:he jurisdiction of the Canal Inspector with Survey
numbers, block sanctions, outlet points, pazar sanctions and well sanctions are'
detailed in the plan known as • Control Chart '. '
4.12.8. -Dasawada Stat~ment.-Showing details of quantities of ~ater utilised for

each distributing channel with different kinds of areas irrigated and AIIDC obtained, I

4.12.9. Shejpall Patrak.-Shejpali Patrd is list of areas arranged serially to
receive water for each rotation, in strict sequence: The sequence should be last survey

. number of the tail and outlet to be taken f}rst and upper survey number next and
so on to reach head of 'the tail outlet. In this way outlet No. 1 ot channel should
com~last.
4.12.10. Metallic T:ape.-:-Metallic Tape should be used for measuring areas" of '

'crops irrigated unauthorisedly. \ '
4.12.11. Stamp Pad.-Stamp pad to be used for taking thumb,jmpressions in

token of acknowledgement.' .
4.12.12. Keys of Outlet Gates.-Tbe bunch of keys of outlet Head Regulatorptes

shouldrbe kept by C8naUnspector. '
TB 4650--3
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·4.13. Sanctions. to perennials on Pqz(IT.--(1) Water applications for- perennial
and other perennial crop's should be accepted on Form No. 7 along with an ordinary
application in the letter form requesting sanction with details and a sketch showing
positions of Nala erigine shed, area proposed under Pazar irrigation with S. No. etc.

2. Water applitations for these should be sanctioned after fulfilment of the
following conditions :--:

(a) Flow in the Nala 'or river should be enough to irrigate the previously sanc-
tioned areas and the area under sanction.

Note.-Every year. in mid-summer i.e., in the third week of May, discharges
ofnalas at conspiquQusplacesas qecided by Executive Engineer are to be observed.
This is the minimum flow intheyear and on the basis of this observed discharge,
perennial crops at the rate of 565 Ha. per cumec (40 acres per cusec) flow of water
can be sanctioned.

(b) For sanction to cane 'area twice the basic area of cane should be available
in these fields.

(c) The area of cane under sanction should not exceed the ceiling area if the
proposed sanctioa is on Pazar flow. . .

(d) The proposed area should not lie in 400 metre (1/4 mile) limit of village
or town.

(e) The position of the diverting flow of water in the Nala should be such that
no more than 22.5 cm. (9") Kachha bund sh~ld be required to divert water for
flow or lift.

(

I
t

. .
(j) The applicant should give in writing that an intake chamber as per type

f • plan would be constructed at his cost, before start of irrigation on pazar water.
I He should also construct and maintain channels for leading water to crops under

sanction.
(g) There should not be danger of inter-mixing of canal and Pazar water or

canal and well water.

Note.-(i) A strip of land of more than 15.24 metres (50 ft.) should be kept
between canal irrigation and pazar irrigation under sanction. It is not necessary
that the strip of hind be kept fallow but dry crops may be raised there.

(ii). No distance is required to be kept when canal or well irrigation is at a lower
level than the proposed area under Pazar sanction.

Oii) In non-perennial zone of canal a distance of 3.00 metres (10 ft.) and bund
of 0.9 metre.(3 ft.) height in betwe~n the ~anal and Pazar irrigation should suffice.

(iv) When Canal channel is crossed by the Pazar Channel, the crossing should
be in Pucca masonry on either side with pipes laid for sufficient length of crossing,
the Pazar channel should cross overthe parent channels to prevent the.Iatter breach-
ing.or water leaking into the former.

\

(v) Applicant should not be a defaulter of irrigation dues,·

(Vi) Take off arrangement for Pazar water should not be allowed within a
distance of9O.0 metres (300 ft.) from the edge of canal or distributary bo\U1dary.
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5,0. Lift Irrigation :
5.1. Apportionment of the water.-The general policy has been laid .down for

apportioning certain quantum of water for being used by Lift Irrigation in the
Irrigation Projects. The apportionment is as' under :-
(1) Areas upstream of the storage lakes

to be allowed certain quantities for
lift Irrigation.' .

For areas upstream of the storage a part
of the acreage as 'provided under the

. Project under non-perennials is allowed
'subject to maximum of 1per cent .

(2) Stretches between reservoir and the Fer stretches 'between the reservoirs and
pick-up weir. as w£.lllas areas adja- pick-up weir a part of the. acreage" as
cent, 'but beyond the practicable provided in the Projeot under, non-
limits of flow irrigation to be allow- perennials to be allowed on lift irrigation
ed to. lift stored Vlate~ for scheme subject to a maximum of 5 per
., .. .Irrigation. cent,

(3) Areas on the upstream of the canals For the areas upstream of the canal apart
. upto 15.24 m. (50 ft.) head of lift to from the acreage as provided under the
be apportioned certain quantum of Project ..under non -perennials to -be
water for tift irrigation. allowed to a maximum of 10 per cent.

(4) In stretches along wi~ the river River lifts justify on regenerated. flow due
valley, where canals are' not to, irrigation. This. type of irrigl\ltioD
feasible, lifts for using portion of should. however, be given 11,\8tpriority •.
water on the river flow allowed upto Letting down any stored wp.ter into th~
practicable limits. .•• .river for being usedfor lift irrigation or

, being stored .into tile river in these
stretches should, however. be not

- \ aUowed "", . -.
As per policy of the above mentioned apportionment ·of the storage water, on

completion of the project, permissions fOI lift irrigations ate to be granted. as they"
are received from the cultivators, \
The following are the guide lines in granting such permissions .

5.2. New Projects.-In case of new projects, a period of 3 years from the starting
of the irrigation has been allowed to consider demands of lift irrigation. If the demands
are not reached to the extent of 11 per cent, reservations, the canal system is to be
extended to cover additional area over and above 89 per cent of the command so.
as to create 100 per cent irrigation potential.
However, in case if the command has been developed to the extent of 100 per cent

potential already, then the permissions may be' granted for lift irrigation to the
extent of 11 per cent of the. acreage under. non-perennials by reducing intensity of'
the irrigation Under the flow' system. .

• J . J
5.3. Old Canals.-In case of old canals, it is not possible to' change the crop

pattern from the duties, hence the permissions 'to lift the water may be granted
either by reducing the intensity or reducing the command wliichever is feasible in

I .

a particular case.
(Ref. Government Circular, I. D" No. MIC-1569/6313-1 (5). dated the

3rd December 1971).
TB 46SO-3a
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Typical calculations for preparation of Lift Irrigation scheme ate enclosed at

Appendix-VI. .

S.4. KolhapUl' Bandharas.-A storage reservoir has been constructed in the
Kolhapur District in the year 1954known as ' Radhanagari Hydro Electric Project. "
From the reservoir, water is let down through the turbines and hydro power is
generated. There are in all 3 turbines. This hydro power station is used as picking
station and supplements the power during peak hours. The water .released through
the generators is used lower down for irrigation on the banks of Bhogawati and
Panchaganga rivers. .

5.5. Masonry Wetrs.-Masonry weir each of 3.00 to 4.50 metres (10 to IS ft.)
in height are constructed in the river bed to impound the water released from the
geiierators. The water thus impounded is available for irrigation throughout the
year. The Bhogawati and Panchaganga rivers have a flat slope of the order of O.15 to
0.20 per km. and thus the back water of each weir is of about 16.0 km. on the
upstreamside of the river. Pumps are installed on the banks of these rivers to. lift
the water and to irrigate the lands. On these lift irrigation schemes cultivation of
sugarcane has been very successfully achieved and cultivators are taking advantage
of this tail water for irrigation, year after year with good profits,
5.6. NormS of sanctions of Sugarcane on Pazar Lift.- The lift irrigation from

, Pazar ' has been very much practised by irrigators. In order, therefore, to arrive
at the appropriate sanctions, the following norms have been prescribed.
Normally pumping hours are restricted to 12 only. Hence half the discharge

in the Pazar is to be allowed for the calculavon't>f area to be sanctioned of sugarcane.
In case ~here lift irrigation is contemplated the cane area to be permitted should

be 1/2 of the minimum discharge X 16.2 Ha. (40 acres) of cane. .
Where flow irrigation is contemplated the area of sugarcane to be sanctioned

should be to the extent.of full minimum H. W. discharge X 16.2 Ha. (40 acres)
of sugarcane. -
In case of lift irrigation where the pumping equipment-is provided as 100 per cent

stand by ~ permanent arrangement, the area on the lift may be.increased to that of
permissible area under the flow condition, .

\

A low duty of S72.0 ha. per cumec (40 acres per cusec) is assumed as it may not
be often possible or desirable to divert all the minimum flow in the Pazar for irrigation.
S.7.. Wellirrigation in the Command :

~ -----_. __---
S.7.}; In-case of assessment of crops grown on the wells in the command, the

following standing orders are reproduced for guidance. These orders apply for
wells sunk within 3S.00 metres (lOOft.) of- .

(a) A main canal or distributary channels, the latter being defined as a channel
designed to carry a discharge of not less than O.IS cumecs (5 cusecs),

(b) Nallas in the canal area notified or otherwise.
(c) All other notified nallas and rivers where water rates are chargeable as

prescribed from time to time.

S.7.2. Before levying water rateson irrigation from such wells it is necessary
to verify that the well was sunk after the admission of water in the canal or after

v

\
\-,
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notification of the nalla as the case may be and well does derive benefit by percolation
from the ca-«l or the nalla.

5.7.3. As regards wells situated within the specified limit of perennial canal
and irrigation channels and nallas in the canal area, notified or otherwise, within
the perennial zone, such wells, should usually be assured of. benefit of percolation
throughout the year and irrigationfrom them is to be charged accordingly, after
verification of the fact of the channel/nalla continuing to flow during the year.

5.7.4. In respect of wells situated within the specifiedlimit in the non-perennial
portion of canals and it rigation channels, such wells are likely to get t)enefit of'
percolation only in the season/seasons. during' which the canal or channel runs,
Irrigation from such wells is therefore charged' on seasonal basis.

5.7.5. Regarding. nallas in the non-perennial zones in the canal areas, such
nallas would not carry any discharge unless they derive their flow from the perennial
zones or from seepage from Government-channels or by' some regeneration dlJrin8
the season or the year from seasonal crops. Therefore, pro\,er variflcation wo'llld be
necessary of nallas in non-perennial zones deciding Whether and for "hich season
. the wells situated within the specified limit OD such riallas derive benefit thereftom.
and become liable to water charges.

5.7.6. Regarding the other notified nallas and rivers, outside the canal area,
each case is to be examined to decide which. of these give benefits to the wdJls on.
their banks and during which seasons. f /

5.7.7. Canal officers have, therefore, to inspect such notified nallas and rivers,
and the nalla in the non-perennial zone of the canal areas and maintain lists in the
Sub-Divisional and Division offices of' all such nallas as are likely t. benefit wells
on their bank and the season/seasons during which such benefit is likely to be avai-
lable. Maintanaace ·of such lists would obviate mistakes in charging water rates on
irrigation from wells within the specified iimits of .:anal\ or naIlas, notified or other-
wise.

5.7.8. the Superintending Engineers/Executive Engineers during their inspection
of Divisional and Sub-Divisional offices have to check up the proper maintenance
of such lists.
. 5:8. Exemption of crops grown on levy of water rates.~Water rates are not levtable
on crops grown on wells within 35 metres of such Government channel, if the said
well was in existance prior to the admission of water in a canal. It whould be noted
that no water rate can be levied even if an irrigator .has increased' the area under
irrigatioh and/or has grown a richer crop than what he was doing 'before admission
of water in the canal. It. should, however, be 'seen that proper tl0cumenta.ry proof
has to be produced by the. irrigators establishing the existance of the, w~ll in pre-
canal days. .

5.9. Emergency supply to crops on well.- These wells require canal water during
certain emergency and canal water is required to be. supplied to save the crops on
well. The emergency arises out of when there is~, " .
. 1. Break down of pumps ..

2. Collapse of the Tharola or the Platform of the well;
3.. Collapse of sidea of the wells. i . t
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.In all these ca~s, canal-water supply can be given !pr a period of 1 month at a time
to a maximum of 4 months. A Sub-Divisional officer has to certify such water supply
and the Executive Engineer has to check personally at least 50 per cent of such
cases. Supenntending Engineer is empowered to sanction such water supply.

(Ref., Govt. letter No. S. 98-4-25198-I(B!(I), dated the 22nd May 1950).
, .....

6.0. Second class Irrigation OD Bandharas, phad-system or/and Kayam Bagayat in
NIShik:;DDule'DiStricts;-----~- -.. ,
c...:____~,__ ~ __

6.1. Second class irrigatton works.-The Irrigation works where the area under
irrigation command is less than 100 Ha. (250 acres) is classed as 4, Second Class
Irrigation Work". The construction and the irrigation management is under' the
officers of the Zilla Parishads. The Zilla Parishads, therefore carry out irrigation
management and levy the consolidated water charge on the irrigators. The con-
solidated water charge includes Land Revenue and the Water rate leviable for the
irrigation facility. The consolidated revenue is recovered by the Revenue Department.

6.2.~~ and ~ay~~a:t.-In Nashik and Dhule Districts th.ere are-very
old B. as on perenrua s r ms and rivers. These bandharas are -very old and
their year of construction is not known. According to local information this type
of irrigation dates back to 17th Century. It is said to have firststarted in Mosam
rivet:-Baglan taluka and then spread in Northern part of Noshik and Khandesh,
Horse-shoe type of bandharas varying in height from 2.80 m to 3.00 m. (9' to 10')
are constructed in the river bed. Thereareno-'storages upstreain--or-ilie bandharas:aDd ~ such, irrtgatlon IS dependent 6n tht?_1l3,!m"aLfl..Qwiniliutr€l~ Qr !he'rlver.
ft.t times, the irrigation suffers if flow'In-the river dwindles down. The area under'
irrigation is therefore, adjusted on the long experience of availability of flow in the
river. These works are classed as "Second Class Irrigation Works" and people
have rights of irrigation as per entries in' the Record of Rights.

6.3.. lrrigation.-The larid lying between the channel and river is the irrig~ble
command and is Called "That ". This "That" on the bandhara is divided in 3, 4
or 5 suitable blocks called ••Phads ". One Phad is reserved for basic cane. Seasonal
crops are grown in other Phads. Enough area is left in one Phad for cane overlap.
The crops are rotated in the various Phads year to year. Almost each and every
beneficiary has a small strip of holding in almost all Phads. A map showing the'
Phads on a typical bandhara.is shown in Drg. Plate No. 2.
The management of irrigation on these Second Class bandharas is done by .the

beneficiaries which are mostly from one village by forming a Water Management
Committee (Called Pani Panchayat Committee) and is done in more-or less in aspirit
of family work. Thf Committee holds meetings and decides what crop is to be taken
in each Phad and act accordingly. Meetings are also held from time to time for
deciding distribution of the available flow in the river. One Phad consists of only
one crop. Available water is distributed to various crops and Phads according to
needs and according to the unanimous opinion of-all.
The beneficiaries employ 2,3 or 4 (according to necessity of the Ayacut) persons,

called Salwane (Patkaries) for water distribution and about equal number of chowki-
dars (called Jagalyas) for watch and ward of the crops. In some places one Inspector
called (Havaldar) is also employed to.supervise the work of all these. 'These persons.

I
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'are employees of 'the beneficiaries and are paid in kind by the be~eficiaries at the
'time of harvesting the crop. Sometimes but rarely they are paid in cash.

6.4. Maintenance, of lrrigation.~The maintenance of the irrigation channel is •
also done by the beneficiaries in a family spirit. Thus beneficiaries behave like family'
members and take advantage 'of available flow for irrigation benefits. It is an ex-
cellant example of co-operation existing since long. It is a sort of moral binding
on all beneficiaries to act according to agreed decisions taken by fhemselves.
If any ofthe benefi~iaries irrigates his land out of turn th~ Pani Panchayat Com-

mittee asks him to pay some fine which he readily pays. If any person is found to I

take water to area outside that in record of rights and Pani Panchayat Committee
reports the matter to the Tahsildar who charges them for the unauthorised irrigation
as Tahsildar is the canal officer for Second Class Irrigation 'works.
The entire water distribution and annual repairs 'are done by the beneficiaries,

Government has to carry out ' major repairs' which may be due to damage due. to
floods or old age ofthe masonry structures.

6.5. Water rates and assessment.-At the timevof 'settlement' the Settlement
Commi;;ione~' fu~;the -c~~solidated water rate on the Ayacut. It is. entered. in Re-
venue Record e.g. 7/12 and the Revenue Depru:t1!!~ntrecovers this assessment along-
with normal Land Revenue Assessment. The recovery is made by the Revenue De-
partment like" Land Rev:iny.e;;: No demand statements or No Assessment pape/s
. are required to be prepared by Irrigation D.epartment.

Because there is no' storage upstream for assured irrigation and all management
of irrigation is done by the beneficiaries themselves and maintenance of canal is

'"also done by the beneficiaries, the assessment is comparatively less as compared to
water ratewn flew inigatigrtll!;l_derFirsLClass.-Irrig_ation. A Register showing the
name 'of the, NaIla, Bandhara, area irrigated, assessment (Irrigation + Land ~hare)
i~maintained iiitlie Divisi(>:q, .. -~ _.. q ',' • • •
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7.1. Classification of lTrigation Wctks.-'"Irrigation works are classified at present
according to different criteria. They ar~ summarised as under;-

. . . . .'. '\" . .' . . ' ,-,' .",,'. . - ... " .... ~
Cost Criterion.~On the basis of capital cost of irrigation works, they are classified

into three different categories; '
(q) Major;
(b) Medium;
(c) Minor.

, .' ,I, '
(a) Mqjor Irrigation Wofks.-Major Irrigation- work is one haviJlg. the C. C. A•

above 10,000 ha. is classified as "Major Irrigation Works ",.,',. ,:' - ..., . . ,: . ': .. .". ~':

" .(b) Medium Irrigation Works.~Medium Irrigation work is classified as one having
C. ;C. A. upto 10,000 ha. and above 2,00Q ha. classified as ".Mediuxn· Irrigation
Work ";

(c) Minor-Irrtgation Works.""':Rest of'the works having c. C. A. tipti>~'2,000ha. is
classified as " Minor Irrigation Work. ••.

, I ,

Management Ctiteria.-Under this crit~rion the irrigation works are classified as ;- '. ;, _'.

(1) First Class Irrigation Wor:ks.
(2) Second Class Irrigation Works.

r (1) First Class Irrigation Works are those-of which 'the maintenance and manage-
_,-ment of irrigation is with ·the Irrigation Department. Se\:ond Class Irrigation works •
are those of which the management .and the maintenance rests with the concerned
Zilla Parishad of the District.

~.

. \ " ,

Under Second ClassIrrigation Works, works irrigating 100 ha. (250 acres) or less
are handled by the Zilla Parishad for the management and maintenance of irrigation
Works. In the case of Second Class Irrigation Works the consolidated water chargeis
levied inclusive of Land revenue and the same is collected through Revenue-Depart-
ment along with land assessment. .

Accounting Criterion.-Under the criterion the works are classified as ••Com-
" mercial" and" Non-Commercial ", '

. .
Capital Non-Commercial Works.- The works of which capital cost is less than'

Rs. 21akhs or the irrigation under command is 100 ha. (Q50acres) or 'less are classed
'as" Capital Non-Commercial Works". . \ '

J
.Capital Commercial Works.-:-All other works are classified as" Capital Commercial

Works ".
Non-Capital Works.-Works upto Rs, 1..00 lakhs are classified as "Non-Capital

W~~ .'

I '

, .. ,
7.2. Irrigation Management.-On completion of the--lrrigation Schemes, as

cultivators are new to the Canal irrigation;, water supply to the crops is allowed .after
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giving sanction to' the water applications of the cultivators. This form of water
application is known as Form No. VII, in the Western Maharashtra. In the Vidarbha
Region similar sanction is accorded 0'0 form cal~ "G". This water supply is
called as on "Demand". Form No. VII is the application fOIlJ) on which water
supply is sanctioned for a crop from its sowing to its maturity. Thus in the case of
Kharif or Rabi seasonal crops, the \vater supply is allowed for complete season
while in the case of sugarcane crop, the water supply allowed is for the entire year.

In the case of sugarcane crop when the crop is standing beyond a period of full
year, the additional sanction is also given separately for the period of over and above
, 'the year on Form VII.

As time passes, the cultivators become irrigation minded an4 get fully conversant
with the rotation and cycle of the crops to be cultivated. Th1lSa situation is reached
on the canal system when the tendering of the water application for every season or
for every crop becomes a mechanical process to the cultivators. Similarly, to invite
such water applications for every season and fos every crop and to sanction them
also becomes a bot.beration and extra unnecessary paper work to the management
staff. Hence on established irrigation ~ystems, the irrigation sanctions are given on
••Long Term Basis" to avoid unnecessary paper work.

These "long term" sanctions in the Western Maharashtra are known as sanctions
on" Block system ". In the Vidarbha Region these" long term" sanctions are known
as sanctions on " Agreement ". In the Marathwada Region though the BI~k System
is agreed to be introduced the irrigation sanctions are at present given 'on Form
No. VII. -

Eventhough the sanctions are given on " long term" basis either on block system
or the" Agreement" the cultivators have to_apply separately for the additional
water supply to the crops not covered under the ••Block System". In the case of
, perennial sanetions additional water supply is usuaUy required for the overlappiag
sugarcane crops and Banana crops while pre-seasonal or post-seasonal water supply
is to be given to long staple cotton, paddy, groundnut and wheat crops as the case
may be. The additional water supply is allowed' on Form No. VI.

7.3. Western Maharashtra.-In the Western Maharashtra Region the following
types of blocks are in force:-

\
(1) Sugareane Block •A' Type (1 : 4 cane Block).

(2) Sugarcane Block •B ' Type (1 : 3 cane Block).
(3) Fruit Block.

(4) Garden Block 0/3 : 1/3 : 1/3).

(5) Garden and seasonal Block (!~!).
(6) Three seasonal block.

(7) Two seasonal block.

(8) Rabi block.

The following crops are permitted under the different Block systems.



'J.t. Sugarcane mock; A ' Type:
(I). Basic cane or Plantains
(2) Overlap cane

I ,

.., 0.40 ha. (i acre)
0.20 ha. H acre)

(3) Long staple cotton 0.40 ha. (1 acre)
(4) Any crop (excepting long staple ~tton or perennial 0.60 ha. O-!- acre)

crops in Kharif or Rabi season). .

Total 1.60 ha. (4 acres)

I

Under the Sugarcane Block ' A ' Type' Banana crop is permitted to be grown:'.
In the case of Banana <;rop,.lOOper cent new plantation (overlap) is permitted from
l~yJuly for a period of 4 months: '

7.3.2. Cane Block ' B ,.Type in Block of 3 Acres:
(1) Sugarcane (Basic)
(2) Overlap
(3) Any crop (excepting sugarcane and long staple

. Cotton) in Kharif or Rabi ..

0.40 ha. (1 acre)
0.20 ha. H acre)
0.60 ha. (11 acre)

Total 1.20 ha. (3 acres)

Under the sugarcane Block ' B ; Type, no canal water is to be permitted {or any
seasonal crop which requires water before '1st of July. Hence normally no water
supply is permitted by way as pre-seasonal or the IJ. W. seasonal for growing long
staple cotton and H. W. Supply to Ground nut or fodder crop in this block.

7.3.3. Fruit Block.-Entire area of the block. will be Under long term fruit trees
such as. Mosambi.. Oranges. Gauvas, Grapes etC, .

7.3.4. Garden Block.-Under this Block 1/3rd .of the area will be under perennial
crop other than sugarcane, plaintains and long term fruit trees. Other 1/3rd area
will be under long staple cotton and the remaining 1/3rd will be under seasonal crops
excepting long staple cotton or perennial crops.

7.3.5. Garden and Seasonal Block.-In this block, half the area is allowed water
supply to perennial crops other than Sugarcane, Banana or long term fruit trees.
The remaining half or block area is allowed water supply in Khariff and Rabi seasons.
iIn this block, vegetables"are permitted in the area in which water supply is perntitted
for other perennial crops.

7.3.6., Three Seasonal Block.-In the case of three seasonal block, 1/3rd area is
allowed water supply under Khariff seasonals. 1/3rd under the Rabi sessonals and
remaining l/3rd is allowed in Hot- weather for cash crops like; long staple cotton,
ground nut and onions. ' .

7.3.7. Two seasonal Block •B ' Type.-In this block the entire area of the block is .
I' allowed water supply in Khariff and Rabi season for Seasonal crops except long

staple cotton or perenniat crops.



7.3.8. Rabi Block.-In this block, the entire area is allowed water' supply to the
Rabi crops depending upon the storage position in the respective years.

7.4. Marathwada Region=-kt: the Marathwada Region above blocks are yet to be
introduced on the canal system and the water supply is permitted on Form No. VII.
However, on the.Puma Canal system which has commanded area in the Parbhanr
and Nanded Districts, -the following special type of Blocks are proposed to be
inttoduced:-

(1) Sugarcane block (1 : 4).
(2) Rice Block.
(3) Other Perennials Block-

(i) Fruit. Block.
Cii) Grass Block.

(4) Long ~taple Cotton Block.
(5) Turmeric Block.
(6) R,abi Block.

\

7.4.1. Sugarcane Block' A .' Type (1 : 4 Sugarcane Block).-In it. Block of 4 acres '
of th~ following will be thecrops: _

Sugarcane or Banana
Kharif or Rabi crops
Overlap 'cane
Long stapl cotton
H. W. Fodder

0.40 ha. (I acre)
,0.40 ha. (1 acre)
0.20 ha. H acre)
0.40 ha. (1 acre)
O.20-ha. H acre)

..... ,;

Total 1.60 ha. (4 acres)

7.4.2. Rice Block.-Under this block full area will be supplied water for Paddy
in Kharif season. However, n,owater will be supplied in Rabi season in this block.

7.4.3. Other Perennial Blocks.-Under this block system two types of block
systems are included :-

(i) Fruit Block and (ii) Grass Block.

(i) Fruit Block.-In the Fruit Block, long term fruit trees, such as oranges,
mosambi, guavas and grapes etc., are permitted.

(ii) Grass Blocks (4 : l).-In this Block, the area is divided into 4 equal parts.
In the 3j4tb of the area of block, green grass fodder, except perennial crops like
cane, banana, long term fruit trees, are permitted. In ,the remaining 1/4th of the
block light Rabi seasonal crops is permitted.

7.4.3. Long Staple Cotton Block (1 : 2 Rabt Crops).-Uitder this block, area is
divided in 3 equal parts. In Ij3rd area, long 'Staple cotton is permitted and the
remaining 2j3rd area, Rabi crops in the Rabi seasons are permitted, In the Kharif

"

I,

I
/



-; - season, this 2/3rd area may be sown with rain fed Kharif crops as no canal water IS
supplied in Kharif season in this 2/3rd' area.

7.4.-5. Turmeric Block (1 : -l).-Urider this block 50 per cent of the area is allowed
to be put under turmeric-crop in Kharif season and the remaining 50-pet cent of the
area Rain fed Kharif or Rabi crops are permitted. No canal water will be supplied
to this 50 per cent of area. The intention is to keep the 50 per cent are~ available
for rotation of the Turmeric crop .

.,. 7.4.6. Rabi Blocks.~Under this block, entire area is allowed to be sown with
light Rabi seasonals. Rain fed Kharif crops can be grown under this block. . \

7.5. Overlap.-In case of perennial crops like Sugarcane and Banana, new planta-
tions are required to be given 'every year to have continuous cultivation of crop.
The.' Overlap' has thus a significant .meaning when these. crops i.e., .Sugarcaae

I and Banana are allowed hi the block system. When the old crop is still standing
in the block beyond the period of one year and when the new cultivation is required
to be allowed, the extra sanction over and above basic sanction is called the' Overlap '.
As soon as' this Cane overlap is allowed, it gets merged, into the basic sanction and
the old cane crop from the basic crop getting due for harvest in th~ ensuing season .
gets converted. into the ' Overlap" crop. -

In the case of Sugarc~e block new plantation allowed from 1st of July to 15th
of September is known as " Adsali Cane". The Adsali overlap is allowed -to the
extent of 50 per cent of the' basic cane allowed in the block. Similarly, between 15th'
of November to' 15th ofJanuary, 50 per cent of the remaining cane is allowed to be
plated. This 50 per cent plantation is permitted either as new crop called 'Suru '
plantation or is allowed to. be retained' Ratoon ' crop of the previous years A(1sali
crop known as ' Khodwa ", . I, • _ .

(a) Exceptions.-Exception to the above rule is made in case of those who
are .having three acres of cane blocks, where 100 per cent over1ap is permitted
in the ;Kharif season. Similarly, of 0.40 ha. (1 acre) overlap is permitted to those
who are having 1.80 ha. (4t acres) of sugarcane block in the Kharif season
and the balance of 0.20 ha. (20 Gunthas) is allowed as " Suru" or 'Khodwa'

- overlap. -

{

\

1
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The Maharashtra' State Farming Corporation (M.S.F.C.r who is given water
supply on Volumetric basis 1sallowed 60 per cent overlap in Kharif, of the actual
standing cane and. not on guaranteed sanction of cane. Guaranteed sanction
- i11the area of sugarcane which is permitted under the agreement.
_[Ref. Government, I & P. Deptt. Resolution, No. MIC-4462-I (4), dated the
12th August 1965].,
(b) Period of Overlap.-Adsali overlap is allowed to be continued for a period

of 5 months while the Suru. overlap or the Khodwa is permitted for a period of
3 months. If water i~.available then the period of overlap' could be. increased
further for a period of 2 months for which additional assessment is required to
be paid. However, .in no. case overlap should be continued .beyond 15th ~pril.

[Ref. Government (I. & P. Deptt.) Circular, No. SGP-4766/8478S-1 (4), datqd
- the 3rd January 1969].;' ' .
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<c)'Banana Overlap.-In case of Banana crop, special feature is that overlap
is required to be given during the Kharif season. Hence 100 per cent overlap is
allowed for Banana crop from Ist of July for a period of 4 months.
[Ref. Government (I. & P. D.eptt.) Circular, No. SEF-t96869-IP (4), dated

. the 27th June 1969].
/1. The o:verlap is a concession to block holder and that the overlap win not

be given as a matter of right.

2. Unauthorised overlap shall be charged at the rate of not exceeding trible
the crop rate. •

3. Overlap is normally granted, but when there is shortage of water, a per-
centage out is applied or it may be completely refuseds,

4. Overlap is allowed when the standing crop is 9 months old.

7.6. Vidarbha'Region-Old Irrigation Tank Works.-In the Vidarbha Region
water supply t6 irngated crops .is at present allowed by field to ~eld method of
irrigation. Field to field method is that where the irrigation water is supplied from
one field to other and not by water courses and individual outlets.

In the olden tank constructed in the Chanda, Bhandara and Nagpur districts. the
irrigators demand water. supply mostly to rice crops and in some few cases to wheat
crop. In the initial years the cultivators are not sure about the adequency and the ..
method of water supply. In such cases water supply is given from year to year on
the request or cultivators. The water application for this request is called form
• G' and the supply system is knowa as 'Demand System '. As the time passes
and the cultivators get conversant with the water supply to the crop they enter into
the long term commitments with the Irrigation Department for the supply of irriga-
tion to either the Rice crop or the WIleat crop. This long term commitment is known
.as •Agreement System'. In this system agreement is executed between the village
panchayat and the Government for a period of fixed number of years preferably
5 to 10 years.

Agreement system is' taken to the block system in Eastern Maharashtra except
that water supply in the agreement is for one single crop at a fixed rate throughout
agreement period with the village panchayat while in the case of Block system
agreement is with an individual for the different types of crops incorporated in the
different blocks mentioned earlier. The rate for the water supply is also not fixed
but is variable according to the rates that may be fixed by Government from time
to time. The rate for the supply of water under the Demand systemIs however,

• double the rate permissible under the " Agreement System ".

7.7. Agreement System.-In the Agreement system if and when the permanent
holder occupying not less than 2J3rd of the Irrigable land or 95 J>ercent of the total
No. of permanent holders of the irrigable land in village MaIlal tpart of the village)
chat (Command of an' outlet) apply for the water supply to crop (mostly rice)
an agreement is executed for a period of years for the supply of irrigation water
at a fixed rate on the canal system. The rate at which the water supply is made under
the agreement is known as " Agreement Rate". The rest of the occupiers. or per.manent
holders who do not join the agreement are compelled to do so.

r,
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7.8. Irrigation Agreement.-IrrigatioD Asreement is made for the irrigation
of rice anel/or wheat for a period of fixed years and is renewable on the same terms
Ihd conditions or 'with the changes as may be necessary due to consolidation of
holdings or change in the water rates 'as tDay be prescribed by Government. The
agreements are made in Form •A • or •A-I • depending upon the conditions as
described in the Form-A, Part-I, Item 3 or Form A-I Part-Ill Item 3 and 4.
Supplementary agreements are made in the form • B ' for the cultivators who desire'
to enter into the agreement at a later date. The agreement comes in force after the
enquiry is made by the Irrigation Inspector or C1U1alDeputy Collector and declara-
tion of his findings made under Form' C '.

7.9. Wet Land.-The lands which are irrigated by smaller 'individual owned
tanks are known as" Wet Lands" in the Vidarbha Region. These are called locally
••bahara, jhilan, bandhwas, narbhanda, tagar-bandhia or I talas. For these Wet
land consolidated land' revenue is fixed by Revenue Department. Similarly, some
of the lands of the permanent holders are not commanded but being capable of
irrigation from the canal or the water.course by means of an mechanical contrivance
for lifting the water, These two types of'land holders, if desire to get water supply
from the main canal system can apply and get included under the agreement-How-
ever, full agreement rates are not levied to these land holders but a deduction from
agreement rate is made to account for its separate entity. In case of" Wet Lands It "

deduction from the.Agreement rate is 50 per cent of the amount of agreement rate
or Rs. 1 whichever is less. This deduction is made in the respect of one crop only
i.e., for the crop grown on an area assessed as ••Wet" •
In case of water rate for the area under the Lift SO per cent of the rate shall be

charged for the rate payable under the' command in the agreement, for the same
crop. Wet land included in the agreement if subsequently classed as "dry land"
and land revenue assessed, will be charged at ful1 ••Agreemental water rate".- .

7.10. Water Supply to Supplement Village Tanks.-Water supply is allowed to
fill in the village tank in order to prevent the desertion of the village or other cala-
mities. When the water is available the Executive Engineer can supply such water.
Water rate payable for such water is calculated on the quantum of water supplied.
All agreement form is to be furnished by the villagers or the applicants.

7.11. New Irrigation Works in VidarbhaArea.-In the New Irrigation works which
have been taken for construction by the.Government of Mabarashtra are designed to
receive the water supply through distributaries and individual outlets, similar to that
of the irrigation work in the Western Mabarashtra. Here water supply is being
given to different crops on an application Form No. VII (or the form known as " Db-
mand ") and the seasonal water rates are being charged for such supply. Theirrigators
who disire to have water supply under the Agreement sy~e:m are free to apply and
receive such supply as in the case of old tanks. .

7.12. Revision of Irrigation Blocks.-In the Westerm Maharashtra Region.
where the block!system is predominently in force the sanctions to the irrigation blocks
are given for aIPeriod of 6 years, except for the blocks of the long .term fruit trees
where the sanction is given for a period of 12 years. Before the end of the bloak
period a year in advance. notices are issued to the cultivators to get their blocss

TB 4650-4
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renewed. This process of giving fresh sanctions to the, blocks and renewing old
sanctions is known as " Revision of BI()(jk". In this revision the land owners get
an opportunity to shift their block sanctions according to their convenience in 'the
same survey number or to other survey number owned by them. The following are
the advantages in the Revision-of Biocks.

(1) Crop like sugarcane and grass use plant food from the soil by continuous .
rotation of the crops during the block period, by shifting the block to the other
survey numbers the old land gets rest and new land gives better utilisation of plant
food to the root zone of the system.
(2) It avoids weak growth and pest and other diseases peculiar to one kind of

crop.

Revision of block is required to be carried out because :
(1) Right of block sanctioned is deemed to have been extinguished after the

expiry 0 the block period and the water sanction lapases back to Government.
(2) During the Revision of block the lands declared suitable for irrigation blocks

are deemed to be eligible for fresh sanction unless the same would be required to be
reduced due to revision in the " X " Limit.
(3) Blocks sanctions mayor may not be restricted to the old areas only and

may be allowed to be shifted in the subcathments if it allows compact irrigation,
by one or more or group of cultivators.

The following are the general orders for redueing the block sanctions in relation
to reduction of"::}{ ",Jimit§.

Sanctioned area of Sugarcane Cut to be applied ]
I

(1) 8.00 to 10.00 ha. (20.20 acres)
(2) 6.00 -to 8.00 hs. (15.20 acres)
(3) 4.00 to 6.00 ha. (10.15 acres)
(4) 2.50 to 4.00 ha. (6-10 acres)

Cut 1.20 ha. (3 acres).
Cut 0.80 ha. (2 acres).
Cut 0.40 ha. (1 acres)
Cut 0.20 ha. (20 gunthas).

[Ref. Govt. Memo. I. & P. Deptt., No. BKS-12061-11070-I(4), dated the 24th
May 1962.]

The above cut is to be applied starting with upper most slab and moving to the
lower slab till total reduction in" X" limit is met with. It is also further necessary
to observe that in no case the reduction in the upper slab should bring the sanction

• to less than maximum in the lower slab after reduction.,"
If the reduction in the" X " limit is still not met with, then further reduction of

0.20 ha. (20 gunthas) should be applied in main sanction for irrigators under item
No. 1 to 4. However, incase of areas of less than six acres (2.40 ha.) of sugarcans
no cut should be applied t6 protect the insterest of small irrigator.
The above procedure has to be followed by giving 12months notice to the cultivators

to arrange for the changes and preparation and plantation of new cane.

7.13. Procedure for recetving water applications.-Applications of the cultivators
desirous of receiving fresh sanctions of water supply to the blocks are received at the
Sectional Offices by the Sectional Officer. These are registered into a book known as
" Application Register". Similar registersare maintained at the Sub-Divisional and
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the Divisional Offices. After scrutiny of the applications by the Sectional Office,
the same are passed on to the Sub-Divisional Offices from where they are recom-
mended to the Divisional Officeswith necessary remarks whether to be " Sanctioned "
or to be" Rejected". Eligible applications are given sanctions by the Executive
Engineer, and passes issued to the irrigator as a token of permission. All these
sanctions are entered in a register knownas " Block Register". These block registers
are signed by the Canal Officers as token of record.

Irrigators who hold the block sanctions on getting the public notice, have to apply
in the different types of applications forms for the different types of blocks pres-
cribed by Government. Public notice is issued for renewal of "Block". Datails of
the different forms of applications are given in Appendix VII. -
The irrigator has to attach the following documents for establishment of his right

for renewal and fresh sanctions .to the irrigation block. .
(1) 7/12 form (Revenue record) to establish his ownership or the tenancy to

the survey 'No. wherein the irrigation block is requested.
(2) Reference to the previoussanction if exists.

7.14. Exchange of Blocks.-Exchange of Blocks means shifting of a block ora
cultivator from the original block land to different survey number, during the
currency of the block period. Generally, exchange of seasonal blocks is not very
much asked for. However, in case of sugarcame block the. demand for exchange of
block is quite often. .• .. ,
In case of fruit trees if there is tendency of their getting damaged due to dye back

disease exchange of the block from such land to other land is requested.
Formerly no exchange of the block was permitted during the first or last two years

of block period. However, recently Government has permittedthe exchange of
block in time during the block period (Government Circular No~BKS 1~65/3554-I(4),
dated the eth June 1966).
The exchange of block is ordinarily allowed within the limits of the same irrigation ..

Sub-Division and the canal.
, ,.(a) If it helps co ncentration..

(b) If the crop is affected by insects, pests (pest means the disease within the
meaning of Bombay Pests and Disease Act of 1957), .

(c) If the original" X" limit is reduced or perennial irrigation on the channel
is discontinued to avoid water logging, .

(d) If the holder of cane sanction within the Factory zone wishes to convert the
sanction into equivalent cane block outside-factory zone, and

(e) To avoid suspicion of mixing of canal water with well water.

7.15. "Iransfer of Blocks.-The transfer of block means the change of the name of
the block holder when the possession of a block land goes in the name of other person
by-

(1) Purchase of the land';
(2) Lease of the land;

, (3) Hereditary right or due to partition of the land due to demise of the original
block holder.
TB 46S0-4a
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This change of name of the block holder is to be effected in time during the block
period as soon as the new person possessing the block land applies-for the same.

The exchange and the Transfer of blocks are regulated as per directions contained
in the Government Memorandum No. BKS 1068/52402-1 (4) dated the 23rd April
1968 and No. BKS 1068-83026-1(4) dated the 15th November 1971.

In view of the above orders the exchange and the transfer of the blocks from
lease land to other land is not permitted by Government as a rule, the sanctions are
to be lapsed to Government and would redistribute such block area to the applicants.

8.0. P~banama
••

8.1. Panchanama.-For an efficient and smooth running of an irrigation system
and to enable to administer day-to-day control over it, by the Canal Officers, it is
necessary for the Department to have rules for watcuypply to the sanctioned crops.
At the same time, there should be rules available with the Departmentby which
unauthorised irrigation could be set_~~t by way of levy of certain punishment.

The following are the broad aspects giving guide lines for the control of irrigation
management.

- (1) Water supply to the crop should not be given unless there is a sanction from
competent authority.

(2~ To ensure smooth and systematic water supply the irrigation should start
with the tailend irrigators and then gradually supplied towards head. This method
of irrigation is known as ' Tail to Head System".
(3) For every__outlet the ShejpaliPatrak should be prepared for completing tail

to Head irrigation serially.
(4) No irrigator should be allowed to obstruct flow of water or open outlet out

of turn.
(5) No irrigator should be allowed to irrigate more than once in the same

rotation.
(6) If however, any irrigator is found not to follow the above rules then penal

action is required to be taken ill conformity with the rules made under the Irrigation
Act. For the booking of such offences, Panchanama is required to be framed in
order to levy of penal rate of assessment on the offender.

The following are the rules in connection with the framing of the Panchanamas,

8.1.1. An Inspector or any higher official on noticing an irregularity in the use of
water such as waste of water, water taken without permission or out of turn, shall
make a note of the same in his note book (Inspection notes for Panchanamas Form
No. PWD 350m. This form should be carried by all -staff when on Inspection work).
Notes of all irregularities noted by authorities higher than the Inspector shall be

supplied to the Inspector who shall enter them on a Panchanama form.

8.1.2. The official concerned shall forth with call to the place 2 Panchas from the
constituted irrigation Panchayat where such exist or from among the cultivators
where no regular Panohayat is constituted to witness the offence and complete the
Panehanama.
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8.1.3. If the offending itrigator or his agent be present in the field, irregularities
shall be brought to his notice and entered in his Pass Book and his explanation
obtained in writing on the Panchanama form.

/

8.1.4. If the offending irrigator or his agent be not present on the spot, a note
to that effect should be made on the Panchanama and an intimation in form No.
PWD 448m should be handed-to the Chairman of the Panoh or his nominee for
serving on the irrigator within 3 days of the Panchanama. The offender on receipt
of the above intimation shall submit his statement within 8 days failing which it
shall be assumed that he accepts the Panchanama and has no complaint to make.

8.1.5. When the offending irrigator refuses to sign the Panchanama, or to give
his explanation, or on distributaries where no irrigation Panchayats are constituted
and no Panchas are available, the Panchanamas form as filled by the Inspector or
other official shall be sent through the Sectional Officer to the village officers for
completion as heretofore. In all such cases, the intimation in Form-No. PWD 448-m.
must be given to the offending irrigator or pasted on his vasti by the. Inspector.
The Inspectot shall send daily a copy of all Panchanamas of his beat in Form 'No,
PWD 350-m. to the Sectional Officer.

The Panchanama sent to the village officers shall be got completed by them and
returned to the Sectional officer by the village officers within 8 days of receipt.

8.1.6. The Panchanama completed in either of the manners described.above shall,
after being registered by the Sectional Officer in Form PWD 349-m. be forwarded
by the Sectional Officer to the Sub-Divisional Officer who will submit the Pancha-
nama (Discontinued vide G. R., No. 6390/27 of 11th May 1932) to the sanctioning
authority (Executive Engineer or Canal Officer).

••

..•
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8.1.7. The Sectional Officer or in his absence the person entrusted to do the work

shall send every alternate day to the Sub-Divisional- Officer a complete list of all
. offences in his beat during theprevious two days in form No. PWD 350-Jlj (Notes

for Panchanamas)

The Canal Officer need not be sent copies of the above, but will ascertain-from
the Note Books of his. staff what offences have been committed and wiIJ inspect those
he considers to be important. "'"

In very serious cases such as the taking of water by force, the Canal Officer should
be informed immediately. -

8.1.8. The sanctioning authority shall take into consideration the difference
explanations and recommendations of the irrigation officials and finally sanction or
cancel the Panchanama noting in the former case the penal rate that is to be charged
for the offence.

.- 8.1.9. - On receipt back of the Panclianama from the sanctioning authority toe
Sub-Divisional Officer will send a written intimation of the Panehanama and the
rates to be charged, to the owners of the land or registered occupants on Samaj Form -
No. PWD 463-m.
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The following are the instructions regarding {he duties of the irrigation officers
with regard to the cases of Panchanamas.

'1. Gazetted officers of the Irrigation Department shalt make it a point to inspect
as many cases as possible, calling on their staff to produce their inspection notes
and registers and initial the entries which they have personally checked on the spot
or otherwise.
2. In no case shall the penal rate be charged unless the Samaj form' No. rwn

463-m has been sent to the owners in advance.
N.B.-Any minor variation from the procedure laid down that may be required

on any particular irrigation work shall be deal with the sanction of the Superin-
tending Engineer.
3. The object of fining is not to increase revenue but to prevent loss and to

make those who ignore rules realise that they can not do this with impunity.
4. Fines should be on a sliding scale according to the seriousness of the offence

and if an offence is repeated a heavier fine should be imposed. To make this possible,
. it should be stated on the Panehanamas whether it is the first, second or third
offence of the offender.

5. Waste at night is not such a serious offence as when it occurs by day and
waste over the top of a bund is a worse offence than when it occurs through holes.

6. The fairer the fines are made the less the waste will be, because the irrigators
will then realise that if they reduce waste to a minimum they will be fined less.

7. The old practice of finding full double assessment on every case and on' a
minimum area of 0.1012 ha (10 gunthas) even when the waste was small made
the cultivators feel that there was no use to in trying to reduce waste once a little
and occurred and so led to no improvement.

8. Every case should be dealt with on its merits and the cultivators should be
given the benefit of the doubt in doubtful cases.
9. Canal officers must inspect not less than 4 per cent Sub-Divisional officers

not less than 8 per cent. Sectional Officersnot less than 20 per cent of Panchanamas
Selecting serious cases as far as possible.

I •

10 Areas of Panchnamas of over 0.80 ha. (2 acres) should be inspected by
Sectional Officers of over 2.00 ha. (5 acres) by Sub-Divisional Officers and of over
4.00 ha (10 acres) by Canal Officers.

The Inspector should immediately report these cases to the proper authorities
mentioned above to enable them to inspect the areas in time.

(Ref. Govt. P.W.D., Resolution No. 1556, dated September 1928).

8.2. Types of unauthorised irrigations.-The following are the types of unautho-
rised irrigations for which the Panchanamas are required to be held,

8.2.1. Technical Panchanama-c-Xs: irrigator has submitted his water application,
but is noflniine(ffiitdy sanction~ and he takes canal water and the crop is irrigated
without regular pass. In this category Panchanamas are framed before receipt of
sanction to the water application and issue of regular pass. The Panchanamas are
. 'either cancelled or sanctioned as Gairkayada on the merits of the case. \
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8.2.2. BigaTPaliHi) Panchanama is required tb be held when irrigator takes
water oUfatiUrn when fixed by the Department. .
(ii) When a Bagayatdar takes water without dating his pass.
8.2.3. Gairkayada Panchanama.-The following offences are classed as' Gair-

kayadae=" __ ~~,:~o,-_._

(1) The irrigator opens the outlet without permission or. obstructs water way.
(2) Canal water is taken from a place,other than the sanctioned or allowed one,

on the water course and outlet .
(3) When the lock of the outlet is broken.
(4) When water is taken from the channel of the well water.
(5) Or when the canal and the well channel are mixed or when the well water

and canal wateris admixtured. '
(6) When the Bagayatdar has not put out side bund of 0.50 m. (1' 6") to the

cane crop.
(7) When the distance between canal and the well channel is less than 3.00 m.

(10 ft.) • " " ,
(8) 'Panchnama is to be held when the water is supplied to the field to a high

rated crop in lieu of low rated crop.
(9) When the canal water is taken without keeping the pass book on site.
(10) If more than three sugarcane crops are taken in the same plot-in a period

of five years.
8.2.4. D()uble Waterings.-Panchanama is held when the cultivator takes water

to. sancti6:iiea:crop. twice or more in the same rotation.
8.2.5. Waste ofWater.-Panchanama is required to be held when water is allowed

. to be wasted by a cultivator.
, 8.2.6. Purely unauthorised Irrigation.-Purely unauthorised irrigation means
use of water to the crops without " sanction" of the Department. Some irrigators
are in the habit of stealing canal water and supplying if to their crops either on well
or rainfed. Such offence is 'charged at 3 times sanctioned rate of the crops.
,8.3. Pahani !}J?pan._;_Assoon as the unauthorised use of canal water is noticed
by the field staff of the irrigation Department the same is ncted immediately and
intimation sent to the superior Officers. Form on which this intimation is to be
.submitted to the higher authorities is called" Pahani Tippan ". Pahani-Tippan is
usually to be filled in by the Canal Inspector and submitted to higher' authorities.
On the receipt of the Pahani-Tippan tn'the Sectional office and the Sub-Divisional
Offices, the same should be eiifere4 into a Register, known as Panchan~1!!~.Register,
for every Panchanama framed by the field officer, Panchanama will be given '0 the
offender irrigator for, scrutiny of the Panchanama. '

8.4. Scrutiny of the Panchanama.-The Sub-Divisional officer or the Executive
Engineer who in turn has to sanction the Panchanama should scrutinise the same
very carefully. The note should invariably be written on the Panchanama as to why
it is sanctioned or cancelled. No Panchanama should be kept pending unless there
are valid reasons for holding it in abeyance. .

8.5. Irrigation Notices.-Irrigation notices are served on the cultivators when
the policy decision of the Government is required to be conveyed to the cultivitors,

'.



It is also given when applications are required to-be received from the cultivators
for allowing additional water supply over and above the permanent, commitments.
These notices are to be given wide publicity through beat of drums through villages
and pasting the same on the village Chawadies. Copies of these notices should also
be given to ZiIIa Parishad authorities, District Agricultural authorities, members
of the Advisory Committees.

9.0. Irrigation~ReveDue-Wate~ Rates
Major, medium and minor irrigation projects are constructed and maintained

by Government. Water is supplied to the cultivators on the basis of their demands
received through water applications invited by the management staff from time to
time. Government, therefore, has to deploy the services of Revenue Establishment
for smooth running of the canal system and efficient water supply to the cultivators.
It is therefore, very necessary that the expenditure incurred by Government on the
running and maintenance of the irrigation works is met with from the irrigation
revenue. Government has, therefore, te levy.a water tax on the supply of water to:-

(i) Irrigators.
(ii) Industries and domestic consumers.

The income derived from all the above resources is classified as "lrrig~tion
Revenue'.

9.1. WaterRates.-The main consideration for fixing the water rate is as under:-
(1) The total recoveries on account of water rates should not be less than the

annual-cost incurred by Government for providing the service.
(2) The water rate for the crop should be equitable and should be related to the

ability of the crop to bear it. .
(3) Water rate should be so pitched as not to leave any irrigation potential

unutilised on account of either the system of charging rates or the level of particular
rates, in fixing the crop rate following considerations are taken into account,
(1) 'Cost of irrigation water required by the crop.
(2) The level of average gross income obtained from the crop under the usual

conditions of fertility, supply of manure and water and efficiency of cultivation
and the market price of the crop. After due considerations of the above factors,
the water rates are fixed for the different crops and for the different seasons in
which the crops are grown.

The following are main crops prevalent in the three different Regions:-
1. Sugarcane,
2. Banana.
3. Pan gardens,~.
4. Other perennials,
S. Vegetables,
6. Cotton,
7. Groundnut,
8. Kharif Bhusar,
9. Rabi Bhusar
10. H. W. sessonals,
11. Two seasonal crops ('I'urlJ)eric and Chillies)

•
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9.2. Water rates in. Mqharashtra.-The present rates levied for the different crops
for flow irrigation schemes and lift irrigation schemes in Maharashtra State are
indicated in the statement enclosed; please vide Appendix VIII.

9.3. Irrigation cess.-As has been stated earlier, most of the irrigation schemes
constructed prior to First Five Year Plan being of protective nature, they used to be
unremunerative or unproductive i.e., revenue through water rates was not sufficient
to meet the interest.charges on the capital invested on these irrigation schemes. This
question 'was engaging the attention of Government. A Cabinet Sub-Committee
appointed in .the year 1947 to probe into this problem. On studying this problem
recommended the levy of Irrigation Cess on all the areas under the command of
irrigation systems to meet the mainten~~£_<i~L()f the irrigation systems in the
State. It was difficult to delineate the exact land that would be assured water every
year under the irrigation systems, hence recommendations of the Cabinet Sub-
Committee to 'levy the irrigation Cess on all the areas under the command, could
not be implemented. The Government considered this question and decided to levy
irrigation cess on the area actually supplied with water. Uniform irrigation cess on
all the crops could not be proposed as revenue therefrom was too meagre to meet
the maintanance cost. Therefore, different rates were prescribed for different crops
for irrigation cess, perennial crops being obviously charged more than the seasonal
crops. Rs. 30 as irrigation cess pet year per acre of sugarcane was being charged
whereas for seasonal crops irrigation cess of Rs. 3 per acre only was being charged.
There is no provision for irrigationcess either in the C. P. Irrigation Act or Hyderabad
ljrigation Act. ' . ,

Maharashtra State Irrigation Commission recommended that Irrigation Cess
should be abolished which recommendation has been accepted 'by the Government
and this cess has been abolished from 1st July 1973. Element of Irrigation Cess,
however, has been incorporated in the water rates.

9.4. Bettennent levy
9.4.1. Due to advent of irrigation systems value of landunder their command

increases. In order to meet the rising, cost"of irrigation Projects as well as to raise
the capital for the new irrigation schemes, Government has to tap various sources.
As irrigators derive benefit of increased value' of their land, it is Justifiable that 00-
,vernment should share some part of the unearned increment to irrigators. It was
therefore, thought to impose the betterment levy on the lands coming under, the
command of irr'gation systems. In fact, in the Western Maharashtra a' bill to tbis
effect was also enacted.

9.4.2. Western Maharaslttra.-The betterment charges to be levied on a land
shall be one half of the increase in the value of the land on account of the construction'
of an irrigation, work i.e, one-half of the amount by which the value of the land
on the completion date of the work is likely to exceed the value of the land on the
construction date of the work The charges are required to be paid within 60 days
from the date they become payable under the Act or if the owner executes an agree-
ment it can be paid in annual instalments not exceeding 20 in number with interest
at 5 per cent.
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9.4.3. Vidarbha Region -The betterment charges are payable annually at a rate
to be determined in accordance with the following formula viz, :_

X 3
for first 5 instalmentsz= ---- XY X 100 1

X 9
for the next 10 instalmentsz= Xy X 100 2

X = Cost of construction,' improvement or extension of new canal incurred
during the period of five years next preceding the date of issue of the notifica-
tion under section 58-D of C. P. Irrigation Act.

Y =Acreage 'of area benefited by new Canal.
Z = Rate of betterment contribution per acre per year.

The above betterment contribution is payable consecutively for 15 years, excluding
the years in which .the recovery may be postponed by the State Government. The
arrears instalments of betterment contribution shall bear interest at the rate of
6 per cent per annum. The State Government is empowered under the Act to appoint
an officer to fix the exact amount of betterment levy.

9.4.4. Marathwada Region.-The exact amount of betterment charges are fixed
by the Collector under the advice of the Committee to be constituted for the purpose,
after taking into account the increase in the capital value of the land, benefitted or
capable of being benefitted by the completion of any irrigation or drainage work
provided that the contribution shall in no case exceed one half of the net increase
in capital value of the land in the case of new lands served by the irrigation works
one fourth in the case of old wet lands. The contribution may be paid in one lump
sum or in not more than fifteen equal instalments free of interest. If the .entire amount
of contribution is paid withinsix months of its determination, a rebateof 10 per cent
shall be allowed.

9.4.5. Due to the difficulty, of exactly delineating lands which will be assured
of water every year Government could not levy the betterment charges on these
lands. This question was also referred to the Maharashtra State Irrigation Commission
for their consideration. The Commission has recommended that this betterment
charge should be included in the water rates and there should be only one charge
namely" Water Rates". Maharashtra State Irrigation Commission has recom-
mended that the water rates that will be charged for various crops should be between
6 per cent to 12 per cent of gross income from the crop, the higher percentage being
for the Cash crops and lower for the seasonal food crops.

9.5. Water Rates to be charged for Government Lift Irrigation Schemes:
The following are the principles based on ,which lift irrigation water rates are

worked out. Such rates should be revised every 3 years to enable to account for.
variations in prices.

- Bases for working out Water Rates.-I. (a) The determination of water discharge
required for any particular scheme, as well as Horse Power of the machinery required
may be calculated as per the design practice on force. .
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Cb) The total expenditure for pumping is to be considered in two parts.
2. Fixed Charges and Running Costs.-'-The fixed charges will consist of following

. items:- -.,
(i) Intereston capital cost of work at a rate of 5! per cent (This rate may vary

from time to \time as per orders in force).
(ii) Depreciation Cost worked out as annual contribution to a sinking fund for

redemption of capital at the end of fixed number of years. This period may be
taken as 40 years for civil works and 15 years for mechanical portion.
(Ui) Maintenance and Repairs for the scheme may be proposed at the following

rates per year :- ~ ,
(1) I! per cent for Civil works, (2) 3 per cent for machinery.

(iv) Cost of Maintenance of staff may be taken as Rs, 2.50 per year per 0.4046·
Hectare (per acre) with a minimum of Rs. 2,000 per year.

3. Running Cost.-Electricity Drive or Diesel Drive-
The total running cost for the scheme should include "Electrical charges" or

Diesel cost" together with all duties and lubricating oil charges, other service charges
anQ.rents etc.
4. The total water charge should be worked out crop wise as per the total water

requirement of crop. The rate should include fixed, eharges and running cost.
In case of Zilla Parishad works a royalty. c~!8~ on all notified t:iy~t:~as per existing

rules should be added.
5. It is seen that in the scheme with diesel power, the water rates are much higher

than with electric drive. It is therefore, desirable to have electric pumping wherever
possible.

[Ref. Government, I. & P. Deptt. No. CLI-I065/51047-MI (I), dated 7th October
1966.]

10.0. R~()very of Irrigation in Revenue:
,,~ ---.~.-",."'-'-' .~. --" .

On the basis of water supply sanctioned to different crops water rates are leviable
as indicated above. Before the crops are actually harvested, the areas that are culti-
vated by the respective irrigators are required to be measured. For. this purpose,
the mea~l!!~s~a.pl?oiI!t~d-by the Department go rO,!!-n<i.the irrigated areas by middle
of each season, measure the areas and record the results of crop measurements in
a sort of irrigation field book. This 'book is called' Tippan Book,'.
In order to exercise appropr iate check on the work of the measurers, irrigation

officers have to give prescribed percentage check on the measurement and assessment
of crops. The percentage check to be given is as under :-
------_._-- ..~- ---.--------.----~.--

Percentage check on cropsName of Officer---~----------
1. Executive Engineer
2. Sub-Divisional Officer
.3. Sectional Officer

1% of the area on canal.
:2% of the area in each' section.
7% of the area in each village..
---.~.'--

Total 10%
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The overall 10 per cent of check of the area irrigated is required to be given by tile
officers of the Irrigation and Power Department. The cheek given by the respective
officers is known as '~mJana'. After the crops are measured by the measurers.
the sanctioned areas as well as the area booked under the Panchanamas are assessed
on the basis of the sanctioned rates. This assessment payable by the. respective culti-
vator is worked out and abstracted in a statement called 'Demand Statement '.~ . '---.--- ..--,-.---~Demand_Statements are prepared Khate~arwise, Vil1ag_ewiseand Tal~~aw~§.e.

10.1. Kulrujuwat.-Demand statements are initially prepared in the Sectional
qfijce and passed· on to the" SUb-Divisional Office and in turn passed on to the
Divisional_Office. The Daftar Karkoon in the Di~isional Office check at least 33 per
cent of the total Khatas from each village. These Demand statements after due
checking in the Divisional Office are returned to the Sub-Divisional Office for
getting the concurrence of the respective cultivators. This concurrence is known as
, Kulrujuwat '. Notice is given to the cultivators in advance through the Talathi
for holding Kulrujuwat in village Chavadi, Objections of the cultivators are heard
and duly considered by the Sub-Divisional Officers. The certificate has to be recor-
ded by the village officer on the demand statements.

10.2. Dates of Submission of the Demand Statement.-The following are the
dates of submission of the Demand Statement :_

Kharif Season (Late Kharif) 1st February.
Rabi Season
H. W. Season (Early Kharif)

1st May.
1st October.

Demand Statements are prepared by the Deputy Engineer and approved by the
Executive Ergineer, only in Form No. 13 (I. P. D. 166-m) and these are sent back
to the local officer of the Department for the recovery. .

Copies of Form No. 13 are to be given to the Superintending Engineer and to the
Accountant General. The Executive Engineer shall also furnish general return in
Form No. 14 to the Superintending Engineer and the Accountant General ..

The following are the dates of the recovery of irrigation dues :_
1. H. W. Season 15th October ..
2. Kharif Season 15th February.
3. Rabi Season 15th May'

The irregator is declared as defaulter if he does not pay the arrears before 31st
May. While assuming arrears at 31st Maythe fresh demand sent for recoveryas on
15th May i.e., for Rabi Season is to be excluded. It being fresh demand.

10.3. RemissionsandRefund -Whenever areas are wrongly assessed and demand
statements are already-sent to the Revenue Department and if the irrigator represents
for the wrong assessment, remission is required to be granted to such irrigators.
Before granting such remission, the Executive Engineer makes an enquiry with the
Mamlatdar whether the assessment has been already recovered. If the assessment
is not recovered the Executive Engineer sanctions the remission, if it is within his
competency and intimates the Mamlatdar concerned through the Treasury Officer
for effecting short recovery to the extent of amount of remission granted. The
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Executive Engineerhas the power to grant remission upto Rs. 100 in each individual
case whereas the Superinten,ding. Engineer has unlimited powers, A copy of the
remission statement is also required to be sent to the Accountant General for his
information.

If assessment is already recovered then refund is required to be sanctioned to the
irrigator. The power to sanction refund of the Executive Engineer is Rs. 100 in each
individual case whereas that of the Superintending Engineer is unlimited. .

Exemption of levy of Penal Assessment over excess.qr_l!Q:;over the sanctioned areas.-
When sanctions have been given to irrigate the specified area and the applicant
irrigates an area in, excess of such sanctioned area, the Executive Engineer may
charge in respect of ~uch excess area, a rate noCexc;:eeding trible rate chargeable
for the supply as if the supply has been sanctioned. '

If the Executive Engineer is satisfied that the excess area was irrigated through
bonafide mistake, no charge shall be made in respect of the following excesses:-

------- --------_ .._------ _ •....._-_._,------'- _-
Sanctioned area Excess permissible
------- ---------' ~-- _,--- - ,- ----_-_------- .

1. For an area 60 are or less (1-!- acres) or less

2. For an area of 60 are to 2 ha.

1 are (1 guntha)

2 ares (2 gunthas)

3. For an area of 2.0 are (4-!-acres) to' (9 acres) 3 ares (3 gunthas)

4. For an area of 3.50 ha. (9 acres) to 6.00 ha. (15 acres). 4 ares (4 gunthas)

5. M,ore than 6.00 ha. (15 acres) 5 ares (5 gunthas)
._--_._------- .__ ._-----_.-._-_._--_._ ..-_ ..... _ .....__ ..._----

e,
~"

10.4. Vidarbha Region-Procedure for-collection of Revenue under the Agreement
System.-(I) Canal revenue payable on account of water supplied for the irrigation
of a Kharif crop shall fall due on the 15th February and that payable on account
of water supplied for the irrigation of Rabi and all other crops shall fall due on
15th May.
(2) A postponement of these dates may be allowed by the Superintending Engineer,

acting on the advice of the Deputy Commissioner.
(3) .Payment of the supply of water to. supplement a village tank shall be made

with the Kharif kist when it is due on account of supplies made between the l st
March and the 31st October and with the Rabi kist when it is due on account of
supplies made between the 1st November and the 28th February.
(4) The Sectional Subordinate shall enter in parchas for irrigation under agree-

ment the date on which he will visit the village to hear objections to assessment.
(5) On receipt of a parcha for irrigation on demand an objection may be made

within ten days of the delivery of the parcha. Such objections shall be made in writing
to the Amin or Section Subordinate and shall be accompanied by the original
parcha. The .Amin shall forthwith forward all objections received by him to the
Section subordinate. On receipt of any such objection the Section subordinate,
shall enter on the parcha the date 011- which he will visit the village to hear objections
and shall return the parcha to the Amin who shall forthwith return it to the occupiers
concerned. .
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(6) The amount due from each occupier shall be calculated to' the nearest five
paise. Any occupier who is in doubt regarding the correctness of the sum demanded
from him may inspect the registers maintained by the Amin.. .

(7) During the Section subordinate's visit to' a village to' hear objections any
occupier may make 'all objection concerning any entry in his parcha in regard to'
irrigation under agreement and the Section subordinate shall forthwith inquire into
such objection and into all objections which have been made under rule 4. If the
Section subordinate allows an objection he shall CQrrect the parcha accordingly,
shall initial each correction and shall deliver the amended parcha to' the occupier
concerned. '

(8) The Sectional Subordinate may at any time, correct any entry in a parcha
which he considers to' be incorrect provided that, if such correction involves an
increase in the amount payable, he shall not do SO' until he has given the occupier
concerned an opportunity of being heard.

(9) If for good reason a Section Subordinate is prevented from visiting a village
to' 'hear objections on the date fixed by him he shall fix a new date for his visit an4
shall intimate it to' the occupiers concerned,

(10)' The statement showing the amounts due from each occupier shall be sent to'
the Sarpanch. The Sarpanch and members of the Panchayat on receipt of this state-

. ment shall at once proceed to' collect the revenue and to' credit it in the Sub- Treasury
either direct or by miscellaneous revenue money order through the Post Office.
The sums collected and the dates on which they are paid into the Sub-Treasury
shall be entered Qn the statement and a receipt given for them on the form of Parcha.

(11) Within five days after the dates fixed under rule in force the statements
(Kistbandi Khatooni) of sunis due and sums collected shall be collected by the
Amin from the Sarpanchas,

11. Water logging and Salt efflorescence

Due to' restriction on sanctioning of perennial crops, there is no appreciable water-
logging and salt efflorescence experienced in this State. Even then in the area, where
sugarcane has been practised since last 50 years, some water logging and salt-efflores-
cence have been noticed, In fact, an area of 30,000 to' 35,000 ha. is al~~ady affected
due to' water-logging and salt-efflorescence in the Western Maharashtra. Remedy
adopted by the State Government to' remove water-logging is to' provide d.t_ajll§in
the water-logged areas. Once the drains start functioning the sub-soil water table
gets gradually lowered and after some years these water-logged areas can become
cultivable. Of the recent past, because of constructing of a number of major irriga-
tion projects in the centres of the major river valleys, with deep soil.commands,
the problems of water-logging has started assuming proportions. In the estimates
of these major projects, 'provision, therefore, limited to' 6 per cent of the cost of
the distribution system is made' for drainage. Directorate of Irrigation Research
and Drainage has been entrusted with the work of preparation of plans and estimates
of draiIIage schemes. The Directorate is adequately staffed for this purpose.

12. Irrigation on Drains

Once the drains start functioning there is water available throughout the year
in these drains. Irrigators in the command of established irrigation schemes being'
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. irrigation conscious desire to utilise waterfrom the drains for lift irrigation. Govern-
ment considers their requests and sanctions are granted for irrigation purposes on
drains. While according such sanctions minimum discharge in the month of May is
considered for granting sanctions for the next year. Mostly, sugarcane and cash
crops are planted on these drains, with some 'proportion of seasonal crops.

13.0. . ~OtificatioD of riyers, tribotati~, sub-tributaries, Dallas etc.-~----~~--~--~--~--------~~~--~-------Whenever any irrigation project IS constructed on rjy~r, tribu!~ or sub-tributary,
it is obligatory for the Government to notify the river, tributary, sub-tributary,
stream etc. from its source upto the point where the irrigation work is constructed
under section ~of the Bombay Irrigation Act, 1879. Mter such notification is published
in the Gazette, all the quantity of water i.e., available upto the point,' where irriga-
tion workis constructed is notified ~o that people 'may not 1,ltiliseit without p~is-
sion of the concerned officers.All Nallas, tributaries, sub-tributaries etc., of the parent
river are required to be brought under the notificationspecially, or alsoif ~ny nallas,
tributary, sub-tributary or the parent river 'remain through oversight,' for inclusion
in notification, people can use water therefrom without the permission from the
officers of the Irrigation Department. According to the latest provision in the Maha-
rashtra Irrigation Act, 1976, only the main source of water across which the storage is
constructed is required to be notified,

.:

14.0. Role of all Irrigation Engineer
The popular notion that has come to stay by an environ of circumstances, both

in the official circles and in public is that the Irrigation Engineer is responsible for
the ultimate use of irrigation facilities. He is not only responsible for the creation of
irrigation facilities but in addition is responsible for the ultimate utilisation of the
irrigation waters. Hence beyond the maintenance and operation of irrigation struc-
tures such as dams, canals, distributaries, minors, head regulators etc. he has to deal
with the less informed mass of cultivators, who require to be properly guided not
only in the direction of economic use of water but also in other allied aspects of
irrigated farming, requirement of water for different crops interval between two
waterings, He has also to keep account of the day-to-day use of the stored water.
He should !be'able to keep the record of various block sanctions. and other papers
pertaining to Irrigation Management, . - .

An organisational set up of the Irrigation Management is,given below:
Administrative set up for Irrigation Management.-A chart detailing out the

Administrative set up for the irrigation management right from the level of Chief
Engineer down to the lowest Government servants in the fields is enclosed at Appendix
IX. The Chief Engineer at Regional level deals with the general administration
and the development and utilisation of the irrigation projects, The Chief Engineer is
assisted by the Superintending Engineer at regional level. The Superintending
Engineer is the Administrative Head at the regional level. He has full powers within
the regulation laid down by Government to sanction use on irrigation water for the
different activities in the region. The Superintending Engineer has to approve the
yearly utilisation of the storage in reservoirs and to modify and approve irrigation
programmes from year to year as per availability of water. The Superintending
Engineer has full administrative and financial control over the. budget provisions

. .'
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allocated by Government. In addition to above, the' Superintending Engineer has
to certify the safety of Major and Medium Irtigation darns by inspecting them during
P!e and post monsoon periods.

The Superintending Engineer executes a controls irrigation policy through the
Executive Engineer who are stationed in each district. Executive Engineer is res-
ponsible for maintenance of irrigation works and management of irrigation in the
field. Apart from technical duties, the Executive Engineer has to perform duties
under the irrigation Act and rules thereunder. The management of irrigation is a
very important work assigned to the Executive Engineer and has to play a very
important role in day-to-day sanction and' distribution of canal water to each
individual irrigator.

The set up for the Pield organisation is given in Appendix-XI.

14.1. Duties and Functions of the Field Officers in the Irrigation Management-
(1) The Executive Engineer has to prepare timely forecast (Preliminary irrigation

programme) for the utilisation of storage water. ~

(2) The Executive Engineer has to keep constant vigilant watch over the gauges in
the canal and special situation points in large canal lengths.

(3) He has to give surprise inspections at least once in a month to the field irriga-
tion and to note, down- the following pointa-i-

(a) Working of the S. W. Fs., and the Head Regulator.
(b) Conditions of the distributing channeals and whether any repairs are needed.
(c) Whether the irrigator's passes are dated up-to-date.
(d) Whether the irrigation is generally in good order.
(e) Whether the well and pazar irrigation is having any suspicious contact with

canal irrigation and to take action.to remove it.
(4) The Executive Engineer has to watch the ~rogress 'Ofrealisation of the assess-

ment and to keep watch over recovery of arrears.

(5) The Executive Engineer has to give percentage check of .tper cent of number
of the Panchansmas in a season. "

(6) The Exective Engineer has to check 50 per cent of the number of cases of
emergency canal water supply allowed to crops on wells and pazar.

14.2. Sub-Divisional Officer.-{I}The Sub-Divisional Officer has to be in direct
touch and to control the field staff of the Irrigation Department. .

(2) The Sub-Divisional Officer has to keep vigilant watch on the gauges of water
depths in the storage reservoirs and at the off-take points of canal and major distri-
butaries and to regulate the rotations and the discharges in the system under his
control.

,(3) The Sub-Divisional Officer has to inspect field irrigation at least once in a
rotation and to observe the following points in particular:-

(i) General condition of the Head Regulator, the S. W. Fs, and Canal.
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,(ii) The discharges in the channel, sub-channels and the totation and schedule
, of operation of the system.

, (iii) Whether the irrisato~ passes are dated up-to-date.
(iv) Whether unauthorised irrigation, Oairkayada, waste of water and excess

utilisation of irrigation water is brought on. books and panchanamas are framed in
time. I,"

(v) To control the unauthorised use to crops on wells and ,azar .
(4) The Sub-Divisional Officel has to give necessary check:on.8.per cent on number

of Panchanamas in a season and 2 per sent on seasonwise crop measurements, as
prescribed under the rules. .

14.3. SectionaIOffifer-(l) The Sectional Officers are responsible to the superipr
o:lij.cersfor carcying out orderly irrigation management and to prevent and detect

. misuse of canal water.
(2) The Sectional Officer has to inspect field irrigation in his beat very frequently

and to keep with him- '
(i) Schedule programme of rotation and the running of the distributaries cin

his beat. . .
, (ii) Discharge table of the S.W.Fs. of the channels.
(iii) •• Shejpali" Patrak
(iv) Control Chart.,
(v) Panchanama~P®ani Ti'ppan~
(vi) Note book containing statistical and hydrological information of channels

in his beat. .
(3) During the course of inspection, the Sectional Officer has to check the following

items:- -,
(i) Up-to-date dating of the irrigators passes and duplicate thereof, the latter

being with canal Inspector.
(ii) Proper, neat and up-to-date maintenance of Zade ~a.trak by the Canal

Insp~ctors,
(iii) Working conditions of the S. W. 1"8,. with their gauge plates.

~(iv) .Working conditions of Government owned c~nels, an~ irrigation. w.ater ,
~~ \

(v) Waste of water and misuse of canal water if any.,
(vi) Demarcation and utilisation of the fields..

. (vii) Conditions of the outer. bunds and water tightn168 of various areas under
irrigation.

(viii) Excess·over permissible than sanctioned.
(ix) Irrigation on wells and~.

•

--~."

.!'';'-- (4) The Sectional Officer should immediately note the irresuJarities noted above
in the Pah8Jli'I'ippan forJIl.and give to the Canal IQ~8 for holding Panc~~,!Pl8S'
If there is urgency and special circumstances, the Sectional Officer may himself hold
Panchanama.

TB 4650-5 •
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(5) The Sectional Officer in case of mis~e_Qr. Canal water to crops and pazars
or likely inter-mixture, should note his findings in the Inspection Note and should
send a copy to the Sub-Divisional Officer before the start of next rotation.

(6) The Sectional Officer should note down working conditions of the pumps,
motors, with their capacity of irrigating the areas. The Sectional Officer should note
crops grown on wells and on pazar. In case of suspicious contact with canal irrigation,
the Sectional Officer.should take steps to remove them.

(7) The Sectional Officer should check the seasonwise area under crops eo the
extent of 7 per cent and to check Panchanamas to the extent of 20 per cent for in-
dividual areas of 0.8096 Hect. (2 acres) above, as prescribed.

14.4. Sectional Inspectors.-Sectional Inspectors are upgraded Canal Inspectors,
at times placed in-charge of an irrigation Section. Their duties in respect of irrigation
management, control and supervision, are the same as those specified above in the
case of Sectional Officers.

14.5. Canal Inspectors.-These are Class-Ill Government servants borne on
"VII" or "XVIII-Irrigation". The minimum educational qualification needed
for the sake of recruitment is standard Xth passed.

(a) Duties of Canal Inspectors are-
(i) To prepare a " Pali Patrak " and to get it approved by the Sectional Officer

for each distributing channel before the irrigation season starts.

(ii) To submit to the Sectional Officer at least 4 days in advance of the ensuing
rotation, indent for supply of water in that rotation at the head of each distributing
channel in hi; beat. .

(Ui) At an appointed hour and place "to-date" irrigators" water passes for
their next following day turn of irrigation, according to PaIi Patrak.

(iv) Where no Patkari or 'other assistant is given,' to open the gates of the outlet
channels at the scheduled hours, to let down adequate discharge of water and to
.close them at the appointed hours.

(v) To go round and inspect the field irrigation. Here, he should see if the irri-
gation of all those areas for which dates Were given on water passes on the pre-
ceding (lay is completed. In case. an Irrigator actually takes no water though due,
for such reasons as (Khurpani, rains) etc., a note to that effect should be recorded
against the entry of the date, in the irrigators' pass and duplicate with the Canal
Inspector. Same procedure should be followed where part area. is actually
irrigated. .

(vi) To bring on book, any type of misuse or waste of water, or detectable excess
irrigation, as soon as it is noticed and to follow the procedure prescribed.

(vU) To give an immediate possible intimation to the Sectional Officer where
such misuse or waste of water in any individual case involves an area of 0.81 Ha.
(2 acres) or more.

(viii) To see that no channel, once closed at the scheduled time, is reopened
in tlie same rotation except with the orders of his superiors.
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(ix) To see that demarcation, unitisation and corner stones of areas under
blocks are intact and that the outer bunds round irrigated areas are strong enough.
to prevent waste of water, otherwise, -to record a suitable note in the irrigators'
water pass, and to inform the Sectional Officer to enable service of the 'necessary
written notice on the irrigator. To take similar action where an irrigators' channel
is out of repair"

(x) To keep under frequent and vigilant watch the irrigation on wells and pazar
in the irrigated tract of his beat, and to keep the Sectional Officer, constantly and
and fully informed in writing of it.
(xi) After the irtigation of a rotation period is over, to submit to the Sectional

Officer the Discharge AI/DC Dasawada,
(xii) To submit the diaries of their work.

Note.-(l) This elaborate procedure, is not necessary on Minor Tanks and even
in non-parennial zones of major canals. The Executive Engineer 'may
with the approval of the Superintending Engineer, prescribe for such
irrigation works, such short procedure as in his opinion would suit
best.

Note.-(2) On Minor Irrigation Works in charge of the Irrigation and Power
Department, where there is normally monsoon and/er Rabi irrigation.
only, where the " Canal Karkoons " are equivalent to "Canal Inspec-
tors". They have to lookfothe maintenance work of the canal, etc.,
in addition to their duties in respect of irrigation management.

14.6. Measurers.-Oass-III Government servants, borne on cc XVIII" or "XVII
Irrigation ".' _. --- -.

(a) Duties of a Measurer are.-Where the crop areas under irrigation ar~ not
demarcated, the measurers acting under the orders of the Sectional Officer 'or the
Sub-Divisional Officer are to actually measure the irrigated areas with the help of
cross staff and chain, and to enter the measurements with a rough sketch. in .the
field boo\: called "Crop Measu~em.t?.n!Aq9k". Every-page of measurements in the
field book shall be signed and dated by the Measurer taking the measurements.
The areas to be so measured shoufd be recorded cr;pwise; the calculations (~
TIT'l>"Rf to. find out each such area, in group or in parts should be done and the
acturu-areai should be worked out by the measurers themselves.

(b) Where the sanctioned areas are demarcated and unitised and the demarcation
sketches are dutY prepared and approved by the Sub-Divisional Officer, the mea-
surers have to take requisite copies thereof and have to fill-in all the requisite pre-
liminary details' thereon, before they proceed for co-opmeasurements under the
orders of the Sub-Divisional ..Officer, or the Sectional Officer. Unless they have
doubts that the demarcation and the plots are-in any case disturbed on the site and
such cases will be very few requiring regular measurements as in (a) above, they
shall only fill in the details of the plotwise crops and their areas on the. backside of
the form ~ncolumns 4, 5, 6, 9 or ~Oand put their dated signature below the entries.

(c). If inany case, an ·unauthorised irrigation not booked by the 'Canal Inspector
is noticed by a measurer he should immediately measure it and take it on the crop .

TB 4650-511
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measurement book, with a simultaneous reports to the Sectional Officer concerned.
It will be only after the personal Inspection and inquiries by Sub-Divisional Officer,
that such measurements can be confirmed.

In case, those cannot be confirmed, the Sub-Divisional Officer shall report the
matter to the Executive Bngiaeer, who may Issue orders to confirm or cancel it as he
deems fit.

(d) After the crop-measurements work allotted to him, is over, the measurer
shall prepare assessment papers in accordance with the programme and orders
issued by the Sub-Divisional Officer or the Sectional Officer.

(e) Before starting of measurement work under the orders of the Sub-Divisional
Officer, he himself shall take for his guidance, a list of areas to be measured by him,
in the beat or beats allotted to him by the Sub-Divisional Officer or the Sectional
Officer. The Canal Inspectors need not accompany him at the time of crop-measure-
ments.

(j) The measurers shall also do, when called upon by the Sub-Divisional Officer
or the Executive Engineer; the work of demarcating and unitising areas sanctioned
under block-system, and preparing sketches thereof, to the prescribed scale.

(g) They shall also do such office work as finding out and keeping ready on record,
. the acreages of various irrigated crops, their assessment etc., if and when called
.upon to do so, by the Sectional Officer or the Sub-Divisional Officer when free from
their work, specified at (a) to (h) above they shall help the Sectional or Sub-Divisional
Officer staff in their work, if and when the Sectional Officer of the Sub-Divisional
Officer directs them to do so.

, (h) When on out-door duty, the measurers shall submit punctually to their supe-
riors the diaries of their work.

14.7. Patkaries.-Class-IV Government servants -borne on "XVII or XVIII-
Irrigation ", --" . - . ,

(a) Patkaries are meant to assist Canal Inspectors in-charge of heavier or
more important beats. They are to op~D..and close the outlets channels in the ,
beat of the Canal Inspector, according to the instructions of the Canal Inspector
acting under the orders of the Sectional Officer. They are.to go round the fields
under the irrigation to see that the irrigation is going on in an orderly manner.
They are to immediately report to the Canal Inspector, the cases of misuse or
waste of water, if they detect any. They can even hold Panchanamas subject to
personal inspection by the Canal Inspector.

14.8. Keymen.-Clas~IV Government servant borne on "XVII or XIIl. Irriga-b~' ...

(a) The Keymen are to work directly under the Sectional Officer. Their duties
are :-

(b) To open, regulate and close in each rotation the distributing channels in
a Section, strictly according to the orders of the Sectional Officer, i.e., according
to the programme aiven to him by the Sectional Officer.

(c) To leave all the keys in the custody of the Sectional Officer and to take
them back to with his permission according to necessity.
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(cl) TO'note dQWn.in the gauge regis~ the gauge readings of water depths in
the S. W. :Ps. at the hea~s of each such channel preferably between 6..:.00 a.m.,.
to' 6-00 p.m. at least once in a day { a second-time reading at about .12..hQUO
interval may be insisted upon in the case of important distributaries) and to' report
those every day to' the Sectional Officer. '

(e) TO' see if the head regulators of the channels are working satisfactQrily i~
the gauge plates are in tact; if the stilling chamber of the S. W. F. is clean and the
pipes admit free flow of water into it~Defects if any, to be immediately reported
to' the Sectional Officer. '
(j) If and when the necessity arises and the above mentioned duties permit, to

help the Canal Inspector as would be directed by the Sectional Officci. '
(g) To carry with him-

(i) authori:OO programme of rotational runnings of different cJistributina
channels in the section,

(ii) an order book in which the inspecting Qfiicer. may nOte their Qrders al'lcJ
instructions,
(iii) Gauge registers for npting dQwnthe gauges.

(h) When there are no duties to be performed as per (b) to' (J) above. to aliver
, local tapal of the Sectional Officer to' the Canal Inspectors, Village Qfficers otc.,
away from Sectional Head Quarters.

14.9.. The Canal Advisory Committees and Water Panchayat Committees are
established on the different major canal systems for advising Government on the
management of the canal water: The construction and rules of btiSiness of Canal
Advisory Committees are -specified under GOvernment, Irrigation DePartment,
Resolution, NO'.CME-I081/(1902) IMG-3, dated the 17th March 1982(in Manithi)-
Please vide Appendix-X.

14.10. puti!_s ofF!Z!d-.qjJ!f_ersin VidarbhaRfgion-
Executive Engineer.-Same as for Western .Maharashtra.
Sub-Divisional Officer (lrrigation).-Same as for Western Maharashtra,
Canal Deputy Collector.-The Canal Deputy Collector is a senior Tah$ildar.

posted to' IQQk after one or more tanks spread Qver one or more Sub-Divisions,
He is a subordinate to the' Executive Engineer. He has to di,scharge the fQllQwilll
duties:- --- :.

(a) TO'hear appeals under Sections of Irrigatio» Act regarding main incidents
of Irrigation agreement.

(b) TO'accept Irrigation agreements as authorised by the Executive Engineer.
(c) TO' preside over the election meetings of Irrigation Panchayats and keep

watch of working of Panchayats in General.
(d) TO'check wet areas for purpose QfIrrigatiQn agreements.
(e:) To 'check if necessary the position and circumstances under which un-

authorised use of canal water is made:
(f) TO'supervise the work of irrigation Inspector Amin etc., in respect Qf timely

preparation and submission of assessment papers at various stases:

-.

-------------------~-_/
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(g) To check when on tours the wor~ni of Irrigation Panchayats in respect of
collection of Revenue and its remittance in the Government Treasury within
reasonable period, issue of-receipts by Panchayats to the Irrigators, etc., and to
visit the villages in.which the unsatisfactory collections are reported.

I

Irrigation Inspector.-An Irrigation Inspector is a Senior Junior Engineer posted
to each Sub-Divis'on to assist the Sub-Divisional Officer (Irrigation) and Canal
Deputy Collector in discharging their duties. He has to perform the following duties.

(a) To accept Irrigation Agreements on authorisation by an Executive Engineer.

(b) To supervise the working of Irrigation Panchayats in respect of collection
. and remittance of revenue issue of receipts etc., and bring to the notif"e of the
Canal Deputy Collector which Panchayat, it is desirable that he should visit in
order to expedite collections. ,

(c) To preside over the election meeting of Irrigation Panchayats if authorised
by Executive Engineer.

(d), To prepare preliminary report of authorised use of Canal water if he is in
- the vicinity at the time of incidence.

(e) To inspect and report the areas in respect of which applications for remission
have been made.

Sectional (Subordinate) Office.-Sectional Officer is in-charge of one Section.
He comes from Junior Engineer 's cadre: His duties are as in Western Maharashtra,

Amtn--: The Amin is a lower most post in the administrative set up in the work
of Irrigation management. He is directly in touch with the irrigators and Panchayats.
He has to discharge various duties concerning irrigation agreements, assessment
papers and collection of revenue etc., which is given below :- .

(a) To prepare list of persons who are entitled to the electors from the village
at least once a month before the date of election' and paste the same at prominent
places in the village. The names of the elected Panchas should be pasted also at
prominent places in the village by him. These names shotld be communicated
to the Canal Deputy Collector by him.

(b) To prepare detailed tracings from Patwari maps for the areas under agree-
ments or likely to come under agreements and to collect maps already prepared
annually. -

'(c) To prepare Khasra Shudkar, Ledger Kistabandi, Khatoni and Parchas for
assessment purposes.

(d) To measure areas on demand and part areas under agreements on Form' A'.

(e) To collect the objections to the parchas served to the Irrigation for irrigation
under the agreements and submit them to the Sectional Officer for due corrections.

(f) To receive water applications for areas on demand and forward the same
to the Sectional Officer with recommendations.

(g) To report any misuse of canal water viz., unauthorised irrigation or waste
of water to the Sectional Office! and Irrigation Inspector. .
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(h) To report the progress of collection of revenue weekly with all revlevant
details to the Irrigation Inspector, while the collection of Irrigation revenue in
its-progress.
(i) To see that the revenue collected is remitted to the Government Treasury

and report to the Irrigation Inspector if not done.
Panchayat.-Panchayat is an elected body from the Village Chak or Mahal under

agreement. The member of Panchas in a Panchayat is fixed according to the area in
village, normally the No. is 3 including one Sarpanch. The Panchayat has to perform.
duties in respect of Irrigation Management as follows:- .

(a) To compound offences as detailed under Sections 60 and 74 of the Maha-
rashtra Irrigation Act, 1976 and recover the amount from the offender.

(b) To distribute water so as to complete all irrigation in the jurisdiction of the
Panchayat in the efficient way.

(c) To avoid misuse of water and report to Amin if any such misuse is occurred
anywhere.

(d) To show Kistabandi Khatoni to the irrigators, issue receipts and collect
the irrigation revenue and remit the same in Government Treasury within minimum
period from collection.

(e) To receive water applications for irrigation on demand and forward the
same to Amin.
(j) To maintain the documents regarding proceedings ofPanchayats, compound-

ing offences, Canal Revenue realised and remitted, Panchayat fund etc., and
(g) To prepare and send applications for remissions in Form-X and send them

to Amin for further disposal.

..

•

.,
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APPENDIX I

Note on estimatiug Water Requiremen* of Crops
/

The estimation of the water requirement (WR) of crops i,sone of the basic ~ceds
for crop planning on a farm and for the planning of any irrigation project. Water
requirement may be defined as the quantity of water, regardless of its source, required
by a crop or diversified pattern of crops in a given period of time for its normal
growth under field conditions at a place. Water is needed mainly to nteet the demands
of evapo-transpiration (ET) and the metabolic activities of the plant, both together
known as consumptive use (Cu or U). Since the water used in the metabolic activities
of the plant is negligible ET is practically considered equal to Cu. Water require-
ment, includes the losses due to ET (or eu) plus the losses during the application of
irrigation water (unavoidable losses) and the quantity of water required for special
operations such as land preparation, transplanting, leaching etc. It may thus be
fosmulated as follows:-

WR == ET or Cu + application losses + Special needs .... (4'0)
-.

Water requirement is, therefore, a •demand" and the ' supply' would consist of
contributions from any of the sources of water, the major sources being the irrigation
water (IR), effective rainfall (ER) and soil profile contribution (S) including that
from shallow water table. Numerically therefore, water requirement is given as:-

WR==IR+BR+S (4'1)

The field irrigation requirement of a crop refers to the water requirement -of crops
exclusive of effective rainfall and contribution from soil profile, and it may be
given as:_,.. ,

\..~' IR =WR ~ (ER + S) (4'2)

.'._

The farm irrigation requirement depends on the irrigation. need of individual
crops, their area and the losses in the farm 'water distribution systems, mainly by
way of seepage. The irrigation requirement of an outlet' command area includes the
irrigation requirement of individual farm holdings and the losses during conveyance
"in the distribution system. '

Evapo-transpiration (ET) or Consumptive use(Cu or U).-In designating water use
by crops, evaporation and transpiration are combined into one term evapotrarispira-
.tion (ET) as it is difficult to separate these two losses in cropPed fields.-The term
consumptive use is used to designate the losses due to evaportraJispiration and the
water that is used by the plant for its metabolic activities. Since the water used in
the' actual metabolic porcesses is insignificant (about 1 per cent of ET or less) the
term consumptive use is generally taken equivalent to ET. It thus-includes all water
consumed by plants plus the water evaporated from bare land and water surfaces
in the aree occupied by the crop. The relative amount of direct evaporation ftom the
land an!! wateI surfaces and transpiration depends usually on the extent of ground
cover. For most crops completely covering the soil surface only a very small amount
of water is lost from the ground surf~ as evaporation. Under field conditions in
coming solar radiation supplies the energy for the evapotranSpiration process.
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Wind is important in removing water vapour from the cropped area and the prevailing
temperature and humidity conditions result from the interaction of the two processes.
Usually a close relationship exists between not incoming solar radiation and evapo-
transpiration. In general, the. factors influencing evaporation and transpiration
also govern the evapotranspiration process. .

Other factors being equal the stage of a crop's growth influences its consumptive
use rate substantially. This is particularly true for annual crops which' generally
have three rather distinct stages of growth. These are (1) emergence to development
of complete vegetative cover during which time the consumptive use rate increases
rapidly from a low value and approaches its maximum. (2) the period of maximum
vegetative cover during which the consumptive use rate may be maximum and
practically constant if adequate soil moisture is available and (3)"crop maturation
stage, when for most crops, the consumptive use rate begins to decrease."

The interception of solar" energy by row crops is a function of their orientation
with respect to the sun. Depending on the surrounding crop areas particularly
those upwind of the crop in question air masses passing across the field will vary
in humidity and temparature. Thus if the surrounding fields are bare more water
will be lost than if they were cropped and irrigated. This therefore, stresses the need
for developing compact blocks for irrigation.

Seasonal Consumptive use (U).-The total amount of water used in evaporation
and transpiration by a crop during the entire growing season is called seasonal.
consumptive use. It is expressed as depth of water in cm. or volume in hectare-cm.
per hectare. Seasonal consumptive use values are required to evaluate and
determine seasonal irrigation water supplies.

Estimating Evapotranspiration from Evaporation data.-It has been observed that
a close relationship exists between the rate of consumptive use by crops and the
rate of evaporation from a well located evaporation pan. Evaprimeters incorporated
the effects of all climatic factors and hence are more accurate in estimating the short-
term fluctuations in KT than empirical formulae that depend on fewar of the
.climatic factors involved.

Estimating Evapotranspiration from Climatological data.-Owing to the difficulty
in obtaining accurate direct measurements of pan-evaporation under field condi.
tions evapotranspiration is often predicted on the basis of climatological data-
The approaches followed 'are to relate the magnitude and variation of evapotrans-
piration to one or more climatic factors such as temperature, day length, humidity,
wind, sunshine etc. Many formulas have been developed and used from time to time
(Table 4.2) and have been critically reviewed by various workers (Singh etal 1980
Isrealsen and Eansen-1982; Tanner-1967; Cbange-1968; Dastan~-1972; Taylor
and Ashhroft-1972; Doorenbos and Pruitt-1975). Broadly these approaches fall
in two classes (i) purely empirical attempts to correlate evapotranspiration with
one or more climatic factors and (2) the application of a more theoretical approach'
Such formulae have often to be used under agro-olimatic conditions different from
tbose for which they were originally developed. It is therefore, necessary to test the
adoptability of these formulae and modify suitably before using them under a new
set of conditions. ",
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The formulae most commonly used in estimating <evapotranspiration are those
proposed by Blaney-Criddle Thorathwaite Penman and Christiansen.

/ Effective RainfaU.-In its simplest sense, the term effective rainfall indicates the
../ proportion of total rainfall which is ,useful or utilisable for productive purposes.

It has been interpreted differently by the workers in different disciplines. From the
point of view of the water requirement of crops, the Food and Agricultural Organi-
sation (FAO) of the United Nations has defined the effective rainfall as that part
of the total annual or seasonal rainfall which is useful directly and/or indirectly for
crop production at the site whereit falls..

/' Irrigation Requirement.-Irrigation requirement is the total amount of water
Y' applied to the land surface in supplement to the water supply through rainfall and.

soil profile, to meet the water needs of crops for optimum growth. The water to be
thus applied to the fields can be directly measured with the help of water measuring
devices like flumes, n<¥iches,orifices and water meters.

/ Net Irrigation Requirement.- The net irrigation requirement is the amount of
--! irrigation water just required to bring the soil moisture content in the rootzone

depth of the crops to field capacity. Thus net irrigation requirement is, the difference·
between the field capacity and the soil moisture content in the rootzone before appli-
cation of the irrigation water. .

J Gross Irrigation Requirement.~There are various systems and methods of water
application to field crops but none of these are cent per cent efficient and it' has
been found that considerable losses do take place during the conveyance, distribu-
tion and application of water in the fields. The total amount <ofwater, inclusive of
these losses, applied through irrigation is termed as ••Gross Irrigation Requirement"
which in other words is net irrigation requirement + application and other losses.
The gross irrigation requirement can be worked out for a field, for a farm, for an
outlet command area or for an irrigation project depending on the need, by con-
sidering the appropriate losses at various stages as explained at the beginning of
this Chapter. . .
The gross irrigation requirement (lR) at the field head, for instance can be deter-

mined as follows:-
n d

IR= ~ --'-----<1 B (application)
(4.12)

where IR = Seasonal gross irrigation requirement (cm) at the field head.
d = net amount of water to be applied at each irrigation.
B (application) = water application efficiency and
n = number of inigations in a season.
The knowledge of various itrigation efficiencies is important in determining the

.•.irrigation water requirement of crops and the losses occuring at various stages in
an irrigation project. The design of irrigation system, the type of soil and the degree
of land preparation, and the skill and care of the irrigator are the principal factors
influencing irrigation efficiency. Loss of irrigation water mainly occurs in the con-
veyance ·and distribution system, non-uniform application of water in the '.:field,

"
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percolation below crop rootzone and the evaporation and drift during, sprinkler
Irrigation. In case of large fields, loss of water may occur by surface runoff at the
end of irrigation borders and furrow also. All these losses could be minimised by
adequate palnning and efficient operation of the irrigation system; proper design
of the irrigation method and good land preparation, Various efficiency .terms used
in the field of irrigation (Israelsen and Hansen 1962) are discussed in the following
pages.

Field Capacity -Field capacity of the soil is the water, the soil can hold in its
effective rootzome after 60-75 hours after application of water.

Design Irrigation Frequency-In designing irrigation systems, the irrigation
frequency to be used is the time (in days) between irrigations for the period of highest
consumptive use by the crops grown. Irrigation frequency depends on how fast soil
moisture is extracted when a crop is transpiring at its maximum rate. The average
moisture use rate during this period is used for planning irrigation systems. For
an irrigation system to be adequate, it must have sufficient ~apacity to supply the
water requited during this period. The design irrigation frequency may be computed
as follows;- . .

Moisure content of
the same zone at the

time of starting
irrigationDesign irrigation frequency _ _ _

(days) Peak period moisture use rate of crop

Water Application Methods -Itrigation water may be applied to crops by flooding
it on the field surface by applying it beneath the soil surface, by spraying it under
pressure or by applying it in drops. The common methods of irrigation are indicated
schematically as follows ;--

"Field capacity of the soil
in the effective crop
root zone.

Irrigation Methods

I
Surface Sub-surface Sprinkler Drip
Border Check Basin Furrow

The water supply, the type of soil, the topography of the land and the crop to be
irrigated determine the correct method of irrigation, "it is necessary to design the
system for the most efficient use of water by the crop.

Surface Irrigation Methods.-In the surface methods of irrigation, water is applied
directly to the soil surface from a ehannel located at the upper reach of the field.
Water may be distributed to the crops in border strips, check basins or furrows.
Two general requirements of prime importance to obtain high efficiency in surface
methods of irrigation are properly constructed water distribution systems to provide
adequate control of water to the fields and proper land preparation to permit uniform
distribution of water over the field.
Border Irrigation

. 8.1.' Basic Details of Border Method Of Irrigation.- The Border method of irriga-
tion makes use of parallel ridges to guide a sheet of :flowing water as it moves down
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the slope. The land is divided into a number of long parallel strips .oalled borders
that are separated by low ridges. The border strip has little or no cross slope but has
a uniform gentle slope in the direction of irrigation (FiS. 8.1). The essential feature
of border irrigation is to provide an even surface over which the water can flow
down the sl~ with a nearly UJlifQ:gllge.pth. Each strip is, irrigated independently
by turning in a stream of water at the upper end. The water spreads and flows down
the strip in a sheet confined by Jhe border ridges. The irrigation stream must be
large enough to spread over the entire width between the border ridges without
overtopping them. When the advancing water front either reaches the lower end
or a few minutes before or after that the stream is turned off. The water temporarily
stored in the border moves, down the strip and infiIterates thus completing the
irrigation.
, The border method of irrigation is adapted to most so~ __where depth and

topography permit the' required land levelling at a reasonable cost and without
permanent reduction in soil productivity. It is however more suitable to soils having
mhderately low to moderately high infllteration rates. Usually it is not used in.coarse
sandy soils that have very high infi1teration,!f:i:!.esbecause of the stringent limitations
in design. It is also not well suited to soils having a very low infi1teration rate since to
provide adequate infilteration opportunity time without surface runoff' at the lower
end the irrigation streanl'may be too small to completely cover the border strips. ,

The border method is suitable' to irrigate all close-~2y.r!n..8 crops like w~~t •.
barley, fodder crops and legumes, It is however not suitable for crops like rice
which requires standing water during most parts.of its growing season.

The border method has a number of advantages. They include:- .'
(i) border ridges can be constructed economically with simple farm implements

like a bullock drawn A-frame ridger or bund former or tractor-drawn disc ridger;
(ii) labour requirement in irrigation is greatly reduced as compared of the con-

ventional check basin method of irrigation ; (iii) uniform distribution and high wa-
ter application'efficiencies are possible if the system is properly designed; (iv) large
irrigation streams can be efficiently used; (v) operation of the system is simple
and easy and (vi) adequate surface drainage is provided if outlets are available.

Width of border strip.- The width of a border usually varies from 3J<>,l s.,pletres,
depending on the size of the irrigation stream available and the degree of land
levelling pract!'1~bJe. When the size of the irrigation stream available is small
the width is reduced. It is however not economical to keep the width less than
about three..me!r~; as otherwise. too -many ridges will have to be formed per
unit area of the field surface.

Border length.-The length of the border strip depends upon how quickly it
can be wetted uniformly over its entire length. This in turn depends on the Infiltera-
tion rate of the soil. the slope of t]:l(d~d and the size of the irrigation stream
available, For moderate slopes and small to moderate size irrigation streams
the following border lengths are suggested :- '

Sandy and sandy Loam soils .• .. I 60 to' _l2Q metres.
Medium Lo8lll sgj1s 100 toJ,80 metres.
Cl~y loam and clay scils •.• l.?OJ(),"~QOm~tres.

I '.

,"
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BorderSlope.-The borders should have a uniformlongitudinal gradient. Excessive
slopes will make the Water run to the lower end quickly causing insufficient
irrigation at the upstream and deep percolation losses and breach the bund at
the downstream. They also cause soil erosion in borders. On the other hand
too flat slopes will result in the very slow movement of the border stream causing
deep percolation losses at the upper reaches and inadequate wetting downstream.
Recommended safe limits of land slopes in bordprs are' given below ;_

Sandy loam to sandy soils 0.25 % to 0 ,,60%
Medium loam soils
Clay to clay loam soils

.. 0.20% to 0.40%

.. 0.95 to 0.20%
Check Basin lrrigation.-Check basin irrigation is the most common method of

irrigation in India and in many other countries. This is the simplest in principle of
all methods of irrigation. There are many variations in its use, but all involve dividing
the field into smaller unit areas so that each has a nearly level surface (Figs. 8. 10
and 8.11). Bunds or ridges are constructed around the areas forming basins within
which the irrigation water can be controlled. The basins are filled to the desired
depth and the water is retained until it infilterates into the soil. When irrigating
rice or pending water for leaching salts from the. soil, the depth of water may be
maintained for considerable periods of time by allowing water to continue to flow
into the basins.' .

Water is conveyed to the field by a system of supply channels and lateral field
channels. The supply channel is aligned on' the upper side of the area and there is
one lateral for every two rows of check basins (Fig. 8.11). Water from the laterals
is turned into the beds and is cut off when SUfficient water has been admitted to
the basin. Water is retained in the basin until it soaks into the soil.

Adaptability.-Check basin irrigation is suited to smooth gentle and uniform
land slopes and for soils having moderate to slow infilteration rates. Steep slopes
require complex layouts and heavy land levelling. Both row crops and close-growing
crops are adopted to be used with basins as long as the crop is not .affected by
temporary inundation or is' planted beds so that it will remain above the water
level. The method is especially adapted to irrigation of grain and fodder crops in
heavy soils where water is absorbed very slowly and is required to stand for a:relatively
long. time to ensure adequate irrigation. It is also suitable in very permeable soils
which must be covered with water rapidly to prevent excessive deep percolation
losses at the upstream end.

Furrow Irrtgattons-: The furrow method 'of irrigation is used in the irrigation of
row crops with furrows developed between the crop rows in the planting and cultivat/
ing processes. The size and shape of the furrow depends on the crop grown. equipment
used and spacing between crop rows. Water is applied by running small streams in
furrows between the crop rows.

8.7. Adaptability, Characteristics and Types .of Furrow Irrigation.-Furrow
irrigation can be used to irrigate all cultivated crops planted in rows, including
orchards and vegetables (Drg, 3). Amongst the common culti~ated crops of India,
the method is suitable for irrigation of maize, sorghum, sugarcane, cotton, tobacco;
groundnut, potatoes and other vegetables. Furrows are particularly well adapted
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to irIigating crops which are subject to injury from ponded surface water or sus-
ceptible to fungal root rot. Furrow irrigation is suitable to most soils except stands
that have a very high infilteration rate and provide poor lateral distributi~JJ.of Water
between furrows.

As. compared to other methods of surface irrigation, the furrow method has
several distinct advantages (i) Water in the furrows contacts only one-half to one-fifth
of the land surface, thereby reducing pudding and crusting of the soils and evapora-
tion losses and (ii) earlier cultivation is possible which is a. distmct adva_!ltagesin
heavy soils. The furrow method may be adapted to use, without erosion, on a wide
range of natural slopes by carrying the furrows across a sloping field rather than
down the slope. The method reduces labour requirements in land preparation
and irrigation. Compared to check basin method, there is no wastage of land in
field ditches. .

Irrigation furrows may be classified into two general types based on their alignment:

Straight Furrows.-Straight furrows, like borders, are laid down the prevailing
land slope (Drg. 3). They are best suited to sites where the land slope does not
exceed 0.75 per cent. In areas of intense rainfall, however, the furrow grade should
not exceed 0.5 per cent so as to minimise the erosion hazard. The ranges in furrow
slopes for efficient irrigation in different soil types are the same as those recommended
for borders. '

Contour Furrows.-Contour furrow method is similar to the graded and level
furrow methods in that the irrigation water is applied in furrows; but the furrows
carry water across a. sloping field rather than down the slope. Contour furrows
are curved to fit the topography of the land (Drg. 3). The furrows are given a gentle
slope along its length as in the case of graded furrows. Field supply channels run
down the land slope to feed the individual furrows and are provided with erosion
control structures.

Contour furrow method can be successfully used in neatly all irrigable soils. The
limitations of straight furrow irrigation are overcome by contouring to include
sloping lands. Light soils can be irrigated successfully across slopes upto 5 per cent.

Contour furrows may be used on most soil types, except on light sandy soils and
soils that crack.
Furrow Irrigation in Black Cotton Soi/s.-In heavy black soils a combination of

r-~'-'--'~_-'" --,_,.,j

border strip irrigatIOn with furrows is usually preferred. These soils track badly,
so it is desirable to have furrows within the border strips, so cracking will not allow
the water to escape from furrow to furrow.

, ...
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APPENDIX )
Duties of

~~
!'!

Deccan duties with rainfall in command less than 62.5 Cm-' and its 'I
Seasonal Crops relation between ••Acre per cusec and depth over area "No.

Kharif period base Rabi period base H. W. period base ~122 days 123 days 120 days

•~Seasonal Equivalent Seasonal Equivalent Seasonal Equivalent .- I

Iduty in depth in duty in depth in duty in depth in ,Acre! inches/cm Acre / inches/cm Acre/ inches/cmha. cusec 1iii: cusec ~ ~u_sec

;2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Sugarcane 65 45' 70 426 50 57.5't
26.00 ill 28.00 105 20.0 144

2 Other Perenniais-

(a)" Pan garden .} 97.5 30' 105 28" 75(b) Plantain garden ..
39.0 75 42.0 71.0 -]0 38.4"(c) Vegetable

(d) Lucerne grass

3 Two Seasonais-

I1
(a) Groundnut and I

Cotton 130 22.s- 140 21' tI (b) Turmeric and Chillies >- 52 57.00 -56 53.0(c) Sweet Potatoes .. J(d) Tomato ..
(e) Onions

4 Khanf Seasonals-

..J "(a) Bajri, Maka, Dais 195 IS'

J
and Kadwal etc. 78 38.00

(b) Maize

.-
:l'

5 KharifRice 65 45"
26.0 114.0

6 Rabi SCasonals-

(a) Wheat -.1 210 14"(b) Jawar .. }-
84.0 36.0(c) Gram ..)

7 H. W. Seasonals,--

Hindi Fodder etc. '100 28.8'

~73.0

1
i
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II

Various Crops

Duties derived on the basis of actual rotation depth No. of waterings required for
maintaining Crop in each season

- ..-~----.-.---
Kharif period (Base 122 days)

------- ---_-------.--_ ..

4 Rotation No. of Average depth Evaporation Total depth Total depth Seasonal
period in waterings required for 0.086 of each in inches duty derived, days required maintaining per day watering for the in Acre/ha.

crop in each in iaches seasen, watring

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

12
10 3.50" 0.98h 4.46" 45.3" 84.5
15 -9":0- 2:5 12.50 115.0 26

0.9"/2.0
10 0.8"/2.0 86" 196 HJS.l

12 fs 2.5" /6.0 ~ 74 40])1.9"/5.0
r 2.3"/6.0

1.76/4.0
10 1.1"/3.0 236

12 15
1.2"/3.6 ss-2.8#/7 .0
2.26/6.0

- ~

3.0".• 30 4.5 -8:0
2.0 3.16 14.2H 206.0

1.4 0.96 800 'j6-:-m ~-:o
4.0

..•... 10 4.58 0.96 5.76 58.5" 50.0
12 15 12-:-0 2.00 15.0 '149.0 2(f.O

._-------_._----------- -----
TB 4650- 6
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APPENDIX

No. Seasonal Crop Rabi period (Base 125 days)
Rotation No. of Average Evapo- Total Total Seasonalperiod waterings depth ration depth of depth dutyin days required required for at 0.96' each in inches derivedmaintaining per watering for the in acre,

crop in each day in inches season -,
-watering

2 16 17 18 19 20 21 22

Duties derived on the basis of actual rotation depth No. of watering

1 Suprcane 12 10 3.50" 0.72 4.22 43H 685
20 - 9.00 2.00 -IToo 11:'00 274

2 Other Perennials-

(0) Pan garden 1.. I 10 1.90 0.72 2.62 26.8" 110(b) Plantain garden '"1 12 20 5.00 2.00 7.00 67.00 44-:0~c) Vegetable "d) Lucerne grass

3 Two Seasonals-

(0) Groundnut and 1
Cotton. 10 1.80 0.72 2.52 25.8N 115(b) Turmeric and ChUJIo. f 12 20 4.50 2.00 6.50 65.50 46~6(c) Sweet Potatoes ' ..

(d) Tomato ..
(e) Onions ..

" Kharif SeasonaIs-
~
"

(a) Bajri, M~ DaIS

..}and Kadwal etc.
(b) Maize

5 KharifRice

6 Rabi SeasonaIs-

(0) Wheat ..} 1.4 3.0 0.72 2.92 13.2" 223(b) Jawar .. 30 4.5 4.0 -8.0 2:00 7.00 34.00 89.0(c) Gram

7 H. W. Seasonals-

Hindi Fodder, etc.
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- ••....-..,
ll-contd.

required for maintaining Crop in each season
_-_._-- -.----

Hot Weather Period (Base 12Eldays)
~--~--~---

Rotation No. of Average Evaporation Total depth Total depth . Seasonal
period in waterings depth. 0.12° of each in inches duty derived

days required required for per day watering for the in acrefha.

.. .maintaining in inches season
crop in each
watering

23 24 25 26 27 28 29

~
.~ 3.5 1.20 4.758 57° 50.5

10 12 9.0 3.00 12.00 145 20.00

10 12 1.90
5.00

1.20
,COO

3.10
8.00

37.2°
94.50

77.2
31.0

.~/

.... '....

15 8
2.2"~oo 1.2

3.""00
3.4
9.0

27.2"
68.0

105
~

TB 4650-6a
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APPENDIX m,

Preliminary Irrigation Programme for Nira Left Bank Canal
For the Yeat B"18-'"

Statement showing the Share of Water fo, Nira Left Bank Canal

kabi Season I Jth October 1978 to 28th February 1'979.

Hot Weather Season 1st March 1979 to 30th JUfle 1979.

A. Bhatghar Revervoir-

(i) Gross contents on lSth October 1978

(if) Deduct reservation for fish

Meft.

23,614

250

Available contents 23,364

(Ui) (a) Share of Nira Right Bank Canal including losses 57 %
(b) Share of Nira Left Bank Canal including losses 43 %

13,317

10,047

(iv) Losses in transit upto VIR in Rabi & H.W. 1,580

Share of losses assumed and accepted J (a) N.R.B.e.
L (b) N.L.B.C.

1,053
527

(v) Inflow into Bhatghar reservoir and releases from Bhatghar
reservoir.

209

Share assumed and accepted {
(a) N.R.B.C.
(b) N.L.B.C.

119
90

B. Vir Reservoir-

(i) Contents on 15th October 1978 9,242

(ii) Deduct dead storage and evaporation losses 4SO

Net Available contetns 8,792

Admin
Callout
Water Distributed as 57 & 43 &, but losses distributed as 67 & 33 % Why?



(•.0 Add share of inflow and releases from :ahatghar re~n:oit, •.

Mcft.

13,311

1,053

11,2M

Ilt

12,383
&om
21,175 ,

3.11

21,546

C. Share of N.R.B.O. amf lV:L.l1C.-

(a) Nira Right Bank Canal-

(i) Co~t-s. a.wilable from Bhatghar,Reservoir

(if) Deduct losses

..

Net available contents from Bhatghar ~ ....

(iv) Contents available from Vir
...,

(v) Add water drawn before 15th October 1978

Total share

B. Nira Left Bank Canal-

(i) Contents available from Bhatghar Reservoir

(ii) Deduct losses

•• 10,047

il7

Net available contents from Bhatghar

(tii) Add share of inflow and releases from Bhatghar Reservoir ..

9,610
r

(Iv) Deduct water drawn before l Sth October 1978

Share ofN.L.B.C. 9,425

Rabi Hot Total Total SavUlg ihor(t6JI
requirement Weather irrigation share in '"in

~. Name of in requirement requirement in ~Ff MCfF
No. Canal MCFT in MCFT inMCFT MCFT

15-10-78 1-3-79 to
to 30-6-79

:..~ 28-2-79

1 N.L.B.C. 6259.00 3452.00 9711.00 9425 286.00

Admin
Callout
100% given to NRBC
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Statement showing the Standing Crops in Kharif Season 1978-79 on
Nira Left Bank Canal

Sr.
No.

Name of Crop Sanctioned Standing
Block in crop in
Acres Acres'

13,213(1) Sugarcane Block
(i) 1/4th Basic cane

(ii) Overlap can(at 80%

(ii,) Cane on F. No. vn
(ill) Overlap .cane at 80% .

(2) Othere Perennials-
(i) Fruit Block

(if) Garden Block

(3) Vegetable in Block ...

(4) Kharif seasonals=-
(i) Paddy & Tur (4000 x 2 i.e., two waterings in a Rotation)

(ii) Hy. Jowar

(5) Hot Weather Seasonals following in Kharif ..

(6) Kharif Bhusar-

(i) Three seasonal Block

(ii) Two seasonal block

(7) Canal Lift

M.S.F.C.-
(1) Basic Cane

(2) Overlap 60%

(3) Kharif crops
----- ----.-.---~~.-----~ ...

.. 3,303

2,642

20

16

20

5,981

303 303

7S 75

378
"-----
60

8,000

7,200
-

6,100

3,600 1,200

22,000 8,000

550

1,470 1,103

662

1,765

250
.._-_



Sanctioned Block Area onNira Left Bank Canal
Year 1978-79

(A) Local Irrigation-

(4) Two seasonal Block

13,213 Acres

303 "
7S "

22,000 "
3,600 "

20 "
1,000 "

(1) Cane Block

(2) Fruit Block

(3) Garden Block

- (5) Three seasonal Block

(6) Caneon Form No. VII

.(7) Bhusar on Canal lift

(B) Sanctions of Maharashtra State Farming Corporation
Lt.-

Shivpuir on Nira Left Bank Canal-

(I) Guaranteed area 1,470 "
.

(2) Area of cane standing (after 25% cut) 1,102.20 "
~.~

(3) Permissible overlap - Kharif season • 60%

Rabi season 30%
.-

Hot Weather 30%

(4) Bhusar Area 2,000 "..._

(C) Total Share allotted for Rabi and Hot Weather for Nira
Left Bank Canal for the year 1978-79-

Share allotted- 9,425 Mcft.

(1) Requitement of Rabi season 6,259 "
.'-~

(2) Requirement of Hot Weather 3,425 "
Total requirement for Rabi & Hot Weather 9,711 ",.
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Preliminary JrrigJltion Programme of Nira Left Bank Canalfor Rabi
Season (1978-79)

Period :-15-10-1978 to 28-2-1979 = 137 days.
(All figures are in Acres)

Sr. Name of Crop Sanctioned Area Conversion AreaNo. area in standing factor redeeed
Acres in acres to cane

Basic
-.---

(1) Sugarcane Block 13,213
(1) 1/4 cane in block 3,603 100% 3,303
(2) Average overlap 50 % 1,652 100% 1,652
(3) Cane on Form No. VII 20 20 100% 20
(4) Average overlap 50% 10 100% 10

(2) Fruit Block .. 303 3Q3 67% 203en Garden Block 75 25 67% 17
(4) Vegetables in Blocks .. 200 67% 134
(5) Wheat of high yielding in Block and on Form 20,000 ,67% 13,400No. VII.

(6) Hybrid Jawarin Block and on Form No. VII .. 5,009 50% 2,500

21,239
(7) Bhusar (seasonal food crop) in sanctioned block

on Form No. VII-
(1) In cane block 13,213 6,607
(2) In two seasonal Block .. 22,000 22,000
(3) In three seasonal Block 3,600 1,200
(4) On Form No. VII inclusive of Canal lift 11,000

40,807
Deduct high yielding wheat, hybrid jawar (20,000 -25,000+ 5,000) item 5, 6 above.

(8) Area of local Jowar in Block and on Form No. VII 15,807 33% 5,216 .0;
5,216.00 Acres

(9) Post seasonal watering to Sal and Tur (Two water-

ings = 3000 x 67% = at 25%) 502.00'4-
Total 5,718.00

Water required for Rabi season for local irrigation :_
(i) Water required at Canal head for Rabi with duty 80 at Distributary head and losses at

35 /~ at distributary head for-
I. Perennial and high-yielding varieties-

137
21239 x 11 . 57 x 80 xl. 35 = 4,244 Mcft.

2. For light Bhusar with duty 65 at distributary head and losses at 35% at distributaryhead-

5718:00 x 137 ~_1.35 = 140600 M ft
11 . 57 x 65 ,. e .

Total water requirement for local irrigation i.e., 1 + 2 above = 5650.00 Meft.



--"'-.. SUlIemen' slrowilfg sanctitmJ to the MtJkarlJSnt1'fI Stale Farming C01'portt'Wl
Shivpuri (Walchaltdnag(Jl') JVY Ram 1978-79

Area of cane standing 1,103

Ovarlap at 30 Per cent 331

1,434 acres.

Bhusar Crops in Rabi :-
(1) Wheat 1.000 acres,

(2) Hybrid jawar 500 acres.

- (3) Local jawar 500 acres.

Total 2,000 acres.
--

Inch Depth required for Rabi :-

Cane

Wheat

Hybrid jawar

Localjawar

45"

26"

18"

15"

-Water requirement :-

(1) Cane
1434 X 45 X 4J560x 1.35~--~i2 ----xlOS- ---- 316 Mcft.

1000 X 26 X 43560 X 1. 35
(2) Wheat 12 X 106

127 Meft.

(3) Hybrid Jawar
500 x 18 X 43SOOx 1. 35

12 X I()S ,
- 44 Mcft.

" (4) Local jawar
500 X 15 X 43560 x 1.35

12 X 106
= 37 Mcft.

Total quantity of water 524 Mcf!.

Total requirement of Rabi season 1978-79:-

(1) Local irrigation 5,650 Mcft.

(2) M.S.F.C. 524 Mcft ..~~
(3) Non-irrigation 85 Mcft.,

-Total 6,259 Mcft.
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Assumptions made for calculating the water requirement for hot weather season
1978-79 on N.R.B.C.

A. Location Irrigation :-
------------- --- -----

Serial
No.
1

Name of Crop

2

Conversion
Factor

3

1 Cane and overlap 100%

2 Fruit block 67%

3 Garden block 67%

4 Hot Weather seasonal 67%

S Post seasonal watering to wheat 1/7th

6 Vegetables standing in Hot Weathcl (two waterings) 67%

4

7 Average seasonal duty 45

8 Percentage losses at Distributary head 40

9 Base period (1-3-79 to 30-6-79) 122 days.

B. Maharashtra State Farming Corporation:-

Inch depth adopted for cane at distributary head 53"

2 Permissible overlap 30%
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Preliminary Irrigation Programme of Nira Left Bank Canalfor Hot Weather

Season (1978-79)

Period: 1-3..,1979to 30-6-1979= 122 days.
(All Figures are in Acres)

Serial Name of Crop Sanctioned Standing Conversion Area
No. block crop factor reduced to

area area cane basis

1 Sugarcane-
(a) 1/4th cane in block 13,213 3,303 100% 3,303

: (b) Overlap (10%) 330 100% 330
,

..
~ (c) Cane on F. No. VII 20 20 100% 20

(cl) Overlap 15% 3 100% 3

2 Fruit Block .. .303 303 67% 203

3 Gardan block 75 25 67% 17

4 Vegetables standing in hot weather (two 200 67% 34
waterings). 4

5 Post seasonal watering for Wheat 8,000 1/1 1,143

6 Not weather seasonals on Form No. VII 6,000 67% 4,020

Total 9,075

(A) Water requirement for Hot Weather Season 1978-79 Water required at canal
head for hot weather season with duty 45 and 40 per cent losses at Distributary head-:-

9075.00 x 122 x 1.50
11.57 x 45

= 2,976 Meft.

Total

1,103

351

1,434 Acres.

(B) M.s.F.C., Cane

Overlap 30 percent

'-
Wate! required for M.S.F.C.

1434 x 53 x 43560 x 1.40
12 X 106

= 386Mcft,
I

Requirement of hot weather season local irrigation, M.S.P.C. and non-irrigation:
(1) Local 2,976.00 Mcft.

(2) M.S.F.C. 386.00 Meft.

Total

90.00 Meft.

3,452.00
(3) Non-irrigation
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Statement showing assumptions of water requirement for calculating water
. for Rabi. &QMJIl-J9'J8.79 on Nitu Left Bank CEmal

CA) Local Irrigation:

Serial
No.
1

Name of Crop

.,.

Convarsion
factor
3 ,2

Cane area and overlap 100percent

67 per cent

67 per cent

67 per cent

61 per cent

50 per cent

33 per cent

64/4 per cent

80 per cent

65 per cent

35 per CODt

137 days.
--

2 Fruit block

~ 3 Garden block

4 Vegetable in all types of blocks

5 Wheat of high yielding varieties

6 Hybrid Jawar

7 Local Jawar (Maldandi)

8 Post-seasonal watering to Sal Tur (two waterings)

9 Seasonal duty adopted with 21 days rotation period for
perennial and high yielding varieties (Distributary head).

10 Seasonal duty adopted with 21 days rotation period for light
bhusar (distributary head).

11 Percentage of losses at Distributa!y head

12 Base 'period (15th October 1978 to 28th February 1979)

.-~~-- ..------- ....-~---~----..:..:...-----~--

*With normal rotation of 14 days, duty is 65, with 21 days
rotation for sugarcane, duty increases to 80, however, for
bhusar crops water is required to be given every 28 to 35
days hence duty for high bhusar ClOpSis 65, irrespective of
the extended rotation period.

(B) Maharashtra State Farming Corporation:
1 Inch-depth adopted for sugarcane at distributary head

2 Permissible overlap 30 per cent



A Specimen of effidency l'eP()rt for rotation period •.
STATEMENT I

.. No.

To

The Executive Engineer,
Poona Irrigalion Divieos,
Poona-I.

Subject.-Efficiency Report. .
Rotation period .
(From 1st January to 15th January).
Rabi Season-Rotation No. 6.

Baramati Sub-Division, .
Baramati .

Date:

Sir,

The 6m~y eepert for the rotMiQJllperigd 4t].entioJle4 above in 'Submitted here-
with for favour of further -disposal,

2. Area irrigated in this rotation is 13826 Ac;r~1
and 'Quantity utilised in 6138 days.

Quantity utilised during last rotation was 9840. "
Ramfall as 'Pro'forma No. 126-e attached.

4. Lessesin transit at head of Canal
and AIDC achieved at Canal head is
while the same for last rotation
weee and 2' 21 respectively.

137.3%
~.28
33.8%

Yours faithfully,

Sub-Divisional Officer.
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Efficiency Report

STATEMENT 2
Proforma No. 1

Efficiency Report of Nira Left Bank Canalfor the Rotation Periodfrom
(1st January 1972 to 15th January 1972)

Areas irrigated «in Acres) -Sub-Division and Total TotalSection area day Al/DCCane O.P. N.B. L.B. irrigated cusecs
Acres

Nira Sub-Division:

Pimpra 342.00 4.00 118.20 462.20 927.00 231.75 4.00

Total .. 342.00 4.00 118.20 462.20 .927.00 231.75 4.00

Pandhara Sub-Division:

Vadgaon 367.00 16.00 214.00 480.20 1077.20 302.50 3.57
Pandhara 700.00 23.00 200.00 528.00 1451.00 385.00 3.76
Malegaon 56.00 116.00 104.00 276.00 76.50 3.63
Malad 545.00 45.00 151•.00 764.00 1505.00 421.00 3.56

. Total 1~68.oo 84.00 681.00 1876.20 4309.20 1185.()() 3.64

Baramati Sub-Division:

Baramati 490.00 151.30 143.20 159.00 944.20 265.50 3.56
Sansar 787.00 28.00 204.20 550.20 1570.00 459,50 3.42
Haturna 212.00 9.20 34.20 755.00 1011.00 295.75 3.42
Dy. 46 (Local) ':
M.S.F.C.D./45 13.'00 13 .()() 5.25 Vol.
M.S.F.C.D./46 963.00 963.00 385.22 basis
Ningaon .• 2924.00 2924.00 911.00 3.20 --;-
Bawada (D/59) 1018.00 1018.00 386.00 2.83

Canal lift 6.00 30.00 .. 110.00 146.00 41.00 3.56
Total 2471.00 219.10 382.20 5516.30 8589.20 2723.22 3.26

Grand total 4481.00 307.10 1182.00 7855.30 13826.00 4149.97 3.43
Shetphal Tank 1556.00Bawada 447.00 16.20 0.20 + 2045.25 704.00 2.90

25.25

Baramati Sub-Division, Pune Zone, Al/DC 3.48

Baramati Sub-Division, N.P. Zone. Al/DC 3.12



STATEMENT 3 '
Efficiency Report

Proforma No. 2

Total quantity drawn at head of Canals 6138 daycusecs.

Rotation Period from Ist January to 15th January.
------------

Sub-Division Cane O.P. M.B. L.B.

Total
area

irrigated
in Acres

Total
discharge
drawn
in day-
eusecs

> •• ,

Nira

Pandhara

342.00

1668.00

4.00 118.20 462.20 927.00 231.75

84.00 681.00 1876.20 4~09.20 1185.00

Baramati 2471.00 219.10 382.20 5516.30 8589.20 2723.22

Grand Total.. 4481.00 307:10 1182.00 7855.30 13826.00 41.3957

(A) Discharge drawn of Distributary head '
Discharge let down in shetphal Tank
Discharge let down in Tarangawadi Tank
Discharge utilsed for N.A. purposes.
Discharge let down through securing sluices

4139.97
Nil
Nil
Nil .I

75.00 (Approx)

:- -~ Total 4214.97 days:

(B) Losses in Transit (6138-4215)=1923 dayscusecs.

(C) Losses in'Transit at head of Canal 31'3 per cent.

(D) Losses in Transit at head of Disty, 45' 6 per cent.

(B) AIDC at head of Canal 2' 28

(F) AIDC at head of Disty. 3' 43

o.P .=-Other Perennials

M.B.-Medium Bhusar

L.B.-Light Bhusar

_--
(Signed)

Sub-Divisional Officer.
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STATEMENT

Water demand during the Rotation period from

Area to be irrigated in Acres
Total roquired

Cane O.P. M.B. L.B. AI/DC 3.5

in day cusecs

21.00 5.20 2.00 13 41.20 12

9.20 1.00 20 30.20 9

3.00 21.10 0.20 3 27.30 8

34.00 5.20 2.20 90 132.00 40

1.00 13.00 1.00 5 20.00 6

8.25 8.25 2.50
1().20 10.20 14 41.00 12... 185.00 29.00 40.00 23~ Bt4.«l 140

387.19 73.20 9+.20 1100 1655.19 500

Distributary No.

26-:8

26-C

27

28

28-A

28-B

28-C

29

30
--- ._-----_-_ .. - ------- ------------

Total .. 657.10 158.10 141.20 1485.25 2440.34 129.50

_. --------_ ..--- --'------

O.P.-Other Perennials.

M.B.-Medium Bhusar.

L.B.-Light Bhusar.
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'- 4·

1st JanUlll'Y to 15th January (Baramati Section)

Dates

111 2/1 3/4 4/1 S/1 6/1 7/1 8/1 9/1 10/1 11/1 1-2/1 13/1 , 14/1 IS/I

f ', ,.
3 3 3 3

., 3 3 3 ,.
~

~.

2 2 2 2 .., .. f

\ ,,",
.J
, .111' 4 '" 4· 4 4 '" 4 4' 4 4

3 3
j~~ 1 1 O.SO

I 3 3 3 3

20 20 20 20 20 20 20

42 .42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 42 38

81 81 77.50 74 66 66 66 46 46 46 42 ' 38

-c, ,/

Sectional Officer
Section.

,'_

TB4~7
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STATEMENT
Water Account of the rotation from

Area irrigated in acres Quantity
Dy.No. utilised

in dayCane O.P. M.B. L.B. Panchnama Total cusecs

.I

26-B 21.00 S.20 2.00 2.20 31.00 8.00

26-C 9.20 1.00 11.20 19.00 S.OO

"
27 3.00 20.10 0.20-- 23.30 6.50 ~ 1,28

28-A 1.00 13.00 Loo 7.20 .22.20 6.00

28-B

". 28-C 16.20 10.20 10.00 0.10 37.10 10.00

29 .. 161.00 29.00 40.00 ' 35.00 265.00 75.00

30 .. 278.00 73.20 99.00 95.20 548.00 135.00

---
Total .. 490.00 151.30 143.20 159.00 0.10 944.20 265.50 •..~

\

.l
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No. 5

Ist January to 15th January (Baramati Section)

Dates of Actual Utilisation in day cusecs
. Quantity in day, cusecs
Area irrigated in acres

12/1
AljDC

1/1 2/1 3/1 4/1 5/1 6/1 7/1 8/1 9/1 10/1 11/1 13/1 14/1 15/1

2 3 3 387.. .. .. .. .. .. S 12 11

•2 3 3.80.. .. .. .. .. .. 7.20 11.20 ..

- 2 3 1.50 6.66.. .. .. .. .. .. " .- 5.30 ..
11.0

.. .. .. . . .. ..

1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 3.75.. S.20 n 5.20 5.20 .. .. .. .. .. . .

.. .. .. .. • ..

2.25 2.25 2.25 2.25 1.0
T

"9 -~- 8 3~To .. .. . .

14 21 20 20 3.83.. .- ... 48 72 7174

'"--",_.
29 42 42 42 3.55.. .. .. . . 109 144 145148

---------
3.75 3.75.., 3.75 3.75 1.0 49 72 66.50 62 3.56.. 14.2018.00 13.20 Tj~20 3.IO

.. 179.20 250.20 232-:-30222

S.O.
Baramati

..-.._

TB 465O-7a
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APPENDIX V

A Specimen of Completion Irrigation Programme.

STATEMENT No. 1

Pone Irrigation Division, Pone

Completion Irrigation Programme 0/NiraLeft Bank Canal/or the year 1978-79

• Rabi season period Hot Weather season
15-10-1978 to Period 1-3-1978 to
28-2-1979 30-6-1979.Serial Particulars

No. Daycusecs Mcft. Daycusecs Meft.

1 Total quantity of water drawn at head of canal 62,399 5,391.27 52,950 4,574.88

2 Average daily drawn at head of canal 455.47 39.35 434.62 3,750

3 Total quantity of water drawn at head of distri- 41,722.01 3,604.78 32,308.53 2,791.46butaries.

4 Average daily drawn at head of distributaries .. 305 26.35 265 22.88

5 Total Quantity of water used by local irrigation 37,168.87 3,211.39 26,219.65 2,285.37
at the head of Distributaries (Discharge at .
head of Dy. (-) Discharge used by MSFC .
(-) Discharge utilised by non-irrigation
purposes (-) discharge let down to Shetphal
Tank.

6 Quantity of water let down through the escapes. Nil Nil Nil Nil

7 Total quantity of water passed to Shetphal tank. 411 35.51 Nil Nil

8 Total quantity of water utilised by M.S.F.C ... 2,810.37 242.82 3,103.88 268.18
/

9 Total quantity of water used for lion-irrigation 1,331.77 115.06 ·2,985.00 257.91
purpose.

10 Total quantity of water lost in transit (Discharge 20,676.99 1,786.49 20,641.47 1,783.42
at Canal head (-) Discharge at Distributar-
ies (+)Discharge let down to Shetphal Tank
(+) Discharge let down to scouring sluices.

11 Percentage of losses on item No. 3 above 49.56 63.88

12 Percentage of losses on item No. 1 above 33.14 38.98

13 Average losses on canal per day 13.00 14.62

(Sd.)
Sub-Divisional Officer.



STATEMENT No. 2

Pone Irrigation Diyision, Pone '

Statement showing Quantity of Water utilised by different agencies directly from canal
and through Distributaries and the quantity of water let down to Shetphal Tank

Rabi season Hot Weather Season

Serial
(15-10-1978to 28-3- (1-1-1979to 30~5-

Particulars 1979)=137 days 1979)=122 days
No.

Daycusecs I Mcft. Daycusecs Mcft.

1 Quantity let down at head of Canal ..
"'
62,399 5,591.27 52,950 4,574.88

-':" 2 Quantity let down at head of Distributary 39,9~3.17 3,450.~5 29,638.81 2,560.79

3 Quantity let down at Shetphal Tank 411 35.51 Nil Nil. 4 Quantity let down through scouring sluices " Nil Nil Nil Nil
..i' -,

,""" 5 Quantity let down for non-agriculture purpose
directly from oanal and will be considered
as quantity drawn at Dy. head while consider-
ing losses- '
~1)Someshwar S. S. Kharkhana. 91.40 7.90 45.12 3.90
2) Baramati Water Supply .. 417.00 36.03 563.55 48.72
(3),Industries Pimple 2.45 0.21 Nil Nil
(4) Someshwar S. S. Kharkhana. 132.42 11.44 36.11 3.13

Total 643.27 ,35.58 645. IS 55.75

6 Quantity drawn at Dy. head for N.A. purposes
but not accounted at Dy. head originally
deemed to be added to the discharge Distri-
butary head for accounting losses at Dy.
head considering losses in the Dy.-
(1) Southern Rly. Nion 128.28 11.08 114.02 9.85
(2). Malegaon S. S. Kharkhana 141.29 12.21 68.80 '.95

Total .. 269.57 23.29 , 182.82 15.80
••.... __ "'"

-." - 7 Quantity drawn at Dy. head for N.A. purposes 418.93 36.19 45~.28 38.90
which is not to be added for considering
losses at Dy. head but to be deducted for con-
sidering duties of irrigation area inclusive of
10 per cent losses in Dy. W. %L.T.;D.

8 Total effective quantity achieved for N.A. pur- 1,331.77 115.06 2,985.00 257.91
. poses (Col. 5 + 6 + 7 + 9).

9 Quantity achieved for canal lifts directly from 465 40.17 135.00 11.66
canal. .

10 Quantity achieved for Non-Irrigation purposes Nil Nil 1,706.75 147.46
at various places along canal due to scarcity of

;"".,
water.

11 Quantity achieved at Dy. .head for considera- 41,722.01 3,804.78 32,308.53 2,791.46
tion of transit losses (2+3+4+5+6-1-9+10).

12 Effective transit losses achieved at (Col. 1~11) 20,676.99 1,786.49 20,641.47 1,783.42
13 Effective quantity utilised at Dy. head for irriga- 39,979.24 "3,454.21 29,323.53 2,533.55

tion purpose, increase of volume i.e., Col.
2-7 + 10.

14 Quantity utilised by MSFC., Shivapur .. 2,810.37 242.82 3,103.88 268.18
15 Effective quantity utilised by Dy. head for local 37,168.87 3,211.80 26,219.65 2.265.37

irrigation (13-14). .
16 Percentage of losses in Col. 11 above 49.56 65.88
17 Percentage' of losses in item 1 above 33.14 38.98
18 Losses on canal per day 13.00 .14.62

"'>-

(Sd.) ,
Sub-Divisional Officer.
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STATEMENT

Pone Irrigation
Completion Irrigation Programme of •

-----
Rotation period Quantity Quantity drawn at Dy, Head in

Serial drawn at day cusecs
No. From To head of Total

canal Nira Pandhara Baramati
2 2 3 4 5 6 7 8-_._-_. __ "

Rabi Season '"•15-10-1978 25-10-1978' .. • 47 221.25 52.50 273.75..
2 26-10-1978 15-11-1978 .. 5,768 142.00 1,590.50 1,541.21 3,273.71
3 16-11-1978 .. 6-12-78 13,869 384.50 3,592.50 3,952.49 7,909.49
4 7-12-1978 27-12-1978 .. 14,199 350.50 3,753.75 4,982.03 9,086.28
5 28-12-1978 17-1-1979 .. 14,158 404.00 4,031.50 4,771.33 9,206.83
6 18-1-1979 .. 7-2-1979 6,932 269.00 ',732.00 2,222.00 5,223.16
7 8-2-1979 " 8-2-1979 7,428 255:50 2,805.00 ' 1,899.45 4,259.95

Total 62,399 1,785.50 18,726.50 19,421.17 39,933.17

Hot Weather
1-3-1979 16-3-1979 7,044 201.50 2,033.25 1,972.27 4,207.02

2 13-3-1979 .. 3-4-1979 8,145 228.75 2,090.75 2,219.9214,539.42
3 4-4-1979 .. 19-4-1979 .. 8,754 220.00 2,102.75 2,150.68 4,473.45
4 20-4-1979 5-5-1979 7,876 21.075 20,80.50 2,595.74 48,961. 99 ~5 6-5-1979 .. 21-5-1979 .. 9,077 228.00 2,137.25 2,952.77 5,318.02
6 22-5-1979 .. 8-6-1979 8,277 176.75 1,950.25 2,487.54 4,614.54
7 9-6-1979 .. 30-6-1979 3,777 76175 5.68.00 954.64 1,599.89 .:

Total .. 52,950 1,342.50 12,962.75 15,333.56 29.638.81



9J

No. 3..•.
I Division, p~

N!ra Left Bank Canal for the year J978-79

Discharge Discharge Discharge Discharge utilised to N.A.
letdown to let down to . utilised by Total

Shetphal scouring M.S.F.C. Nira Pandhara Baramati

!'
Tasurgwadi sluices
Virkule Tanks

9 10 11 12 13 14 15

(Day cusecs) (Day cusecs) (Day cusecs)

06-10-1978 to 28-2-1979)

. <ll 4.68

369 535.00

356.41

257.26

578.62

576.04

502.-36

I 411 Nil 2,810.37 219.68 141.29 9.70.80 1,351. 77

~-3-1979 to 30-6-1979)
475.31

...
435.14

189.93

~
766.73

,
542.66

321.35

372.76

. ~
Nil Nil 3,103.88 585.83 495.49 18,903.68 2,985.00

Sd.
Sub-Divisional officer.

'-".•_



STATIlMENT
Completion Irrigation Programme of

Quantity Discharge drawn aboveRotation Period drawn at S.W.F. Mile No. 42Serial
From To head of Canal

Nira PandharaNo. indaycusecs
1 2 3 4 S 6

1 ISth October 1978 .. 25th October 1978 .. 47 221.2S
1 26th October 1978 .. 15th November 1978 5,766 142.00 t~535;30
3 16th November 1978 6th December 1978 " 13.869 364.50 34,55.50
·4 7th December 1978 .. 27th December 1919 14,199 350.80 3,613.7S
5 28th December 1978 .. 17th January 1978 " 14,1$8 404.00 3,868.50
6 18th January 1979. .. 7th February 1979 .. 6,932 269.00 2,663.00
7 8th February 1979 .. 28th February 1979 .. 7,428 2S'.SO 2,682.00

Total ,. 62,399 1,785.'0 18,039.50

1 1st March 1979 .. i6th March 1979 7;044 201.50 1,945.7S
2 17th March 1979 3rd April 1979 8,145 2.28.7S 1,991.15
3 4th April 1979

" 19th April 1979 8,754 220.00 2,009.75
4 20th April 1979 .. 5th May 1979 7,876 210~7S 1,983.SO
S 6th May 1979

" 21st May 1979 9,077 2.28.00 2,035.2S
6 22nd May 1979 8th June 1979 8,277 176.7$ 18,70.•••25 -

'_

7 7th June 1979 30th June 1979 5,777 76.7S S4O.5O

.
Total .• 52,9S0 1,342.50. 12,377.7S --
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, No. 4.
the Nir~ Left Bank Canalfo~ the year 1978-79.

Total disc~ge A.V. quantity on
Discharge drawn below SWF in mile Total disC~argeNo. 42

drawn above SWF in mile Pandhara Baramati
below SW mile

SWF mile No. 42 . No.42

"
7 8 9 10 11

RJlbl4ecuon (15-10-1978 to 28-3-1979)

221.25 78 52.59 52.50

..• 1,677. SO 2,797 $5.00 1,541.21 1,596.21

.,. 3,820.00 6,576 137.00 3,952.4~ 4,089.40

3,964.25 7,527 1<10.00 I -4,982.03 5,122.03

4,272: SO 7,lO3 163.00 4,771.33 4,934.33

2,932.00 2,891 69.00 2,222.16 1,291.16

2,957.50 2,985 123.00 1,899.45 2,022.45

19,825.00 30,057 687.00 19,421.17 20,108.17

Hot W,,,,her (1-5-1979 to 30-6-1980)

2,148.25 3,253 86.50 1,972.27 2,058.77

2_.220.SO 3,965 99.00 2,219.92 2,318.92

',~ 2,229.75 4,184 93.00 2,150.68 2,243.68
-

2,194.25 3,752 97.00. 2,595.74 2,692.74

2,263.25 4,597 102.00 2,952.77 3,054.77

ji 1,047.00 4,230 80.00 2,487.54 2,567.54

617.25 2,061 27.50 954.64 982.14

._, 13,720.25 26,042 ~85.00 15,333.56 15,918.36

-

se,
Sub-Divisional OftiQOl'.
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STATEMENT No. 6

Pone Ilrlgation Division, Pone

Completion Irrigation Programme of M.S.F. C.for the year 1978-79

Period ( 15-10-78 to 28-2-79) 137 days

Name of Crorf' Sanctioned Area standing Conversion Area reduced to
area in acres in acres factor cane basil

Serial
No.

1 Granted area

1. Area standing

2. Average ove'rlap

.. 14,70.00

u.oa.so
639.25

ioox
ioox

1,102.50

639.62

2 Rabi seasonals:-

1. High yieldingWheat ..

2. Hybrid lawar
60.20

25.00
40.53

l3.25

Total .. 1,795.90

1. Quantity of wator utilised

2. Areas irrigated in arcs on cane basis
3. Days

~310.31 day cusecs

1,795.90

137

.• D ty 179'.90 x 137
"t. u... l810.37 .87.54

(3d.)
. Sub-Divisional Officer.
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·. STATEMENT No. ,8

Pune Irrigation Division, Pone

Completion Irrigation Programme of M.S.F.C. for the year 1918-79

(Period: 1-3-79 to 30-6-79=122 days)

Serial
No.

Name of Crop Sanctioned Area standing Conversion Area reduced to \
area in acres in acres fdctor to cane basis

, 1 Guarnateed area 1,170.00
I
1 - (i) Area standingr .•

(ii) Average overlap_.
2 Hot Weather Seasonals-

Cotton

1.,102.20

134.20

100%

100%

1,102.50

134.50

25.00 100% 25.00

, Total .. 1,2()2.~

_. ---c- -------

1. Quantity of water at head 3,103 .86 day cusecs

. 1,262.00

122

2. Aear irrigat~d in cane basis in acres

3. Df-YS

1262 x 122
4. Duty = 3103.88 49.60

Sd.
Sub-Divisional Officer.

- •.... '

;"
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STATEMENT
Pone Irrigation

Completion Irrigation Programme Composite Statement showing the oreQ3 irrigated Oil

the year 1973•.74

Particulars
Rabi SeasonSerial

No. 1973·74 1974-75 1975-76 1976·77 1977·7-8 1978·79

1 Areas Irrigated in terms 25,994 26,393 23,380.30 25,466.15 23,033.08 22,634.67of cane Acres. --2 Discharge drawn at 63,549· 63,678 62,1S3 73,216 64,731 62,399, Canal head daycusecs,

3 Discharge utilised at Dy, 40,867 44,237.31 40,835.45 50,273.54 43,068 39,979.24Head daycusecs.

4 Duty at Canal Head 48.17 48.32 42.47 48.55 49.96 51.86 ,
,

5 Duty at Dy. Head 73.89 81.74 64.11 "69.40 73.27 77.56
6 Losses in Transit day 22,117.85 18,873 .85 20,560.64 21,994.51 20,590.25 20,676.99cusecs.

7 Percentage losses at 34.80 29.64 33.35 30.04 31.81 33.14Canal Head.

S Percentage losses at Dy. 55.38 42.13 50.05 42.94 46.65 49.56Head.
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No. 9 \

Division, Pone

Cane basis discharge utilised, duty at canal and Dy Head aNi Losses in Transit for
to 1978-79

HotWeather Season

1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978.79

9,809 9,702.30 8,747,15 1,027.1S 10,415.22 ll,9S0.74

45,174 45.660 49.016 36.053 ! 48.S37 52,950

26,508.67 ..16,798.54 24,700.17 18,3S7.57 16,375.40 29,325.53

27.45 26.75 25.93 28.53 31.19 32.90

45.12 45.88 43.20 46.70 48.18 53.91

17,700.48 18,566.67 19,594.78 14,032.01 16,891.14 20.641.47

39.18 40.66 39.98 38.92 34.80 38.98

64.43 68.53 66.60 63.84- 53.38 63.88

-.--~..----.-- ----_ ..._--

Sd.
Sub-Divisional Officer.

-s.

18544·

TB 4650-8
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APPENDIX VI ,

The Irrigation Development Cordoration of Maharashtra Ltd.'_

Synopsis of Lift Irrigation Scheme at Chatori, Taluka Niphad, District Nashik

Typical Calculations

Salientfeatures of the Lift Irrigation Scheme at Chatori, District Nashik
"1. Source of supply (Name of river/nala) Godavari River.

2. Total Estimated Cost Rs. 16.751akhs.
"--3. Gross Command Area 435 Hectares

---4. Area proposed for Irrigation 348 Hectares.

5. Cost per Hectare of Irrigable Area Rs.4,813.

6. B. C. Ratio 4.30

7. Static Head 30.01 m.

8. Total H. P. required 200

9. Commercial Water Rates per Acre-inch-

(a) Cash Crops Rs. 6.95}
(Page 110)(b) Food and Fodder Crops

" 4.65
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Brief particulars of the Lift Irrigation Scheme at Chatori, District Nashik

(1) Location of the Scheme-

(i) Village

(U) Taluka

(Ui) District

Chatori

Niphad

Nashik.

(2) Source of Supply (River/nala) Godavari River.

(3) Area under command-

- (i) Gross Area

(ii) Proposed for Irrigation

(iii) Cropped Area

433 Hectares

348

627

••." (4) .Proposed Crop Pattem-

- Se~W_l1..,,~. I-r' .~ __
Crop

2

Percentage

3

-,

10

60

.. 11

~, . 10
.~

10

100

10

10

10

20

30

80

" (860 acres)

"

Area in
Hectares

4

-}ui~1i.~l- .-
,t ~'. Sugarcane

" .:-!. ':Oijra,,,fi'
Onion
.•,pJce
"'Thoundnut

--..~.,.
Rabi-

Sugarcane

•• Onion 'f
Hy. Maize

Hy. Jawar

Wheat ~

Hot Weather-

~:•.. Sugarcane ..
Hy. Maize

TB 4650-80

," 10
-'

~v 10
-'_j_,-. -2Q.

34.8

208.8

34.8

34.8

34.8

348.0

34.8

34.8

34.8

69.6

104.4

278.40

34.8

34.8

696.0

",
,-._ \.

"
')
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Total cropped area
Percentage to Irrigable Area.

627Hectares
180

(5) Discharge required (as per Table 1 annexed)-
(i) Kharif
(ii) Rabi
(iii) Hot Weather

10.21 cusecs.
8.69cusecs
4.18 cusecs

StageI StageII StgeIII
Litres/sec Litres/sec Litres/see

\(6) Discharge adopted for design (for details please
'refer Table 1 annexed).

(7) Important Levels: (Stage-Ij-;
(i) River Bed Levels
(ii) Low water level in river/jack well/sump well
(Ui) Normal H.F.L.
(iv) Maximum H.F.L. \
(v) F.S.L. in Delivery Chamber

_ -
R.L. 87.00
RL. 91.00
R.L. 100.00,

'RL. 101.00
_o.-.~-"""

RL. 121.OC

(8) Operational Head (Stage-I)-
(i) Static head (v-ii of"'T,·'"
(ii) .Frictional and other losses
(iii) Gross Head

\. " )3D.OOID

5',00 ID

.J5 .no..m. _..
18iH:.p.·~'~·- '-~,

~.

,
(9) Horse Power Requirement (Stage I)~

(10) Pumping Units provided (Stage 1)--:-
(a) Working Units

Type (V. T./C. F./Sub.)
H.P.
Discharge/Unit

,(b) Stand by Units
Type
H.P.
. Discharge/Unit

2 Nos.
V.T,
200
9450 min.

One
V.T.
100
9450 min.

- ,

(11) Rising Main (Stage 1)-
Type (R. C. C./P.S./M.S./C.l.)-
Internal Diameter

/'Class (/ ~_//
" \

,
L~ng!.ll.:»:

, . 600 mm
-t-c.l. Prestressed P-l P-2.

150m 765m' 465m 1035111
,-
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(12) Estimated cost .

(i) Civil Works

(ii) Pipe Lines
(ifi) Mechanical and Electrical Works

Total Works Portion ..
EstabliShment Tools and Plant charges at 21.70 per cent

excluding land acq.>
Gross (including E. T. P. charges) (Please -see Annexure I
enclosed for abstract of estimate)..'

, (13) Cost per Hectare- .

(a) Of Irrigable Area

(b) Of Cropped Area

(Rs.)

3,15,705

7,00,700

3,69,400

.13,85,805
----
2,88,980

16,74,785

4,813

2;071

R.ate/Hectare
Rs.

(14) Commercial Water Rates: (For details please see Annexure 11enclosed)

Season Crop

(a) Kharif Seasonals (i)

(ii)

(iii)

t•.... (b) Rabi Seasonals (i)

" (ii)

(iii)

? (c) Hot weather seasonals (i)

(ii)
.. (Ui)

~
(d) Two Seasonals (i)

(ii)
,
(iil)

(If) Peronnials (i)

(ii)

1.---s.r
(15) Benefit Cost Ratio
(For details please see
Annexure ill enclosed).

(Please see page No. 110)

4.50

/
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General Abstract of-Estimate

Lift Irrigation Scheme at Chatovi, Taluka Niphad, District Nashik .

. Sub-estimate

L CMl portion: '

-,
(ii) Jackwell }

(Ui) Pump House (All Stages)

Amount

Rs.
",

18,900

1,34,475

4,180

1,04,050

54,000

-•.
,,(i) Intake chamber

.""

(iv) Delivery Chamber (All stages)

(v) Distribution System

(vi) Land' Acquisition

(vii) All other Items such as survey, approach road, etc.

Total I 3,15,705

H. Pipe Lines:

(t) Intake Pipe

Supply and erection of pumping machinery including valves,
starters, switchboard etc. and delivery pipes upto mani-
fold (all stages) including cable connections in the pump-
house, earthing etc.

22,230
~

6,78,470--_
7,00,700

:-.
3,69,400

::.

(ii) Rising Main

• ~clII

IlL Mechanical and Electrical Portion:~"

.' Total III 3,69,400
rv. E. T. P. Charges:

Establishment and Tools and Plant charges at 12.85% of
/ 1+ H + HI (excluding Land Acquisition).

Total IV

Grand Total (I+H+UI+IV)

2,88,980

16,74,785
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" .ANNExuRE 11

Calculationsfor Commercial Water Rates..
. .

(Reference: Appendix V of Note on Preparation of Lift Irrigation Schemes)

Stage I Stage n Stage 1lI

(1) Gross Headfor Pumping:
Static Head
Frictional and other losses

r-

Gross Head

30.00m
5.00m
35.00 m

/- (2) Horse Power Requirement:
=QHf76 e (Q in Litres/sec. H in
10.21 X 29 X 35/76 X 0.8 170

Add 10% for altitude and temperature
variation etc.

Total H. P. required.

17.00

1879m.

200...

-'

(3) Pumping Units Provided:
(i) Working Units: (a) Type

(b) Nos.
. (c) H. P.

(ii) Stand-by Units: (a) Type
(b) Nos.
(c) H.P.

V.T.
2 (.et' 100 HP)
200

V.T.
1
100

(4) Water requirement in Hectare-cm and (please refer Table 1for details)
Working Hours in each season:

(i) Hectare Centlmeters' Acre inch
. Khariff 8,858
Rabi
Hot Weather

Total for the Year

14,706
7,224

30,788

~"

,--(_

(ii) Number of working hours:
(Hectare-cm x 27.78 divided by design
.•.discharge in Litres/sec.)

Kharif
Rabi
Hot weather

Hours
Hours
Hours
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Stage I Stage Il .StalcllI(iii) Working hours per month during
each season:

Kharif (2 months pumping) /month /month /month

Rabi (5 months pumping) /month /rnonth /month

Hot weather (4 months pumping) /month /month /month

(A) Electrical Charges: (As pet M. S. E. B. Tariff effective from)

Stage I Stage 11
H.P. of working Units

KW = HPxO.746
0.9

No. of Units (KWH) consumed:

(i) Kharif (KW x Hours/month)
Total for Kharif

Units/month
Units for 2 months

(ii). Rabi (~W x Hours/month)
Total for Rabi

Units/month
Units for 5months

(iii) Hot Weather (KW x Hours/month)
Total for,Hot Weather

Units/month
Units for 4 months

(Iv) Total for the Year Units

(a) Demand charges:

At Rs. /KWH/month Rs. _ Per year

(b) .Energy charges:

Kharif

Rabi

Hot Weather
/

Total ..
-----_ ._----------'-----_._----

/Year

<~.'-'~
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(c) Electrical Duty:
, At Rs. per 5 units Rs.

I

(d) Meter Rent at Rs. per month R~.

per year

-per year

Total Electrical charges: Rs.
(a) + (b) + (c) + (d)

.'. Electrical charges per Hectare-cm Rs.

(B) Maintenance of Civil and
Mechanicl Works

per year.

per year.

Works'portion (excluding E.~.P. charges

Cost of Scheme:
Civil portion (Civil + pipe line)

Meohanical and Electrical portion Rs.

10,16,405 per year

3,69,400

15,246 per yoar

~. Rs.

(i) Maintenance of Civil Works at 1.5 % Rs.
of cost (Works portion)

(ii) Maintenance of Mechanical and Electrical Rs.·
Works at 3% of Cost (Works Portion).

11,082 per year

Total Maintenance Cost (i) + (ii) Rs .. 26,328 per year

Annual Cost of Maintenance per Hectare- Rs.
cm/Acre-inch

o .80 per year

36328
30785 ..

i

Electric charges:
4A. Total HP = 200 (Without standby)

Total energy charges = 200 x 125 = 25,000
Rate/Acre inch ., 25000

.~'

25000
Rate/Acre inch = 30785 = 0.81

.(C) Supervisory Staff:
Annual cost of supervisory staff (including operating staff and administrative staff)

npto Snb-divisionallevel, works out to Rs. 52. 5 per hectare of irrigable area. Adding
10% for establishment at higher level, cost of supervisory staff is Rs. 57.75 per year
per hectare of area irrigated. .

Ate~ Irrigated 866 Acres (348 ha.)
.". Cost of supervisory staff at Rs. 57.75 per hectare ., Rs. 20,097

20097, .
Annual cost of Supervisory staff per 3078lf Acre/Inch Rs. 0.65 per year
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(D) Description Charges:
(i) Civil works life 50 Years Capital cost
· '. Annual Depreciation at 2 %

(ii) Pipe Lines life 33.33 years capital cost + -,

· '. Annual Depreciation at 3 %
(iii) Machinery life 20 years Capital cost
· '. Annual Depreciation at 5%

Total Annual Depreciation Charges

Rs. 3,15,705
Rs. 6,314 per year

Rs. 7,00,700
Rs. 21,021 per year

Rs. 3,89,400
Rs. 18,470 per year

Rs. 45,805 per yaer

D .. h 45805 A . heprecration c arges per 30788 . cre-me Rs.

(E) Interest on Capital:
Average rate 5.75
Amount of interest at % on the Rs. 16,74,785
Total cost of the Scheme

1. 42 per year

5.75% per year
Rs. 98,300 per year
Rs. 3. 13 per year

Interest Charges per Acre-inch 96300 .
30788 Acre-inch

Total Annual Cost per Acre-inch of Water supplied

For Cash crops For Food and
Fodder crops

Rs.
0.81
0.86
0.65
0.75
1.57

Rs.
(A) Electrical charges 0.18
(B) Maintenance of Works 0.86
(C) Supervisory Staff 0.65
(D) Depreciation charges 1.49
(E) Interest on Capital 3.13

Total 6.94~

Say '695
Commercial Water Rates:

Acre/inch Cost nerCrop per Acre Acre/inch

Rs.(i) Rice 16 4.65
(ii) Bajra 9 4.65
(iii) Onion (Kharif) 12 6.95
(iv) Onion (Rabi) 18 6.95
(v) Groundnut .' 9 6.95
(vi) Hy. Maize 21+30 4.65
(vii) Hy. Jawar 18 4.65
(viii) Wheat 18 4.65
(ix) Sugarcane 169 0.95

4.64

4.65

Commercial
Water rate
per Acre

Rs ..
74.40
41.85
83.40

125.10
02.55
237.15
83.70
83.70

750.60
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,- ANNEXURE III
. \

Calculations for Benefit Cost Ratio

Benefit Cost Ratio =~ where. / B

A : Net annual benefits due to introduction of irrigation.

B~: Net annual costs.

, ~.
(A) Net annual benefits due to introduction of irrigation = Net annual benefits

after irrigation minus
Net annual benefits before irrigation.

(i) Net annual benefits after irrigation (as per Director of Agriculture's letter
No. I CR/BC Ratio/I, dated 1st April 1974 or latest norms published by Agri/
Deptt.)

.~

Serial
Area Net benefit Total

No. Crop (hectares) per hectare net benefit
.p' Rs. (Rs, thousands)

1 Rice 34.83 1,785.00 62,172

2 Bajra 209 971~25 . 2,02,991

3 Onion (Kharif) 34.83 1,537.00 53,533

4 Onion (Rabi) 34.83 2,817.75 97,968

5 Groundnut 34.85 1,167.50 40,664

6 Hy. Maize 69.66 1,112.50 77,497

7 Hy. Jawar 69.66 1,476.50 1,02,853

8 Wheat 104.49 1,485.00 1,55,168

9 Sugarcane 34.85 4,612.50 1,60,653

626.91 .

,--
Say 62THa. Total (j) 9,53,499

--~ .. --
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(ii) Net Annual Benefit before Irrigation: (Based on the existing crop pattern of
the area).

Serial
No.

Crop Percentage Area
(hectares)

Net benefit
per hectare

Total net benefita
(Rs. thousands)

------~--- - - ~---------- ----_-------
Value of existing irrigation produce at the rate of Rs. 39.39 Acre (AI per

:. Net annual benefit due to introduction of irrigation = (i) - (ii) 95,499 - 33,875
Rs. = Rs. 0,19:824. thousand

(B) Annual Cost-(Thousand rupees)

Electrical charges

Maintenance charges

Supervisory staff

Depreciation charges

Interest on capital

25,000

26,328

20,097

45,805

26.3od

Total

.'. Benefit Cost Ratio = (A)/(B) = 9,19,624 = 4.302,13,530

-,
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TABLE 1

.•. Discharge requirement in each season and Hectare-Centimeters for each crop
forStage-!

Sr. Name of Crop Area in AI/ Interval Discharge Hectare-cm for each crop
No. hectarc8 DC of Litrest/ . No. of cm Total

t._-
Hectares irrigation sec. waterings depth Hectare
Litres/see days Cm

Col. 3 (7 x 8 x 3)
Col. 4

x Col. 5
,~
:s 2 3 5 6 7 8 9

----_. .~- ----_-_ - - --_"

KlIarif

Rice 86 60 1.43 4, 4 1,376

2 Bajra 516 100 5.16 3 3 4,644

3 Onion .. 86 75 1.32 4 3 1,032

4 Groundnut 86 88 0.98 l 3 774·

5 Sugarcane 86~ 65 ~.32 4 3 1,032

Total 10.21 8,858---------_ .._.-_---

• .r
Rabi

1 Onion 86 65 1.32 6 3 1,548

2 Hy. Maize 86 80 1.06 7 3 1,800

3 Hy. Jowar 172 180 915 6 3 3,096

5 Wheat .. 268 100 2.58 6 3 4,644

5 Suaarcane 86 55 1.58 12 3.5 3,612.. -
Total 6.60 14,706

-----_.-

Hot Weather

Hy. Maize 86 50 1.72 10 3 2,580

1 Suaarcane 86 50 2.46% 12 4.5 4,644

4 •
Total 4.19 7,224

Total Hectare-cm for the year 30,788

Note.-AI/DC is on the basis of pumping for 16 hours every day.
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TABLE III

Discharge requirement in each season and Hectare-centimeters for each crop
for Stage III

Sr. Name of Crop Area AI/DC Interval Discharge Hectare-cm. for each cropNo. in Hectares of Litres/ No. of cm Total-hectares Litres/sec Irrigation sec. waterings depth Hectare-"days cmCol. 3 (7 x 8 x 3)
Col. 4

x ColS

1 2 3 4 S 6 7 8 9

Khari/
1 Sugarcane 10 10

2 Hy. Bajra 60 10

3 Onion 10 10

4 Rice 10 10

S Groundnut 10

Total .. 100 40

Robi
1 Sugarcane 10 10

2 Onion .. 10 20

3 Hy. Maize 10

Hy.Jawar 20 •..4
<

S Wheat 30 40

Total 80 70
.i.T

Hot Weather
1 Sugarcane 10 10

2 Hy. Mah.e 10 20

3 -Onion

Total 20 30

Total Hectare-cm. for
the year.

Note.-Al/DC is on the basis of pumping for 16 hours every day.
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r , APPENDIX VII

Different application forms are nsed as stated 0010. for the various types of Crops

WESTERNMAHARASHTRA
;
,1 1. Form No. I Two seasonal Blocks.

" -e 2. Form No. lA New Two seasonal Blocks.

3• Form No. I-B Rabi Blocks.
-e
'4 4. Form No. 11 Sugarcane Blocks.,-
" 5. Form No. IV Fruit Block.

6. Form No. V Garden Block.

7. Form No. V-A Garden and seasonal Block.

8. Form No. VI Additional water for Overlap/post/seasonal/
pre-seasonal watering.

9. Form No. VII Seasonal Crops.

10. Form No. VII-A Demand of water on P~ nallas and
streams.

11. Form No. I-K Three seasonal Block.

12. Form No. V-B Garden Blocks (1/5, 1/3, 1/3).

VIDARBHAREGION

\. '" 1. Form A or A-~ Irrigation Agreements for fixed years...:..:

2. Form B •• Supplementary agreements.

3. Fo~C Declaration of findings.

4. FOl'mG Water application.

..- ,~

•
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APPENDIX VIII

Current Water Rates for the Flow Irrigation Schemes in Maharashtra
-.--~---. -------~-".-,-,--.

Serial Name of the Crop or Season Water rates lNo. Ra./ba.

2 3

t
Sugarcane and Banana 750

2 Other Parennial 500
1i>

3 Kharif seasonal 50

4 Rabi seasonal 75

5 H. W. Seasonal 150

6 Hy. Commercial:~

(a) Kharif 50
(b) ~abi 75

7 Hy. Seed and Foundation crops:-

(a) Kharif 100.
(b) Rabi 150

f8 H. W. Cotton 400

9 H. W. Groundnut 300

10 Pre-seasonal 30

11 Post seasonals for Kharif crops in Rabi season 20 - r-

12 Post seasonals for Rabi crops .after Ist March 25

I
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Statement showing Water Rates for Lift Irrigation .Schemes (Up to 100ft.)

under Irrigation Development Corporation of Maharashtra Limited.

'I
-_._'-_.--

Water Rates from 15th October

I
1978 for

Serial ' Season/Crops First Second Third

No. •• Year Year Year and
thereafter

Rs.jha. Rs.jha. Rs./ha.

2 3 4 5

(A) Two Seasonals-

1 Tur
25 50 80

.-.1 Turmeric ..
36 72 110

~

- 2
,- 3 Chillies

36 72 110

4 L.S. Cotton and Groundnuts (H.W. & Kharif) 65 130 200

{ (B) Perennials-

Sugarcane
200 400 600

'2 Banana
200 400 600, 3 Other Parennials .(' 140 280 415

f
4 Single water rate for excess.,.sugarcane and banana 6 12 20

~
(C) Kharif Crops-

\! 1 Sal (Dhan)
20 40· 60

!

~

2 cereals and Fodder Crops 16 32 50

3 Other Cash crops 24 48 70

I (D) Rabi Crops-

Wheat
30 60 90

2 Other Cereals and Fodder Crops .. 20 40 60

3 Other cash crops
45 90 140

}

(E) Hot Weather Crops-

H. W. cereals 40 80 120

~ 2 Hy. Jowar
40 80 120

<, 3 Cash Crops
65 130 200

4 Summer Paddy
50 100 150

(F) Vegetables-

1 Kharif
30 60 90

2 Rabi
45 90 140

i~. 65 130
1 3 Hot Weather

200

!
i (G) Pre-seasonal and Post-seasonals (each watering}-

Cereal crops
5 10 15

2. Cash crops
'7 14 22

._------- -~-----_.
TB 4650-:-9
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Statement showing Water Rates for Lift Irrigation Schemes (above lOOft.) under the
Irrigation Development Corporation of Maharashtra Limited, Pune,

~
Water Rates from 15th ,October 1978 forSerial Season/Crops --Fust Second ThirdNo. Year Year Year and

thereafter
Rs./ha. Rs./ha. Rs./ha. ,

1 2 3 4 5 I(A) Two Seasonals-«

!1 Tur 27 54 82 :-
2 Turmeric .. 24 76 114
3 Chillies \ 38 76 114 k\

"4 L. S. Cotton and Groundnuts (H.W. &: Kbarif) 80 160 240 •
(B) Perennials-« iU
Sugarcane 242 484 725

2 Banana 242 484 725
3 Other Perennials 166 336 S05

,

I4 Single Water Rate for excess Sugarcane and Banana 8 16 25

(C) Kluui! Crops-«
-

1 Sal (Dhan) 29 58 S8
2 Cereals and Fodder Crops 17 34 SO
3 Other Cash Crops 23 46 70

(D) Rabi Crops-

1 Wheat 37 74 110
2 Other Cereals and Fodder Crops .. 22 . 44 66
3 Other Cash crops 47 94 140

(E) Hot Weather Crops-
k1 H. W. CeqmJs 80 160 240 -'

2 Summer Paddy 92 184 276

(F) Vegetables-

1 Kharif 31 62 92
2 Rabi 47 94 140
3 Hot Weather 80 160 240

(G) Pre-seasonal and Post-seasonals (each waterlng)-
1 Cereal crops 5 10 16
2 Cash Crops 7 14 22

- --------.- .._--
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Water Rates/or lift Irrigation from 1st January 1981

,-
Water Rates "

Kharif Rabi
seas- seas-
onals onals

H.W.
seas-
onals, New Rates

Supr- Other
cane Pere-

Banana nniaIs
Serial
No.

1

Type of Lift Irrigation

2

Rs./ha. Rs./ha. Rs./ha. Rs./ha. Rs./ha.

3 4 5 6 7 8

1 Lift Irrigat:on on Canals At per Flow Irrigation Rates on Canals.

i Lift Irrigation on Reservoirs . . At 50 per oent of Flow Irrigation Rates on Canals.

3 Lift Irrigation in between Dam At 50 per oent of Flow Irrigation Rates on Canals.
and diversion weir.

4 Lift Irrigation on Pond of 250
Bandharas.

175 25 37.50 75 At 50 per oent
of flow irriga-
tion. Rates as
per BKS-
1479/3181-
(l)-IMG (1),
dated the
24-2-1980.

1
I

5 Lift Irrigation on divarsion 187.50 125 12.50 20 37.SO
weirs and in the command of
Can!lls.

6 Lift Irrigation on Pond of 187.50 125 12.50 20 37.50
Bandharas and where there
is no dam.

7. Lift Irrigation on diversion 62.50 40 Exemp- 12.50 12.50
weir on nallas and rivers. ted.

------ ..-_
Notes.-(I) There are DO separate rates for Two seasonals. The rates for these will be charaed as per

the prevailing rates in a particular season in which these crops are irrigated.
(2) Where on particular project the water supply is not assured the rates for perennials

and other perennials will be charged at ! of those for assured water supply. .
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APPENDIX IX

Field Organisation

Generally under a Management Circle, there are 4 to 5 Divisions of Irrigation
Management each covering a hectarage of 40 to 60 thousands of mixed irrigation.
Under every Division there are generally 3 to 4 Management Sub-Divisions, each
Sub-Division dealing with 10,000 to 12,000 hectares of mixed irrigation. Field
Organisation of a Maintenance Division is given below:

Executive Engineer

I
I

Sub-Division

I
/

Sub-Division
/

Sub-Division

,
I

Sub-Division

. Sections (3 to 4)

Canal Inspectors Mistries and Muster Karkoons Measurers

APPENDIX IX-contd.

Norms of Establishment for Irr.gation Management Section

The following are the norms :-

1. Category (A) One or more irrigation Projects irrigating an area of
about 3,200 ha. to 4,000 ha. (8,000 to 10,000 acres)
of lands.

2. Category (B) One or more irrigation Projects which irrigate an
area of about 2,000 ha. to 3,200 ha. (5,000 to 8,000
acres) .of lands.

3. Category (C) Three or more irrigation Projects which irrigate
an area upto 2,000 ha. (5,000 acres) of lands.
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APPENDIX IX-contd.

Establishment for the Sections

..',

(1) Category (A):-
1. Sectional Officer 1 No.

2. Sectional Karkoon 1 No.

3. Maistry and Muster Karkoon 2 Nos .

4. Canal Inspector 4 Nos.

S. Daftar Karkoon 1 No. for each 2,SOOha.
(6,250 acres).

6. Measurer 3 Nos.

7. Gauge Karkoon 1 No.

8. Messenger 1 No.

9. Patkari 2 Nos.

10. Chowkidar 2 Nos.

11. Canal Chowkidar .. '2 Nos.

12. Canal Tapali 2 Nos.

Total for (A) .. 22 Nos ..--
(2) Category (B):-

1. Sectional Officer, 1 No.

2. Sectional Karkoon 1 No.

3. Muster'Karkoon .. 1 No.

4. Canal Inspector 3 Nos.

5. Measurer 3 Nos.

6. Patkari 3 Nos.

7. Chowkidar for each Project As per requirement.

8. Attendant 1 No.

Total 'for (B) ., . 13 + Chowkidar

/

(3) Category (C):-
1. Sectional Officer
2. Sectional Karkoon
3. Attendantfor '8.0.
4. Muster Karkoon ..
S. Canal Inspector
6. Messurer
7. Patkari
8. Chowkidar (for each Project)

;.

t No.
t No.
t No.
t No.
2 Nos.
2 Nos.
2 Nos.

_.

As per requirement.

Total for (C) .. 10 + Chowkidar.

(Ref. Government, I. and P. Department, No. EDC/1360/35453-I(5), dated 15th
January 1968).

TB 4650-10a
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APPENDIX X

~ CfiieiliiCf( ~ ~t'l'SI.rR·
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(~) mwr~, '6lc1Glf"1Cfi~ f.NFr, ~ ~\¥\9/~\-~, ~ <t\9 it

<t\~ <to
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Canal Advisory Committees Composition
of the-

GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA
IRRIGATIONANDPOWERDEPARTMENT

Resolution No. CME 2968/110319-1(4),Bombay Castle (Bombay No. 1)
Date 21st September 1968

Read-(f) Government Resolution, No. 3647/36-11,dated the 17th May 1951.
(If) Government Resolution, No. CME 6063/53193-1(4), dated the 11th

May,1964. .
RESOLUTION.-In modification of the rule made in the clause 5 of the Rules

accompanying Government Resolution, Public works Department No: 3647/36/11,
dated 17th May 1951 and in supercession of the orders issued regarding composition
of the Canal Advisory Committees from time to time, Government is pleased to
direct that thecomposition of Canal Advisory Committees,· laid down in the
clause (5) of the Rules accompanying the Government Resolution referred to above;
should be as follows :-

Chairman:
Executive Engineer. .,.

Member:
(1) Planning Officer of Zilla Parishad,
(2) Parishad Agricultural Development Officer, Zill.aParishad,
(3) One representative of the sugar Factories nominated by the Deccan sugar

Factories Association,
(4) Two local Irrigators for each Canal nominated b~ Government,
(5) Two Local Members of Legislative Assembly; or
Members of the Legislative Council nominated by Government. The Sub-Divi-

sional Officers concerned will be present at the mestings but will not be members of
the Committee.

Secretary:
The Executive Engineers may select one of th'e Sub-Divisional Officers mentioned

above as Secretary (Non-Member);

By order and in the name of the Governor of Maharashtra,

(Signed)-Y. B. KHARADE,
Under Secretary to Government of Maharashtra,

Irrigation and Power Department.
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Composition 0/ Canal Advisory
Committee- .

GOVERNMENT OF MAHARASHTRA

IruuOATIONDEPARTMENT

Government Resolution No. CME-I080/14368(l653)IMC-3

Mantralaya, Bombay 400 032, dated the 19th June 1981.

Read.-{I) Government Resolution, Irrigation and Power Department, No. CME-
2968/110319-1(4), dated 21st September 1968.

(2) Government Resolution, Irrigation Department, No. CME-I080/6332
(1619)/IPC-3, dated 9th January 1981.

Government has issued orders regarding the composition of Canal Advisory
Committes in Government Resolution, Irrigation and power Department, No. CMB-
2968/110319-1(4), dated 21st September 1968, however, it is observed that in many
cases the command of the canal system covers more than one District, Therefore,
it is felt necessary to appoint the planning officers, Zilla parishad and Agriculture
Development Officer ZiIla Parishad of respective Districts within the command of
the canal system of canal Advisory Committee for extending their Co-operation in
proper utilisation of water.

REsoLUTION.-Government is now, therefore, pleased to direct in partial modifica-
tion of orders issued in Government Resolution, No. CME-2968/110319-I(4), dated
21st September 1968, that when the command of the canal system covers more than
one District the Planning Officers, Zilla Parishad and Agriculture Development
Officers of Zilla Parishad ofthe concerned districts should be appointed on Canal
Advisory Committee for extending their co-operation in proper utilisation of water.

/ By order and in the name of the Governor of Maharashtra,

(Signed) R. K. INAMDAR,
Deputy Secretary to the Government

• of Maharashtra.
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Canal Advisory Committees and water
Panchayat Committee-

Establishment of the-c-on the various
Canal SYstem.

GOVERNMENT OF BOMBAY

PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
':. ,

Resolution No. 3647/36-11

Bombay Castle (Bombay No. 1), 17th May, 1951

Read.-Government Resolution No. 3647/36-11,dated the 30th May, 1947.
'.

Letter No. G. R. No. 49, dated the 17th February. 1949, from the Superintending
Engineer, Karnataka Irrigation Circle.

Letter No. G. R. No. 49, dated the 20th June, 1949, from the Superintending
Engineer, Southern Circle.

Letter No. P.F. 51/5017, dated the 7th June, 1950, from 'the Superintendins
Engineer, D~ Irrigation Circle.

REsOLUTION

On the recommendations of. the local officers, Government is pleased to revise
the constitution and Rules of Business of Canal Advisory Committees and Water
Panchayat Committees., The accompanying revised rules will come into force here-
after.

By order of the, qovernor of Bombay.

(Sd.) V. W. GOTHOSKAR,
Deputy Secretary to Government.
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CONSTITUTION AND RULES OF BUSINESS OF CANAL
ADVISORY COMMITTEES

RULES

1. These Rules may be called" The Canal Advisory Committee" Rules, 1947.

2. In these rules,-

(a) "Canal Advisory Committee" shall mean the" Committee" Constituted
in accordance with the rules.

(b) ••Executive Engineer" shall mean the ••Executive Engineer of the public
Works Department Division" concerned or any other officer deputed by him in
this regard by a general or special order.

(c) ••Sub-Divisional Officer" shall mean the ••Sub-Divisional Officer of the
~ Public Works Department SUb-Division" concerned.

3. SUbject to the.approval of the Superintending Engineer the activities of a Canal
Advisory. Committee wilt extend over the entire area served by one (or more) specific
irrigation system, provided that no Committee shall have to deal with more than one
Executive Engineer.

4. The whole body of irrigators in the sphere of activities of each Committee
will consitute a ..Bagaitdar Sangh " and every irrigator will inso facto be a member
of the Sangh as Long as he holdes a valid pass for irrigation on the irrigation system
concerned.

5. The composition of the Canal Advisory Committee shall be as under:-
Chairman-

Executive Engineer,

Members-

1. One representative of the Agricultural Department.
2. One representative of the Revenue Department.
3. One representative of the Sugar Factories.
4. Two local irrigators for each canal nominated by Government.
5. Two Local Members of Legislative Assembly or Members of Legislative

Council nominated by Government. -

The Sub-Divisional Officers concerned will be present at the meetings but will not
be members of the Committee.
Secretary-

The Executive Engineer may select one of the Sub-Divisional, Officers mentioned
above as the Secretary (Non-members).

6. The non-official members will hold office for two years. The retiring members
will, however, be eligible for renomination.
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-. 7. The fuctions of the committee will be strictly advisory and will generally
cover the following items:-

(a) The exchange of views on the needs of irrigated crops as regards the quantity
of water required, irrigation intervals, dates of plantation and harvest, etc.

(b) The collection and distribution amongst irrigators of information about
new varieties of crops.

(c) Suggesting measures for: improving the supply of seed and the prevention
and eradication of crop pests and diseases.

(d) Submission to the Irrigation Department of information and requests in
respect of (a) to (c) above.

(e) Maintenance of a continuous liaison with the water panchayats operating
on the canals concerned;

(f) Receiving petitions, appeals, etc. of a general nature from Water panchayats
and discussing the same.

(g) Holding Irrigators Conference in January every year when demonstrations,
exhibitions aud lectures by experis on irrigation, agriculture, co-operation etc.,
may be arranged.
(Note.--:-The Committee will have no authority to inquire into or interfere with

the internal administraion and working of the Irrigation Department or with ques-
tions of personal and discipline; and if any question arises at any meeting as to the
validity of a matter reaised for discussion, the decision of the Chairmen will be
final.).

8. The Chairman will ordinar~ convene meetings of the Committee at least
three times a year. The dates of the meetings should be so arranged that there is at 1st
meetings in each of the Kharif, rabi and hot weather seasons. The Chairman will be
at liberty to request any persons, official or non-official, to attend any meeting. of the
Conunittee whenever their presence and advice appear to him to be desirable. The
person or persons -so invited will, .however, have no right of voting.

9. Any subject relating to irrigation on the canals concerned may be brought
up for discussion by any member of the Committee.

10. The agenda for each meeting shall be circulated to all members ten days
before the date of such meeting and it will include all items received and approved
by the Chairman up-to-date. Urgent business may, however, be taken for
consideration at any meeting without notice, with the consent of the Chairman.

i1. The Chairman will keep the Superintending Engineer informed from time
to time regarding work done by the Committee.

12. Non-official members of the Committee will be eligible for travelling expenses
under the rules in Appendix-XLII-A of the Bombay Civil Services Rules Manual
as amended from time to time.
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CONSTITUTION AND RULES OF BUSINESS OF A WATER
PANCHAYAT COMMITTEE

RULES
1. These Rules may be called" the Water Panchayat Committee Rules, 1947". '
2. In these rules,-

(a) "Panchayat Committee" shall mean the "Panchayat Committee" con-
stituted in accordance with the following rules.

(b) "Group" means the " particular group of Irrigatiors " as defined in Rules
No. 3.

(c) "Executive Engineer" shall mean the "Executive Engineer of the public
works department division" concerned or any other officer deputed by him in
this regard by a general or special order.
(d) "Sub-Divisional Officer" shall mean the "Sub-Divisionat Officer of the

.Public Works Department Sub-Divisional" concerned.

3. The sphere of activities of each Panchayat Committee shall ordinarily be equiva-
lent to the beat of a canal inspector and the Executive Engineer shall have the power
to fix its exact limits in each particular case. All the irrigators within this limit shall
be collectively termed the "Group of Irrigators ".

4. Each panchayat shall consists of three to seven panchas, and the Executive
Engineer shall have the power to fix the exact number in each case and also to nomi-
nate additional panchas to secure sufficient representation of small bagayatdars
and also of bagayatdars at the tail on the panchayat committee.

5. At a meeting held in accordance with Rules 8 the group shall select candidates
for being appointed as panchas and number to be elected, shall be double the number
or vacancies to be filled. The names of all the elected candidates shall be arranged
to discendingl order of number of votes secured by each and from the list so pre-
.pared, the first _half shall be appointed as panchas.

6. Panchas* shall be appointed for a period of two years. About half the number
of panehas shall be retire in rotation each year. Elections shall be held each year
for the purpose of filling such vacancies.' The retiring panchas will be held eligible
to contest the new elections.

Explanation.-When a panchayatis newly established about half the number of
panchas in the order of votes secured will be appointed for two years and the rest,
for only one year.

7. .If any panch retires before the expiry of his term of office, the vacancy so
caused. shall be filled by appointing the next available elected candidate on the list
prepared as laid down in Rule No. 5 above, when no such candidates are available,
the required number will be elected in accordance with the provision of Rules Nos.
Sand 8.

8. For the purpose of holding the Elections of candidates for being appointed
as panchas the Sub-Divisional Officer shall convence a meeting of the group with
a notice of not less than seven days as regards date, time and place thereof. The
elections shall be made by majority of votes of eligible bagaitdars in the group under

• Panch-Member of Panchayat Cammittee (Please see rule No. 9)
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the supervision of the old Sarpanch or another President" specially elected at the
. meeting. The President shall communicate to the sub-divisional officer within 3
days the results of such elections, failing which the sub-divisional officer shall assume
that the elections were not held and shall then take such further action as would
appear to him necessary,

9. Any bonafide irrigation who has bad sanction of irrigation in the preceding
, year within the limits of the Group concerned shall be eligible to vote at the election
meetings, provided he attends the meeting in person.

10. Any bona fide irrigation who has bad sanction of irrigation in the preceding
year within the limits of the group at the time of an election shall be eligible to contest
for the seat of panch.

11. A panch shall cease to be a panch and vacate his seat in the panchayat if he
fails to have any sanction of irrigation on the canal for a period of 12 months while
water could have been made available to his land or if he takes water unauthorisedly
to a crop not sanctioned under the Irrigation Rules. A panch who. takes water un-
authorisedly should not be eligible for re-election for a period of two years.

12. As soon as the annual elections of new panchas are declared, the old and
new panchas together shall elect Sarpanch for the ensuing year.

13. The business year of the panchayat shall be reckoned from 15th February to
14th February. The election of panchas for the ensuing year shall be held in the
second fortnight of January.

Please see rule No. 9.
14. As soon as a Panchayat is constituted, it shall be held responsible for

carrying out the following duties:-

(a) To prepare Pali-Patraks,
(b) To estimate the quantity of water required in the ensuing rotation and inform

the Sub-Divisional Officer about it, so as to make it convenient for the later to
arrange for a suitable supply ofwater consistant with the interest and convenience
of the Canal as

(c) To advise the irrigators as necessary and to ensure that water is notused
without a valid pass, out of turn, unauthorised or extravagantly and to 'prevent.
waste of water. .

(d) To hold panchanamas, etc., in accordance with rules against those who
commit such offences as are mentioned in (c) above .
.(e) To settle mutually the complaints arising in connection with items (a) to (d)

above and to communicate to the Sub-Divisional Officer, in writing, their disposal
together with the complainant's acceptance, of such disposal.
(f) To offer suggestions to the Sub-Divisional Officer regarding equitable and

economic distribution of canal water.
(g) To disseminate among the irrigators information regarding the latest

Government Orders and notifications concerning irrigation and agricultural
matters .

.,..._-__._~---~-----------~---------~--------.
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15. The Sarpanch shall convene meetings of the panchayat at a suitable place
and from time to time as may be necessary, provided that the ;nterval between any
two such meetings shall not exceed 3 months. Representatives of the Irrigation and
Co-operative Departments shall be requested to attend these meetings though they
shall not vote. The reports of the meeting shall be sent to the Sub-Divisional Officer
in writing.

16. A Canal Inspector or Patkari .appointed by' the Executive Engineer shall
continue to carry out all the duties mentioned in Rule 14 above, with the assistance
of the panchayat, for so long as the letter is not considered by the Executive Engineer
to be fully capable of undertaking these duties independently.

17. The panchayat shall be eligible after duly passing a resolution to that effect,
.to request the Executive Engineer to withdraw the canal inspector or the patkari
and if such demand is not fulfilled within 6 months, to appeal to the Superintending
Engineer (Circle), whose decision in the matter shall be final.

18. If at any time, it would appear to the Executive Engineer that the panchayat
is not satisfactorily carrying out the duties entrusted to it as mentioned in Rule 14
above, the Executive Engineer shall have the right again to depute a Canal Inspector
or a Patkari for assisting the panehayat, or to dissolve the panchayat all together
and order fresh elections.

19. The panchayat shall arrange to collect from the irrigators, at rate not ex-
ceeding half an anna per rupee of the water rate payable by the irrigators funds
necessary to meet its current or future expenditure, Any member who fails to contri-
bute his share shall be disqualified and struck off the list member.

20. The panchayat shall be competent to appoint one or more paid servants
for carrying out the clerical work in connection with the duties mentioned in Rule
14 above when it is functioning without the help of the Government Canal Inspector
or Patkari. These servants. will, however, not be entrusted with any administrative
duties, which must be performed by the panchayat itself.

21. The accounts of the panchayat shall be maintained in a form approved by the
Executive Engineer and shall be audited annually.

22. The funds of "the panchayat shall be deposited in a bank approved by the
Registrar of Co-operative Societies.

23. The panchayat can, after obtaining previous sanction of the Executive Engineer,
also undertake the following functions in addition to these shown in Rule 14above :_

(a) To disseminate by means of propaganda among the irrigator knowledge
regarding the improved practice and methods of irriculture in accordance with
the suggestions of the Canal Advisory Committee.

(b) To place in a collective. form before the irrigation officers and Canal
Advisory Committee the suggestions and complaints of irrigators in the Groups.

(c) To collect the water applications of the irrigators and present them to the
irrigation officers, after duly completing them, for facilitating their quick disposal.
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Canal Advisory Committees and Water
Panchayat Committees- Establishment
of the- on the various Canal System.

Government of Bombay,
Public Works Department,

Resolution No. CME. 1058-T,
Sachivalaya, Bombay-I.

Read._:_Government Resolution No: 3647j36-II, dated 9th March, 17th May 1951

Letter No. GenjIrrij63856 dated the 15th November 1958 from the Superinten-
ding Engineer, Gujarath Irrigation Circle.

Resolution : On the recommendations of the local Officers, Government is pleased
to 'direct that the duration of a canal Advisory Committee should be 3 years instead
of 2 years as hitherto.

2. Government is also pleased to direct that the non:Qfficial members will hold
office for a period of 3 years instead of 2 years. Necessary corrections should accordi-
ngly be carried out in item 6 of the Constitution and Rules of Business of the Canal
Advisory Committee printed as an accopmpaniment to Government Resolution,
Public Works Department No. 3647j36-II, dated the 17th May, 1951.

3. Government is further pleased to direct that 50 per cent of the representatives
oflocal irrigation to be appointed t6 such committees should represent small irriga-
tors.

'-,

By order and in the name of the Governor of Bombay,

(Signed) A. R. KAULGUD,
Officer on Special Deputy.
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APPENDIX XI •.~
Factors of Conversion for units in th::, chlil>~~r

,
1'0 convert A to B multiply A by P. To convert B to A multiply B by Q

Unit A Factor P Factor Q Unit B
-----

Length-

Inches 2.54 0.3937 Centimetres
Feet 30.48 0.0328 Centimetres
Miles 1.609 0.62137 Kilometres ,..

Area-

Square feet 0 ..0929 10.764 Square metres
Acres 0.4047 2.471 Hectares

. Hectares 10.000 0.0001 Square metres -,

Volume-

Cubit feet '" 0.028317 35.3147 Cubic metres
Acre feet 43.560 0.000023 Cubic feet
Acre feet 0.12337 8 .10735 Hectare metres -..- c._'

Million cubic feet 28.·300' 0.•.000035 Cubic metres

Velocities-

Cubic metre ... 35.3145 0.028317 Cubic feet
per second per second

" 1000 0.001 Litre per second

" 864000 0.00011574 .Cirbic metres
per 24 hour

Cubic feet 86400 0.000011574 Cubic feet
per second per 24 hour

. ~ .•..

. f.
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